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Preface

The work papers this summer, as always, represent a wide variety of languages and topics
under study by students and staff at the linguistics program of the University of North Dakota.
The lead article is a slightly revised version of Thomas Pinson's 1990 thesis from UND and
presents research on the Dakota language.

The second contribution, by Irma Thiele, is a text from the Yanomami language of Brazil,
presented within the model being developed for a text archive in Mexico, as taught during a text
glossing seminar at UND in 1993.

A short article by Steve Mar lett sets the record straight on one small part of Seri grammar.
The first article by Jim Meyer argues that grammar is much more effectively and enjoyably

taught when it is integrated with student writing, not compartmentalized. The second,
coauthored with Gordon College student Brendan Cooney, reviews the history of paragraph
analysis and presents two new perspectives on it.

Charles Speck presents an overview of the semantics and distribution of positional verbs
used as existentials in Texmelucan Zapotec (Mexico).

Finally, an analysis of important facts about the prenasalized segments in Babole (Congo) by
Myles Leitch is presented within the framework of Optimality Theory.

A new section, called Data Squibs, makes its first appearance this year. These contributions
provide easy access to data which should be of interest to linguists and linguistics teachers. The
hope is that these will increase communication between field linguists and theoretical linguists,
and draw attention to data which may have already appeared in places or formats which are less
accessible. Data squibs also provide an outlet for interesting and perhaps significant data that
does not necessarily have an explanation in any theory with which the author is familiar.

Data squibs consist of two parts. The first part is some appropriate information about the
language, the source of the data, and reference to pertinent literature. It also includes
background information on the data and a brief discussion of what is of interest. This section
does not contain a solution per se, but may include pointers to a solution.

The second part is the data, carefully selected and arranged. In general, phonological data
are presented in IPA transcription, regardless of the transcription used in previous publications.

People are encouraged to write to the authors with questions and comments. The editors
regret that more authors are not represented in this section; we hope that the appearance of these
few data squibs will prompt,the submission of many others in the future.

We thank Andy Black and Stephen Levinsohn for their help in reviewing submissions. Our
sincere thanks also go to Catherine Leckrone and Becky Moser for their able copy-editing.

S.M.
J.M.
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Dakota Sioux Objects

Thomas M. Pinson

This article is a study of certain syntactic and morphological processes in Dakota
Sioux within the Relational Grammar framework. There are three main topics dealt with
as they relate to verb agreement: advancements to direct object, Possessor Ascension,
and Clause Union. All three of these topics distinguish between direct objects, indirect
objects, and obliques.

Verb agreement is examined and shown to consist of two distinct systems: person
agreement and number agreement. These two systems give empirical evidence to the
support of the multilevel relational network of Unaccusative and Reflexive clauses. It is
also shown that an analysis which posits advancements to direct object allows for
concise generalizations, whereas an analysis which does not include advancements to
direct object cannot capture these generalizations.

There are two types of Possessor Ascension attested cross-linguistically: one in which
the possessor assumes the grammatical relation of the host, and one in which the
possessor assumes a grammatical relation other than the host. This article shows that
Dakota Sioux has both constructions.

The last topic dealt with is Clause Union, in particular Causative Union. This article
presents evidence that a union construction in Sioux is superficially ntonoclausal yet
contains two predicates. After the evidence for the multipredicate clause is presented,
verb agreement is again examined since both predicates may show person and number
agreement.

1. Introduction
1.1. Goals of the Article

This article has two goals. The first is to present certain syntactic constructions in Dakota
Sioux analyzed within the Relational Grammar (henceforth RG) framework which demonstrate
the difference between direct and indirect objects. I will first present arguments for the RG
analysis of Sioux verb agreement. Included under this topic of verb agreement is the notion of
advancements and how this affects the analysis of the third person animate plural agreement,
wiCha-.1 I will then discuss the construction known as Possessor Ascension. The last topic I

1 This article is a slightly edited version of my 1990 M.A. Thesis at the University of North Dakota.
I would like to thank Chuck Speck for his helpful comments on the Possessor Ascension section. I

would also like to thank my M.A. committee, Des Derbyshire and Steve Quackenbush, with special thanks
to my advisor, Steve Marlett, for all their helpful criticism and advice.

Abbreviations: 1p - First Person Plural, is - First Person Singular, 2p - Second Person Plural, 2s -
Second Person Singular, 3p - Third Person Plural, Adv - Advancement, Ben - Benefactive, Caus -
Causative, Cho - Chomeirr, Comp - Complementizer, Dat - Dative, Def - Definite, Dem Demonstrative,
Dur - Durative, Hab - Habitual, Indf - Indefinite, Ins - Instrument, Loc - Locative, N - Nominative, 0 -
Objective, Obl Oblique, PI Plural, Poss - Possessive, Pot - Potential, PRfl - Possessor Reflexive, QM -
Question Marker, Rdp - Reduplication, KO, Reflexive.

The orthography used in this article conforms to the University of Colorado writing system (Taylor
1975, Rood and Taylor 1976). The characters h and g are the voiceless and voiced velar fricatives,
respectively.

Stops
Aspirated ph th ch kh
Unaspirated p
Glottal p7 t7 10
Voiced b (d)*

1994 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 38, 1-44
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2 Thomas M. Pinson

will present is Clause Union. All of these constructions demonstrate a distinction between the
two kinds of objects.

The second goal is to show how RG characterizes these constructions in cross-linguistically
viable terms. Although there has already been extensive work done in Dakota Sioux, much of it
has been purely descriptive. It is not the purpose of this article to repeat those previous works.
Rather, my purpose is to apply the RG framework to Dakota Sioux. The RG analysis reveals that
these constructions are not unique but have already been attested in natural language.

I assume familiarity with the Relational Grammar framework throughout this article.

1.2. Previous Work and Sources of Data

Dakota Sioux has been very well documented. There has been work in all dialects, but
predominantly in the Teton (Laichota) and Santee (Dakota) dialects. The earliest work was done
by Stephen Riggs (1890 and 1893). He produced a dictionary in the Santee and Yankton
(Nakota) dialects and later a book containing a grammar, texts, and an ethnography. The
dictionary was reprinted in 1968 and the grammar in 1973. Then Franz Boas and Ella Deloria
(1939, 1941) wrote a very comprehensive description of phonological, morphological, and
syntactic processes of the Teton, Santee, and Yankton dialects. About that time Eugene Buechel
(1939) wrote A Grammar of Lakota: the language of the Teton Sioux Indians and later Paul
Manhart published Buechel's (1970 and 1983) dictionary.

More recent work in Lakhota includes David Rood and Allan Taylor's (1976) two volume
Beginning Lakhota, a pedagogical grammar of Lakhota. Robert Van Valin, Jr. (1977i) wrote a
grammar of Lakhota syntax using Role and Reference Grammar, focusing on relative and
complement clauses. And Janis Williamson (1984) wrote a detailed Lakhota grammar in the
Government and Binding Theory.

Another important work is Patricia Shaw's (1980) Theoretical Issues in Dakota Phonology
and Morphology, written from the perspective of generative phonology. Her work was a
comparison of all the Dakota dialects: Teton, Santee, Yankton, Stoney, and Assiniboine.

And lastly, Plunkett and McKeever's (1986) Relational Grammar Approach to Verb
Agreement in Lakota examined several constructions, such as intransitive and reflexive clauses,
and argued that a disjunctively ordered verb agreement rule was necessary for Sioux. This article
goes beyond their work by treating person and number agreement as separate agreement
systems, by examining advancements to direct object more closely, and by discussing the
Possessor Ascension and Clause Union constructions in Sioux. For a list of other work in Sioux,
consult Rood's (1977) bibliography.

Much of the data in the literature is from Lakhota sources. My data are primarily from
Dakota sources. I began collecting data in a Field Methods course of the Summer Insitute of

Fricatives
Voiceless
Glottal
Voiced

s
s'
z

A h h
A' h?
i g

Liquid (1)*
Nasals m n
Glides w y
Vowels i t u v

(Plain and
Nasalized)

e
a a

o

*The d is used in Dakota and the 1 in Lakhota.



Dakota Sioux Objects 3

Linguistics at the University of North Dakota in 1986. I continued gathering data through
successive independent studies and brief trips to both the Crow Creek Reservation of South
Dakota and the Devil's Lake Reservation of North Dakota. Grammatically, Lakhota and Dakota
are similar; therefore I will use both Dakota and Lakhota data throughout this article. I would
like to thank both of my Lakhota consultants: Velma Flying Bye and the late Walter Taken
Alive. I would also like to thank Sandra McDonald and Paul Little who are Dakota speakers.
Finally, I am indebted to the late Bert McBride for his endless patience with my tedious
questions about the Dakota language.

2. Verb Agreement
2.1. Person and Number Agreement

There are two sets of verb agreement affixes in Dakota. Traditionally these have been
labeled nominative and objective. Compare the following:

(1) A-ma-ya-pha.
Loc-ls0-2N-hit
You hit me.

(2) Taku wa-pazo.
something 1sN-show
I showed something.

In (1) ma- signals agreement with the first person singular direct object, and in (2) wa -

signals agreement with the first person singular subject. Table 1 presents the singular affixes of
these two sets.

Table 1. Singular Agreement Affixes

Nominative Objective
wa/bd- is ma- is
ya/d- 2s ni- 2s

Portmanteau: Chi- 1sN:2s0

Agreement with third person singular is not overtly marked. The bd- and d- affixes of the
nominative set are the allomorphs of wa - and ya-, respectively, for verbs beginning with y.2
The portmanteau prefix chi- is the surface realization of first person singular subject and
second person singular object in lieu of wa-ni-. In Table 2 the plural affixes of both sets are
presented.

Table 2. Plural Agreement Affixes

Nominative Objective
yk- 1p dual yk- -pi 1p
yk- -pi 1p
ya/d- -pi 2p ni- -pi 2p

-pi 3p animate -pi 3p
%dela- 3p animate

The distinction of dual and plural first person is realized only in the nominative set.
Consider the following:

2 The same affixes in Lakhota are bl - and 1-, respectively.



4 Thomas M. Pinson

(3) a. uk-o-ni-de-b. 3

1p-?-20-seek-P1
We (> 2) are looking for you.

b. 14c-o-ni-de-pi.
1p-?-20-seek-P1
We (dual) are looking for you (plural).

c. He kik-ode-b.
s/he 1p-seek-P1
He was looking for us (dual or plural). or
We (> 2) were looking for him.

d. =(V 1977a:7)

1p-give
We (dual) gave it to him.
*(He gave us (dual) it.)

When Table 1 and Table 2 are compared it can be seen that there is overlap. Both second and
third person affixes are the same in the two tables. The distinction between the two tables is
primarily the plural suffix -pi and the first person morphemes. Except for the first person
affixes, number is indicated by either the presence or lack of the plural affix. Table 2 also
contains the morpheme wiaha - , animate third person plural, which I will discuss below. Table
3 offers a simplified paradigm of the person affixes.

Table 3. Person Argeement Affixes

Nominative Objective
is wa/bd- ma-
1p Vic kik
2 ya/d- ni-

It can be seen from Table 3 that the distinction between the nominative and the objective set does
not exist in first person plural. Therefore the arguments I present from verb agreement will
primarily consider first person singular and second person singular and plural.

Although traditionally the two sets were called nominative and objective, these names are
misleading for certain intransitive verbs. The nominative affixes occur on some intransitive
verbs, while the objective affixes occur on other intransitive verbs, as shown in (4) and (5).
Clauses like those in (4) are known as unergative clauses in RC.; itild clauses like those in (5) are
known as unaccusative clauses.

(4) a. Wa -nuwq
1 sN - swim

I am swimming.

b. Ya -ps i6a
2N -jump
You are jumping.

(5) a. M- istima.
1s0-sleep
I was sleeping.

3 There are several phonological processes which interact with the morphology, i.e. -pi reducing to
-b. For a thorough discussion of these see Shaw 1980.

The ? in the word-for-word gloss indicates that the morpheme in question is not a usual prefix, but
rather a discontinuous part of the root.
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b. Ni-t'a.
20-die
You are dying.

Consider now the following reflexive clauses.
(6) a. Oyaza

hurt -1s0-Rfl-Caus
I hurt myself.

b. A-n-i67i-pha.
Loc-20-Rf1-hit
You hit yourself

It can be seen that in reflexive clauses the person agreement is from the objective set and the
verb includes the morpheme i.673.-.4

Van Valin (1977a:26-27) formulated s, verb agreement rule for Sioux, in the framework of
Role and Reference Grammar. He claim:: that verb agreement can be accounted for using
semantic notions. His rule may be stated as tollows5:

(7) a. Actor, which includes the semantic roles of actor and experiencer,
determines nominative agreement.

b. Undergoer, which includes the semantic role experiencer, patient, goal,
source and beneficiary, determines objective 'agreement.

c. Site, which includes the semantic roles of location, goal and source,
determines objective agreement and a location postposition.

He describes the categories Actor, Undergoer, and Site as domains or continua of semantic
roles. Which particular roles are included in each domain is language specific, but the continuum
labels are universal. In more recent work in Role and Reference Grammar, Van Valin and Foley
(1980:338) do not discuss the third domain, Site, but rather "postulate a single fundamental
universal semantic opposition of Actor and Undergoer."

It is interesting to examine the similarity of the Role and Reference'Grammar framework to
that of the RG framework. RG posits grammatical relations as primitives. Role and Reference
Grammar posits the notion of the opposition of Actor and Undergoer as fundamental. Both
theories claim that it is somewhat language specific as to which semantic roles are associated
with these notions. With regard to this, both theories claim that there are universal tendencies. A
fundamental difference between the two theories is RG's claim that the notion of levels is
important.

Van Valin's rule, as summarized by Van Valin and Foley (1980:337), is: all Actors
determine the nominative affixes, and all Undergoers determine the objective affixes, regardless
of grammatical relations. Bt., when Van Valin's rule is examined more closely, one notices the
overlap between continua. He admits it is necessary to refer to the verb type in order to
determine whether an experiencer is an Actor or an Undergoer. He states that experiencers of
active verbs are Actors and experiencers of stative verbs are Undergoers. He also gives
examples of both verb types. From his examples it is clear that he means that subject
experiencers of transitive clauses are Actors and all other experiencers are Undergoers.

Van Valin's rule for verb agreement works for transitive, unergative and unaccusative
clauses, as can be seen in the following:

4 There are three allomorphs of the reflexive morpheme: igd- (igl -) for verbs beginning with y,
ik - for verbs beginning with p, and

5 This is my account of Van Valin's rule. He presents his rule in two parts referring to the actual
morphemes. I have combined these, and I refer to the nominative and objective sets.

10



6 Thomas M. Pinson

(8) a. A -ma -ya-pha
Loc -1s0-2111-hit
You hit me.

b. Wa-nvw4
1sN-swim
I am swimming.

c. Ni -111.fipa

20 -fall. down
You fell down.

In (8a-b) the subjects are both Actors, therefore the nominative affixes are used. The direct
object in (8a) and the subject in (8c) are both Undergoers, thus the objective affixes are used.
Now consider reflexive clauses again:

(9) A-n ' i-pha

Loc -20 -Rfl -hit
You hit yourself.

Van Valin (1977a:30) notes that the sole nominal in clauses like (9) has two semantic roles
assigned to it (i.e. actor and patient). He offers no explanation for the use of the objective affixes
other than stipulating that the reflexive morpheme, requires that the objective affixes be
used with it.

Plunkett and McKeever (1986) discuss the implications of several constructions, including
unaccusative and reflexive clauses, for verb agreement in Sioux. Then they state the following
rule for verb agreement (p. 101):

(10) a. Working 2s determine the objective agreement markers.
b. NominaIs heading a 1-arc determine the nominative agreement markers.
Where (a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (b).

Working 2s are discussed in Perlmutter 1982 (p. 314). Informally, a nominal is a working 2
if it is a 2 at some level and not a chomeur. Plunkett and McKeever (1986) argue that disjunctive
ordering is necessary for Sioux verb agreement. It accounts for unaccusative clauses like (11)
and reflexive clauses like (12). According to rule (10), unaccusative and reflexive clauses use the
objective person agreement because the final 1 is also an initial 2. Thus Plunkett and
McKeever's rule accounts for the verb agreement in reflexive clauses without having to refer to
the morphology of Dakota.

(11) a. Ni -111.Yipa

20- fall . down
You fell down.

b.

[Zs] hIthpa
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(12) a. Ba-m-iVi-114.
Ins-lsO-Rfl-slash
I cut myself.

b.6

[ls bahi

Although Plunkett and McKeever's rule (10) is coherent, I propose an alternative person
agreement rule; a rule that eliminates the need for the notion of working 2. It is as follows:

(13) Person Agreement Rule:
The verb agrees in person with fmal nuclear terms.
a. Nominals heading a 2-arc determine the objective agreement markers.
b. Nominals heading a 1-arc determine the nominative agreement markers.
(a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (b).

The notion of working 2 is unnecessary since a working 2 is either a final 1, 2, or 3 and
there are no final 3s in Sioux. The disjunctive ordering is still necessary to account for the use of
the objective person agreement with unaccusative and reflexive clauses. Therefore, this new rule
(13) makes the same predictions as Plunkett and McKeever's rule (10).

The next area of agreement I will discuss is number agreement. Van Valin (1977a) does not
discuss an agreement rule for number. The implication is that he includes it with his person
agreement rule. Plunkett and McKeever (1986) also include number agreement with the
nominative and objective person agreement, thereby allowing rule (10) to account for it.
Examine (14).

(14) a. Wiyaka-g he ma- ya- k'u -b.
feather-Def Dem 1s0-2N-give-P1
You (p1.) gave me the feather.

b. Hena
they 1p-seek-Pl.
They were looking for us (> 2).

c. vk-ya-b.
1p-go -P1
We (> 2) went.

d. =(V 1977a:8)
i -hi
1p-arrive
We (dual) arrive.

In each of these examples the plural morphemes occur with the person agreement as shown
in Table 2. In (14a) and (14c) the subject is plural and this is signaled by the plural suffix. In
(14b) both the subject and direct object are plural; this is also signaled by the plural suffix. But
when the first person dual-plural distinction is examined, differences in the person agreement
and number agreement systems can be seen. Plunkett and McKeever (1986) present the first
person dual-plural distinction as it is shown in Table 2. Therefore, if number agreement

6 This relational network is incomplete, showing only the relevant stratum.

12



8 Thomas M. Pinson

follows rule (10), the dual-plural distinction should only be seen with subjects of transitive (cf.
(14a)) and unergative verbs. In fact, this is not the case, as seen in the following examples:

(15) =(V 1977a:9)
a. ma -h4ske

1s0-tall
I am tall.

b. u-h4ske
1p-tall
We (dual) are tall.

c. u-h4ska -pi .
1p-tall-P1
We (> 2) are tall.

(16) =(W 1984:96)

a. Na-m-rei-!stake.
Ins-lsO-Rfl-kick
I kicked myself.

b. Na-vk-iVi-Fitake.
Ins-lp-Rfl-kick
We (dual) kicked ourselves.

C. Ns-kik-1.6 i -Maks -pi
Ins-lp-Rfl-kick-P1
We (>2) kicked ourselves.

The verb in 15 is unaccusative and the verb in (16) is reflexive. As mentioned above, and as
can be seen in examples (15a) and (16a), both of these constructions use the objective person
agreement. However, the first person dual-plural distinction is realized with them. This should
not be the case according to Plunkett and McKeever (1986). They put the first person
dual-plural distinction in the nominative set, not the objective set. Based on this, number
agreement should be treated separate from person agreement. As mentioned above, final direct
objects cannot make the first person dual-plural distinction, but the subjects of unaccusative
verbs can. Therefore number agreement is sensitive to final relations.

(17) Plural Agreement Rule:
If a final nuclear term is plural, then affix -pi, except when the trigger is first
person dual subject.

The fact that the number agreement system is dkiferent from the person agreement system
presents an argument for the RG analysis of unaccusative verbs. The objective person agreement
is triggered by the nominal of unaccusative verbs. To capture a generalization about verb
agreement, RG posits that the initial stratum of the unaccusative clause has an initial 2 and no
initial 1. The Final 1 Law (Perlmutter and Postal 1983b) requires that the final stratum contain a
1; thus the initial 2 typically advances to 1 in such clauses. If the first person dual nominal of an
unaccusative verb is not a final subject, then according to rule (17) it should trigger -pi
agreement on the verb. In fact, it does not. If it is a final subject, as I have claimed, then rule
(17) correctly describes the facts. Therefore, the RG analysis allows for a generalization of the
plural agreement rule and Dakota provides evidence for the final 1-hood of the unaccusative
nominal.

An alternative analysis under which the nominal of an unaccusative clause is an object and
not a subject, requires that the plural agreement rule be modified. The exception clause of rule
(17) should then read "except when the trigger is first person dual subject or first person dual
unaccusative object." This analysis misses the generalization that the unaccusative advancement
analysis allows.
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There are two other ways to represent number agreement that I have not discussed. One is
the morpheme wieha-, which signals agreement with animate third person plural objects. Van
VElin (1977a:26) noted this about wieha "Wieha- them is used to express the plural animate
Patients, Goals, Sources or Beneficiaries of transitive verbs; it is not used with third person
plural stative verbs."

He does not include it with his other person agreement rules (i.e., rule (7)), nor does he give
a generalization to account for it.

Williamson (1984) says that vials - is the suppletive form of -pi and that it is used only
for the third person plural animate objects of transitive verbs. Examples (18a-c) illustrate.

(18) a. Ma-duzaho.
1s0-fast
I'm fast.

b. Aykawako n-ithawa nina duzaho-pi.
horse 20-belong very fast-P1
Your horses are very fast.

c. Ayka duzaha wiEha-bd-uho.
dog fast 3p-lsN-have
I have some fast dogs.

d. *Wiettga-g hena wiEha-hoska.
man-Def those 3p-tall
(Those men are tall.)

e. Wieaga-g hena h4ska -pi.
man-Def those tall-P1
Those men are tall.

The verb duzah4 is unaccusative, as n by the objective person agreement in (18a).
Notice, however, that wieha - is not used in (18b), but the plural suffix -pi is used. It can be
seen in (18c) that wieha- signals agreement with the animate third person plural direct object.
In (18d-e) hooka is unaccusative and takes the objective agreement, but wiCha- renders the
clause ungrammatical.

Plunkett and McKeever (1986) simply claim that wina - fills the third person plural slot of
the objective set. This cannot be the case since objective agreement is used with unaccusative
verbs and wie'ha- cannot be used with them.

Reflexive clauses provide additional evidence that wiCha- is not simply part of the objective
set. Recall that the objective person agreement is used with reflexive clauses, as in (19a).

(19) =(W 1984:96,98)
a. Na-m-iVi-Fitake.

Ins-lsO-Rfl-kick
I kicked myself

b. Na-iVi-ritake-pi.
Ins-Rfl-kick-P1
They kicked themselves.

c.
3p-Rfl-wash

(They wash themselves.)

If wieha - had all the properties of the other objective affixes, it would be used in (19b); but
the plural suffix -pi is used instead. In fact, when wiiiha- is used with a reflexive verb as in
(19c), the clause is ungrammatical. Thus, the appropriate generalization must account for the fact
that wiaha - only signals agreement with final third person plural direct objects, and that it does
not co-occur with -pi. Rule (17) is revised as follows:

14
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(20) Plural Agreement Rule (second version):
a. If a final direct object is third person plural, then affix wieha -.

b. If a final nuclear term is plural, then affix -pi, except when the trigger is
first person dual subject.

(a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (b).

The disjunctive ordering accounts for final third person plural objects not triggering both
wiCha- and -pi. Plunkett. and McKeever (1986) argue that disjunctive ordering is crucial to
account for Dakota verb agreement. The disjunctive ordering in the revised Plural Agreement
Rule, (20) accounts for the use of wiaha - in certain clauses and -pi in others.

Up to now I have made no claims regarding the relational network of reflexive clauses other
than the multiattachment in the initial stratum. Rosen (1981) argued that multiattachment in
Italian is resolved by cancellation. I propose that Sioux reflexive clauses also resolve
multiattachment by cancellation. Rule (20) predicts that a final object that is third person plural
triggers witha -. It also predicts that a final subject that is plural determines -pi. According to
rule (20), a reflexive verb, such as in (19b), should have both wiaha- and -pi, if the structure
of reflexive clauses is as shown in (12b) (that is, without cancellation). But (19c) shows that
wioha- cannot occur on reflexive verbs. Thus the final stratum of the reflexive relational
network contains a 1-arc and no 2-arc, as in the following diagram : 7

(21)

[ 3P I nabtaka

The last topic of number agreement that I have yet to discuss is verbal reduplication, as seen
in the following examples:

(22) =(B&D 1941:157)
a. au$ kt, h4sk-aska.

tree Def tall-Rdp
The trees are tall.

b. 6h4wape kt gni-gniia.
leaves Def Rdp-wither
The leaves are withered.

c. Mila kt phe-phe-gni.
knife Def sharp-Rdp-NEG
The knives are not sharp.

Compare (22) to the following example:
(23) 1y4-g he th4ka.

stone-Def Dem big
The rock is big.

This reduplication occurs only when the subject is inanimate plural (Boas and Deloria
1941:157). When the final object is inanimate plural, neither reduplication norwiaha- are used,
but rather plurality is expressed only in the noun phrase.

7 An alternative analysis would be to assume that there is no cancellation, as shown in (12b). Then the
generalization could be that wioha - signals agreement with a third person plural nominal that heads a
2-arc and no 1-arc. This would also account for the absence of wieha - in unaccusative clauses.

15
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(24) tya hena ihpeya -pi.
stone those throw-Pi
They are throwing rocks.
*(He is throwing rocks.)

Verb agreement with inanimate subjects presents more evidence for the RG analysis of
unaccusative clauses. The argument is based on the fact that Sioux person agreement makes
reference to the initial stratum of unaccusative clauses (i.e. the initial 2), and that Sioux number
agreement makes reference to the final strata. This is seen in the clauses in (22). They are all
unaccusative and take the objective person agreement. Yet only final subjects which are
inanimate plural determine verb reduplication. Therefore the final stratum must contain a 1-arc.
This supports the Final 1 Law.

The Plural Agreement Rule can contain three parts, referring to the three strategies for
showing plural agreement: wieha-, -pi, and reduplication.

(25) Plural Agreement Ride (third version):
a. If a subject is inanimate plural, then perform verb reduplication.
b. If a final direct object is animate third person plural, then affixwihha-.
c. If a final nuclear term is animate plural, then affix -pi, except when trigger

is first person dual subject.
(b) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (c).

In summary, I present the person agreement rule again, and a summary of my arguments for
the RG analysis of unaccusative and reflexive clauses.

(26) Person Agreement Rule:
The verb agrees in person with final nuclear terms.
a. Nominals heading a 2-arc determine the objective agreement markers.
b. Nominals heading a 1-arc determine the nominative agreement markers.
(a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (b).

I have argued for the multistratal analysis of unaccusative clauses. The argument for the
2-hood of the nominal is based on the fact that it determines objective person agreement. There
are two arguments for the final 1-hood of the unaccusative nominal. The first is based on the
generalization that only first person dual subjects fail to trigger the plural marker -pi. The
unaccusative nominal must be a subject by this test, since it also fails to trigger -pi. The second
argument is based on the generalization that only inanimate plural nominals which are subjects
trigger verbal reduplication. The unaccusative nominal must be a subject by this test, since it
triggers verbal reduplication. Under an alternative analysis of no advancement, these
generalizations cannot be maintained.

I have also argued for the cancellation analysis of reflexive clauses in Sioux. This argument
is based on the generalization for witha -. Winta- signals agreement with a third person
animate plural final direct object. Since wieha - cannot occur in reflexive clauses, the final
stratum does not contain a final 2.

2.2. Advancements to Direct Object

The verb agreement in Sioux that I have examined up to now has not included agreement
with nominals such as Recipient, Goal, etc. The analysis of verb agreement has only included
nominals such as Agents and Patients. I will now examine nominals that trigger verb agreement
which are not Agents or Patients. In Sioux most animate nominals which are not Agents or
Patients may or must head a 2-arc. The mechanism that Sioux uses for this is advancement to
2.

16
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In this section I will first illustrate the different Advancees: 3, Benefactive, Locative, and
others. Second, I will present arguments for the 2-hood of the Advancee based primarily on
person and number agreement, as well as others. And last, I will consider alterative analyses.

2.2.1. The Data and Analyses

3-2 Advancement

Plunkett and McKeever (1986) argue that there is 3-2 advancement in Sioux. The following
examples illustrate the verb agreeing with the non-Patient of the clause:

(27) a. Wa-pazo.
1sN-show
I show it.

b. Ma -ya-ki -pazo
1s0-211 -Dat -show
You show it to me.

(28) a. =(V 1977a:43)
Iyuha wi6ha u -pi .

all 3p-give-P1
They gave it to all of them.

b. iy4 -g de 611i-Vu.
stone-Def Dem 1sN:20-give
I gave you this rock.

(29) a. A -ma -pha .

Loc-ls0-hit
He hit me.

b. =(W 1984:81)
John thapa ki a-ni-ki-phl-kte.

ball the Loc-20-Dat-hit-Pot
John will hit the ball to you.

(30) a. Wa
1sN-sing
I sang.

b. Ma-ya-ki-cluwilt-s7a.
1s0-2N-Dat-sing-Hab
You used to sing to me.

In all of these examples the verb shows agreement with nominals that are not the Patient. In
(27b) the verb shows agreement with the first person Experiencer, in (28a-b) with the
Recipients, in (29b) with the second person Goal, and in (30b) with the first person Addressees
In all of these examples the animate non-Patient must trigger verb agreement. In RG terms this
means that the advancement of 3 to 2 is obligatory.9

8 Van Valin (1977a:15-9, 27) notes that Id - is semantically complex. The nominal associated with it
may even be a Beneficiary for a given verb. When this is the case, the role assigned to the nominal
associated with kiei- is Delegative for the same verb.

9 Van Valin (1977a:7) included the following clause in his paradigms. It is his only example of a 3 not
at;vancing to 2, but my language consultants were unable to confirm its acceptability.

(i) Ni -w ha -wa u.
20 - 3p -1 sN -give

I give you to them. (in marriage)
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Notice also, that in all the (b) examples there is an extra morpheme, ki -, affixed to the
verb, with the exception of (28).10 In the literature ki- has been called the Dative marker
(Buechel 1939, Boas and Deloria 1941, Williamson 1984).1 claim that ki- registers
advancement of a nominal heading a 3-arc to 2, when the nominal does not head a 1-arc. (I
will present a more formal analysis below.) (29b) is illustrated below in (31).

(31)

John apha thapa 12s]

Benefactive-2 Advancement

Plunkett and McKeever (1986) argued that not only is there 3-2 advancement in Sioux, but
advancements of obliques to 2 as well. They did not specify, but the examples they give
illustrate Benefactive-2 advancement, as in the following data:

(32) Matho-g he m-i8i-kte.
bear-Def Dem 1s0-Ben-kill
He killed the bear for me.

(33) =(W 1984:81)
John wowapi ki ni-eiCi-yawa-hq he?

paper Def 20- Ben - read -Dur QM
IsJohnreadingtheleuerforyou?

(34) =(B 1939:49)

1 p-?-Ben-seek-P1
He seeks it for us.

In these clauses the verb agrees with the Beneficiary, and the morpheme kiCi- is affixed to
the verb. This affix in the literature has been called the Benefactive marker (Van Valin
1977a:18, Williamson 1984:36). I claim that just like ki- registers 3-2 advancement, kiei -

registers Benefactive-2 advancement, when the Advancee does not head a 1-arc. (I will
present a more formal analysis below.) Similarly to 3-2 advancement, Benefactive-2
advancement is obligatory. (32) is illustrated with the following diagram:

(35)

[3s] k'te matho [is]

10 The verb k7u to give never takes the morphemeki

18
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Source-2 Advancement

Source to 2 is another obligatory advancement. Like 3-2 advancement, Source-2 is registered
with the affix ki - . Consider the following examples:

(36) Thasp4 n-ithawa i-ma-ki-6u.
apple 20-belong Loc-lsO-Adv-take
He took your apple from me.

(37) H4pa n-ithawa ma-ki-yugdoka-pi.
shoe 20-belong 1s0-Adv-remove-P1
They took your shoes off me.

In both of these examples the nominal that is semantically a Source is triggering person
agreement on the verb. Because the affix ki - may register the advancement of 3-2 or of
Source-2, the rule for ki- must be stated such that it includes this kind of advancement.

Alternatively, one might claim that a Source advances to 3 and then the 3 advances to 2.
Under this analysis, ki - simply registers 3-2 advancement.

Locative-2 Advancement

Sioux optionally advances animate Locatives to 2. Unlike the advancements discussed above,
Locative-2 advancement is not registered with a verbal affix. Consider the following examples
which demonstrate this advancement:

(38) 1984:172)
a. *(m-)ilazata

(1s0-)behind lsO-Rfl-drop
I dropped it behind myself.

b. *John wowapi ki isakib iVi-gnake.
paper Def beside Rfl-keep

John keeps the letter beside himself.

(39) a. =(B 1939:22)
M-isakib ahimpe.
1s0-beside place
She placed it beside me.

b. Thapa ki m-ihayata bd-ugna.
ball Def 1s0-behind 1sN-drop
I dropped the ball behind myself.

(38) and (39) demonstrate that when the postposit:Jn is used, the verb cannot show
agreement with the Locative nominal, nor can reflexive morphology be triggered. This is also
seen in the following examples:

(40) =(W 1984:168)
a. guka ki el M-14 w4 a-wa-pazo.

dog Def Loc stick Indf Loc-lsN-show
I pointed the stick at the dog.

b. 6114 w4 a-m-ik-pazo.
stick Indf Loc-IsO-Rfl-show
Ipointed the stick at myself.

(41) =(W 1984:168)
a. John el islaye i-wa-4-kte.

Loc ointment same Loc-lsN-use-Pot
I will rub some ointment on John.
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b. John islaye huh i-wa-u-kte.
ointment some Loc-lsN-use-Pot

I will rub some ointment on John.
c. John islaye huh i-i67i-yu-kte

ointment some Loc-Rfl-use-Pot
John; will rub some ointment on himselfil*himi.

In (41a) the Locative nominal has not advanced, but in (41b-c) it has. In (40a) and (41a) the
Locative nominal is followed by a postposition. (A postposition also appears in the
ungrammatical examples in (38).) In (40b) and (41b-c) the verb shows agreement with the
Locative nominal. The nominals that are followed by a postposition cannot determine person
agreement and the reflexive morpheme, as seen in (38) and (39). An advancement analysis not
only accounts for this nominal triggering person agreement, but it also accounts for the absence
of the postposition when it does trigger agreement; it. can no longer be flagged as a Locative.
Notice also, that in (41) the advancement of the Locative to 2 is optional.

Directional-2 Advancement

There are four basic verbs of motion in Sioux which may subcategorize for Directionals.
Directionals in Sioux are marked with a postposition. When the nominal is animate there is
obligatory advancement to 2, although the postposition is retained. Examine the following
examples.

(42) = (V 1977a:20, 21)
a. Wa-i.

1sN -have. gone
I went (arrived there).

b. El wa -i.

Loc 1 sN-have . gone
I went to him.

c. Thipi el wa-i .

house Loc 1 sN-have . gone
I went to the house.

d. El Lehi -i.

Lac 1sN: 20-have . gone
I went to you.

(43) ..=.-(V 1977a:20, 21)

a. El ma-hi
Loc 1s0-arrive
He came to me.

b. *Ma-hi.
1s0-arrive

(He came to me.)

In each of the above examples, any Directional nominal is flagged by the postposition el. It
cannot be omitted, as (43b) demonstrates. Also, the animate nominal must advance to 2, thereby
triggering person agreement. This construction is very similar to English pseudo-passives.
Following Postal's (1986:203-41) analysis of these in Arc Pair Grammar, I claim that this
construction in Sioux is a copy advancement to 2. Since the nominal is a final Directional the
postposition is obligatory, and since it is a final 2 Pro-Drop is allowed. (I will discuss
Pro-Drop in detail below.) This is illustrated with the following incomplete stratal diagram.

20
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(44)

Thomas M. Pinson

"Oblique--2 Advancement

Consider now the Dakota construction in which a restricted set of verbs appear. These verbs
are called "double patient" verbs by Williamson (1979:359), and stative verbs with two objects
by Boas and Deloria (1941:76-7). The following examples demonstrate this "double patient"
agreement:

(45) =(W 1979:360)
a. Tye -wi8ha -ma -e'eaa .

?-3p-ls0-resemble
I resemble them.
*(They resemble me.)

b. Iye-ma-Zeoa-pi.
?-1s0-resemble-P1

They resemble me.
*(I resemble them.)

Notice in (45a) that both the first person singular objective marker and the third person
animate plural marker are used. According to rules (25) and (26) ma- and wiEha- are only used
with 2s (which are final terms) and final 2s, respectively. Williamson (1979) argued that the
initial stratum of these clauses contains a 2-arc and an "oblique"-arc, but no 1-arc.
Unaccusative advancement accounts for the final 1 and "oblique"-2 advancement accounts for
the final 2. This advancement to 2, like 3-2 advancement and some of the others, is obligatory,
and is illustrated in the following diagram of sentence (451,).11

I I An alternative analyis not considered by Williamson (1979) would be to posit an initially transitive
stratum, Antipassive, 2-3 Retreat, and 3-2 advancement, as shown below. All of the known facts are
accounted for except the lack of the prefix ki-, perhaps. (This was suggested by Steve Mar lett, p.c.)

(ii)

[ls] [3p] iyeEeaa
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[is] iyeaeoa [3p]
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2.2.2. Arguments for Advancement to 2 and Generalizations

Plunkett and McKeever (1986) give evidence that there are advancements to 2 in Lakhota.
They argue that this analysis allows their generalizations for verb agreement to be maintained,
namely, that working 2s determine objective person agreement. Likewise, the generalizations of
the person agreement rule (26) can be maintained, specifically, that the verb agrees with final
nuclear terms and nominals heading a 2-arc determine objective person ageement. Compare the
following examples which they provide:

(47) = (P&M 1986:100)
a. *He ma -ni -ki -pazo

s/he 1s0-20-Dat-show
(He showed you to me.)

b. He niye ma-ki-pazo.
s/he you 1s0-Dat-show
He showed you to me.

In (47b) the verb is showing agreement with the first person singular nominal, which is the
initial 3, not the second person singular nominal, which is the initial 2. In fact, (47a)
demonstrates that the verb cannot show agreement with both nominals. If the 3 at vanes to 2,
putting the 2 en chomage, the verb should not agree with the Patient; and given rule (26), it does
not.

Notice also in (47b) that the second person singular nominal must be expressed with a
pronoun. Yet it is well documented that Sioux is a Pro-Drop language. 12 I propose that the
rule for Pro-Drop is that personal pronouns that are final nuclear terms may be omitted. This
would account for the obligatory presence of the personal pronoun that is a 2-chomeur.
Examples (48a)-(48d) illustrate that a third person 2-chomeur is overt only if the referent is
human. There is no overt pronoun (hence it cannot be dropped) for non-humans.

(48) a. Iye chi -Ei-pazo.
s/he 1sN:20-Dat-show
I showed him to you.
*(I showed it to you.)

b. (sulks -g he) wa-ki-pazo.
(dog-Def Dem) 1sN-Dat-show
I showed it/(the dog) to him.

c. Ma-ya-ki-pazo.
1s0-2N-Dat-show
You showed it to me.

12 Williamson (1984:73) says that "every personal pronoun in a position that is associated with an

AGR marker may drop in Lakhota."
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d. ehi -pazo .
1sN: 20-Dat-show
I showed it to you.
*(I showed her to you.)

The advancement analysis accounts for all the different non-terms triggering person
agreement, since they advance to 2. Thus, rule (26) needs no revision. The verb agrees with
final nuclear terms.

Plural agreement presents another argument for the advancement analysis. The Plural
Agreement Rule (25) states that only final nuclear terms trigger the plural suffix -pi. Therefore
a nominal that advances to 2 should trigger plural agreement, which it does, as (49) and (50)
demonstrate.

(49) Avka w4 q-ki-pazo-b.
dog Indf 1p-Dat-show-P1
He showed a dog to us.

(50) =(B 1939:49)
uk-o-ki6i-Ie-pi.
1p-?-Ben-seek-P1
He seeks it for us.

Thus the plural agreement rule pertaining to -pi, (25c), needs no revision under the
advancement analysis.

The animate third person plural agreement wi6ha- presents another argument for the
advancement analysis. Rule (25b) states that witha- shows agreement with final 2s. If an
Advancee to 2 is animate third person plural, and is not a final 1, then according to (25b) it
should trigger the affixation of wiaha-, which it does, as seen in the following examples:

(51) Wiyaka-g hena wiEha-wa-leu.
feather-Def those 3p-lsN-give
I gave the feathers to them.

(52) =(B 1939:49)
0-wioha-kiei-le.
?-3p-Ben-seek
He seeks it for them.

(53) =(W 1979:360)
Iye-wieha-ma-oeea.
?-3p-ls0-resemble

I resemble them.

But now consider the following examples where wiaa- is showing agreement with a
nominal that is not a final 2.

(54) (W 1984:81)
Wi6a§a eya gukala ki
man some puppy Def 3p-lsO-Dat-show-P1
Some men showed the puppies to me.

(55) a. =(W 1984:81)
Oka ki wiaha-chi-eidi-yuiai4-kte.
do& the 3p-1sN:20-Ben-wash-Pot
I will wash the dogs for you.
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[1s] yu2a2q gvka [2s]
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In (54) and (55) the verb shows agreement with both the initial 2 and Advancee. Also, the
morpheme ki - is present in (54) and kiai - is present in (55a). Both register advancement. If
the Advancee is a final 2, wiEha- must be signalling agreement with the 2-chomeur.
Therefore, the generalization for wiaha - should include final 2s and 2-chomeurs. The notion
of Acting 2 is useful for this generalization. Informally, an Acting 2 is any final 2 or
2-chomeur. The plural agreement rule after this modification is as follows:

(56) Plural Agreement Rule (final version):
a. If a subject is inanimate plural, then perform verb reduplication.
b. If an acting direct object is animate third person lural, then affix wicha-.
c. If a final nuclear term is animate plural, then affix -pi, except when trigger

is first person dual subject.
(b) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (c).

Another argument for the advancement analysis comes from the omission of the Locative
postposition when the Locative nominal triggers verb agreement. A nominal that is an initial
Locative may advance to 2. When it does advance, the nominal determines agreement on the
verb and the postposition is omitted. This advancement is unlike the copy advancement of
Directionals. Since the advanced nominal is not a final Locative, the postposition must be
omitted, as seen above in (38)-(41).

Reflexivization presents one more argument for the advancement analysis. Now consider
reflexives again.

(57) =(V 1977a:30)

?-1s0-Rfl-say
1 said that to myself.

(58) =(V 1977a:30)
0-n-187i-tote.
Ldc-20-Rfl-borrow
You borrowed it for yourself:
*(You borrowed yourself.)

(59) Aguyapi skuya w4 m-ie'i-aaga.
bread sweet Indf lsO-Rf1-make
1 made a cake for myself.

In (57) the verb shows agreement with the initial 3. The advancement analysis claims that the
3 advances to 2, thereby allowing coreference between the initial 1 and 3 to follow the same
pattern as coreference between the initial 1 and 2. This would be true for Benefactive-2 and
Locative-2 advancements also, as seen in (58)-(59) and in (38)-(41). Thus the generalization
about reflexivization would be the same for the clauses in (57)-(59) and (38)-(41) as it would
for simple transitive clauses: iC i - occurs if and only if there is multiattachment of a 1 and a

2.13

13 Williamson (1979) argued that the antecedent of reflexives in Sioux is obligatorily a subject.
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The generalizations about the affixes ki - and can now be made. The formulation of
these rules accounts for the omission of ki - and ki6i- when there is 1-2 multiattachment.
Thus, the reflexive morpheme ia - is affixed in (60b), and not ki- or kia

(60) a. Ma-ya-ki-dvwa-sla.
1s0-2N-Dat-sing-Hab
You used to sing to me.

b. M-16'i-dipvit-sla.
1s0 -Rfl-sing-Hab
I sing to myself.

c.

[ls] dtpra

Informally ki - is affixed to the verb (except the verb k' u to give) when a nominal heading a
3-arc has advanced to 2: 14

(61) Ki Morphology:
If a nonunal heads a 3-arc in c and a 2-arc in c , Ihere j > i and there is no
ci+i, then affix Id- to the verb.

Informally, kiei - is affixed to the verb when a nominal heading a Ben-arc has advanced
to 2:

(62) Ki61.- Morphology:
If a nominal heads a Ben-arc in c and a 2-arc in c , vihere j > i and there is no
ci+1, then affix kiwi- to the verb.

I have considered six arguments for the advancement analysis in this section. The
advancement analysis allows for succinct verb agreement rules and the reflexivization rule. It
also allows for a generalization for Pro-Drop in Sioux and the lack of postpositions with most
advanced nominals, but the presence of the Directional postposition.

2.2.3. Alternative Analyses

One possible alternative to the advancement analysis is one in which the nominal in question
does not advance to 2, but is both an initial and a final non-nuclear term or oblique. This
analysis requires revisions to both the person and number agreement rules, as well as alternative
analyses to Pro-Drop, Reflexivization, and other constructions.

Consider first what changes the person agreement rule (26) would require under this
analysis. Rule (26) states that the verb agrees with final nuclear terms, and nominals heading a
2-arc determine objective person agreement. This would have to be broadened to allow for 3s,
Benefactives, Locatives, Directionals and others discussed above to determine person agreement.
It would be necessary to specify that when one of these nominals determines person agreement,
the nominal heading the 2-arc cannot. It would also be necessary to say that these nominals are

14 This rule assumes that there is no Source-2 advancement, but rather two advancements: Source-3
and then 3-2 registered by ki
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working objects and obliques because the objective person agreement is used in reflexive
constructions.

The rule for reflexives under an analysis that does not allow advancement to 2 would say
that any object or oblique nominal can be the target of reflexives.

The plural agreement rule (25) would have to be modified under this analysis. First it would
have to say that plural animate final terms and obliques trigger the affix -pi. The plural
agreement rule for wieha- would also have to state that animate third person plural final objects
and obliques trigger the affixation of wi6ha-. Furthermore, the Pro-Drop rule for objects
would have to stipulate that final 2s can be omitted only if there is no final 3 or oblique
determining verb agreement. The rule would have to be stated as Williamson (1984) does,
namely the nominal determining verb agreement may drop, regardless of its grammatical
relation.

An analysis that does not allow advancement to 2 would have difficulty generalizing why
some obliques always determine verb agreement (i.e. Benefactives), why others optionally
determine verb agreement and when they do the postposition is omitted (i.e. Locatives), and why
still others determine verb agreement but do not omit the postposition (i.e. Directionals). The
complications caused by an analysis that does not posit advancements to 2 are sufficient to make
one question its appropriateness.

Another alternative analysis to the advancement to 2 analysis would be one in which there is
a direct mapping to 2. This kind of analysis would not require any changes to rules such as
Reflexivization, Pro-Drop, and the person agreement rule (26). This analysis would allow the
person agreement rule (26) to retain its generalizations. And for the most part, it would not
require any changes to the plural agreement rule (56), except for the rule pertaining to wieha-.

An analysis which maps directly to 2 would have difficulty explaining why the Patient
triggers wi8ha- even when the Recipient, Beneficiary, Locative, or whatever has been mapped
to 2, as seen in the following example:

(63) =(W 1984:81)
Wi6a6a eya Aukala ki wieha-ma-ki-pazo-pi.
man some puppy De! 3p-lsO-Dat-show-P1
Some men showed the puppies to me.

The Patient in the above example is a clausal constituent of some kind. Under a direct
mapping to 2 analysis this nominal would have a grammatical relation that would have to trigger
witha- but not the other plural agreement, nor person agreement.

The Directional obliques present another problem for this type of analysis. If the Directional
is mapped directly to 2, then it should not require the Directional postposition, but it does.

The advancement to direct object analysis is superior to analyses of either type (i.e. no
advancement to 2 analysis, or direct mapping to 2 analysis) in that it allows the agreement rules
to retain their generalizations. It allows for a straightforward reflexivization rule. And it
accounts for the verb showing agreement with initial 3s, Benefat me, and other obliques.

3. Possessors and Possessor Ascension
3.1. Introduction

The goal of this section is to present evidence for Possessor Ascension in Dakota Sioux. In
this construction, a nominal which is semantically a possessor is syntactically not a surface
constituent of the noun phrase, but rather a constituent of the clause. I first discuss two
constructions known as Possessor Ascension (PA) within the framework of Relational Grammar
and give an introduction to the ways possession is expressed in Sioux. Next I present the
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analysis of the two PA constructions. Then I present three arguments for these constructions in
Sioux. And lastly, I argue against alternative analyses for these constructions.

3.1.1. Possessor Ascension Cross Linguistically

Two types of PA have been proposed in the literature. In the first type of PA, as shown in
(64), the possessor ascends to take on the grammatical relation of the NP from which it comes
(the host).

(64)

This type of PA has been posited for Blackfoot (Frantz 1979), Kinyarwanda (Bickford
1986), Kera (Camburn 1984), and Southern Tiwa (Allen, Frantz, Gardiner, and Perlmutter,
1990).

In the second type of PA, shown in (65), the possessor ascends to take on the grammatical
relation of indirect object.

(65)

This type of PA has been argued for in Blackfoot (Frantz 1979), Choctaw (Davies 1986),
Tzotzil (Aissen 1987), Kera (Camburn 1984), and Kinyarwanda (Biel-ford 1986).

What happens to the possessor in the NP after ascension is a language particular
phenomenon. In some languages a pronominal copy occurs in the NP. In others, no copy occurs.

The second type of PA (cf. (65)) is anomalous because it violates the Relational Succession
Law, which says:

(66) An ascendee assumes the grammatical relation of the host out of which it
ascends.

In spite of this, the RG analysis of the second type of PA seems to be necessary for languages
like Sioux.

?7
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3.1.2. Possession in Dakota
In this section I discuss the different ways in which Dakota expresses possession. There are

four primary ways it accomplishes this: 1) using a relative clause, 2) using morphology on the
possessed noun, 3) using morphology on the verb (both types of "A), and 4) coreference with
the subject. The first method has sometimes been analyzed as a possessive pronoun. The second
and third methods are related. I will discuss their relationship in section 3.2.3. The fourth
method has been discussed in the literature, but I will apply an RG analysis to it. In this section I
only present the facts of the language.

It has been argued that Sioux has no category Adjective (Van Valin 1977a). The relevant
predicates are stative verbs, and they appear as main verbs as well as in relative clauses. This is
illustrated by (67)-(68).

(67) Wiaaga mani hqska-pi.
man walk tall-P1
The men who are walking are tall.
The walking men are tall.

(68) Wiaaga haska mani-pi.
man tall walk-P1
The men who are tall are walking.
The tall men are walking.

Similarly, Williamson (1979:359) argues that thawa in (69)-(70) is a verb, despite the earlier
claim (Riggs 1893:16 and Buechel 1939:22) that it is a possessive pronoun.

(69) Avka m-ithawa kute-pi.15
dog 1s0-belong shoot-P1
They shot my dog.
Lit. They shot the dog that belongs to me.
guka n-ithawa wa-kute.
dog 20-belong 1sN-shoot
I shot your dog.
Lit . I shot the dog that belongs to you.

As a verb, it can also occur as the predicate of simple sentences, as shown in (71).16
(71) =(W 1979:359)

Ni-m-ithawa.
20-1s0-belong.
You belong to me.

The second method of expressing possession in Dakota is by means of person prefix on the
noun itself. This construction is used with kinship terms and body parts, but not with alienable
possessions (i.e. common nouns), cf. (72)476).

(72) Mi -at e ki
is- father De f old
My father is old.

15 The stem of the verb belong (to) for 1st and 2nd person is ithawa (Riggs 1893:16, Buechel
1939:22).

Underlying Surface
ma +ithawa -> mithawa it belongs to me
ni+ithawa -> nithawa it belongs to you
1,1k+ithawa -> ukithawa it belongs to us

The stern for third person lacks the 1: thawa it belongs to him.
16 This sentence is analyzed by Williamson (1979) like the "double patient" verbs in section 2.
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(73) Mi-siha gioa-mna.
is -feet bad-smell
My feet stink.

(74) *ni-gyka
20-dog

(your dog)

(75) Ni-th4ltgi a-wa-pha.
2-sister Loc-lsN-hit
I hit your younger sister.

(76) Th4kgi m-ithawa a-ya-pha.
sister 1s0-belonf Loc-2N-hit
You hit my younger sister.

According to Boas and Deloria (1941:129-31) kinship terms could not occur with the verb
thawa to express possession, but obligatorily had the person prefix on them. This is shown in
(75). However, examples like (76) are now attested. This may be an historical or dialectal
variation.

The third common way used in Dakota to express possession is via person agreement on the
verb. Consider (77) and (78).

(77) Nape ma-yaza.
hand 1s0-hurt
My hand hurts.

(78) H4pa ma-ki-yugdoka-pi.
shoe 1s0-Dat-remove-P1
They took my shoes off.

In both of these clauses, the possessor is not expressed in the NP, n'her on the verb. But
there are differences between them also. The object in (77) is a body part noun (i.e. inalienable)
and in (78), a common noun (i.e. alienable). In (78) the dative morpheme ki - occurs but in (77)
it doesn't. I will discuss these differences below.

Both Riggs (1893:22, 63) and Buechel (1939:217-8) mention these types of constructions.
They each state with regard to the construction represented by (78) that the verb takes two
accusatives or objects: the possessor and the body part.

Boas and Deloria (1941:128-9, 132) also state that possession is commonly expressed on
the verb. This is true with both types of PA in Sioux. They give kne following examples:

(79) =(B&D 1941:129)
Si ma-ka-hy.
foot 1s0-Ins-slash
He slashed my foot.

(80) =(B&D 1941:132)
Woyuha ma-ma-ki-ny.
property ?- lsO -Dat -steal
He stole my property.

The fourth common way to indicate possession in Dakota is by means of the reflexive
possessor prefix ki- (or one of its allomorphs gd-/g1 - or k-).17 This construction has been
called Middle Voice by Van Valin (1977a) and Possessor Reflexive by Williamson (1984), and it
has been well documented in the literature (Buechel 1939 Boas and Deloria 1941). This is
illustrated in (81).

17 This is a different morpheme than the dative marker ki - , as both Van Valin (1977a) and
Williamson (1984) argue. The argument is primarily based on the fact that the dative marker has different

allomorphs.
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(81) 1984:160)
Wiyatke ki o-wa-g1-ukpe.
cup Def Loc-lsN-PRfl-hold
I held (onto) my cup.

The ways that possession is expressed in Sioux can be summarized with the following table.
Relative clauses are used with all three types of nouns. Prefixation on the noun is not used with
common nouns. The two types of PA are not used with kinship terms. And the Possessor
Reflexive construction is used only with common nouns.

Table 4. Ways to Express Possession

Rd. Cl. Prefix PA w/o ki- PA w/ ki- NW
Inalienable X X X _18

Kinship X X
Alienable X X X

3.1.3. Analysis of Both Types of Possessor Ascension

Cross-linguistically there are two types of PA attested, as mentioned above, and Sioux uses
both types. The first type of PA in Sioux occurs only with body parts. The possessor ascends to
2 from an initial 2 host, putting the initial 2 en chomage. The possessor, as a final 2, triggers
objective person agreement on the verb. (82) demonstrates this type of PA in a transitive clause.

(82) a. Nape o- ahi -yuthq.
hand Loc-lsN:20-touch
I touched your hand.

b.

[2s] nape

Examples (83) and (84) show that the possessed noun must be a body part for this type of
PA.

(83) gkika o - -yutha.
dog Loc-lsN:20-touch
*I touched your dog.
Dog, I touched you.

(84) Thak5i gu-ma-ya-ya
sister burn-ls0-2N-Caus
*You burned my sister.
Sister, you burned me.

When this construction is formulated with something other than body parts it means either
something other than possession, or it is ungrammatical.

18 Williamson (1984:159-60) claims that this construction is used with inalienable objects. My
language consultants were unable to verify her data.
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The second type of PA in Sioux occurs only with common nouns. The possessor ascends to
3 from an initial 2 host, then 3-2 advancement occurs, putting the initial 2 en chomage. The
advancement is registered by the morpheme ki-, and the possessor triggers objective person
agreement. This is represented (85) with a transitive clause and stratal diagram.

(85) a. Hipa ma-ki-yuAdoka-pi.
shoe is-Dat-remove-Pi
They took my shoes of

b.

[is] hgpa

As discussed in section 3.1.2, (86) contains a noun followed by a relative clause.
(86) Auks n-ithawa wa-kute.

dog 20-belong 1sN-shoot
I shot your dog.

But now consider (87b).
(87) a. Ayka chi-ei-kute

dog 1sN:20-Dat-shoot
I shot your dog.

b. *Ni-g4ka wa-kute.
20-dog 1sN-shoot

(I shot your dog.)
c.

Ayka [2s]

Van Valin (1977a:45) claims that common nouns never take the person prefixes as body part
nouns do. In fact, the only types of possessive constructions in which common nouns can be
used are either PA or relative clauses. This can be accounted for by claiming that PA is
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obligatory with possessors of common nouns. The PA facts described here look very much like
those described by Judith Aissen for Tzotzil (Aissen 1987), a language which does not allow
final 3s.

Consider now the host of ascensions in Sioux. Perlmutter and Postal (1983a:53) proposed
the Host Limitation Law (HLL):

(88) Only nominals bearing a term relation can serve as host of ascensions.

Dakota follows this law by only allowing Possessor Ascension from an initial 2 for both
types of PA. In (89) and (90) it can be seen that the host may be a 2 of a transitive clause.

(89) Nape ba-ma-ya-ksa.
hand Ins-ls0-2N-separate
You cut off my hand.

(90) Avka ma-ki-kute.
dog 1s0-Dat-shoot
He shot my dog.

In (91) and (92) it can be seen that the host cannot be the 1 of a transitive clause.
(91) Nape o-ma-ya-yuta.

hand Loc-ls0-2N-touch
*Your hand touched me.
You touched my hand.

(92) guka wa-ki-kte.
dog 1sN-Dat-kill
*My dog killed him.
I killed his dog.

But the host can be the argument of an unaccusative verb. (93)-(94) show PA with body part
nouns, and (95)-(96) show PA with common nouns.

(93) a. 6i8a-ma-mna.
bad-ls0-smell
I stink.

b. Siha giCa-ma-mna
foot bad-ls0-smell
My feet stink.

(94) a. Nape ma-yaza.
hand 1s0-hurt
My hand hurts.

b.

ls I nape
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(95) =(B&D 1941:128)
gvkakhq wq ki-t'e.
horse a Dat-die
His horse died.

(96) a. =(B&D 1941:132)
gukalch4 - ki -yaya - pi .

horse Loc-lsO-Dat-have.gone-P1
My horses have gone.

b.

[1.s] s1kakha

In (96) the plural suffix shows that horses is a final 1, and the first person singular affix
shows that the Possessor is a final 2.

The argument of initially unergative clauses cannot host either type of PA, as illustrated in
(97)-(98).

(97) a. Wa-ni.
1sN-live
/am alive.

b. Natahu m-ithawa ni.
brain 1s0-belong live
My brain is alive.

C. *Natahu wa-ni.
brain 1sN-live

(My brain is alive.)

(98) a. Wa-psiaa.
1sN-jump
I jumped.

b. guka-g m-ithawa psiea.
dog-Def 1s0-belong jump
My dog jumped.

C. *guka
dog 1s0-Dat-jump

(My dog jumped.)

And (99) shows that possessors cannot ascend out of 2s that are initial 3s.
(99) a. 61tka n-ithawa peiuta wa-k'u.

dog 20-belong medicine 1sN-give
I fed medicine to your dog.

b. *gt,tka peiuta chi -E'u.
dog medicine 1sN:20-give

(I fed medicine to your dog.)
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c. *gvka pe2uta
dog medicine 1sN:20-Dat-give

(I fed medicine to your dog.)

Nor can possessors ascend out of 2s that are initial Benefactives.
(100) a. Ptewanapi n-ithawa wieha-kiwi-dwa.

cattle 20-belong 3p-Ben-sing
He sings for your cattle.

b. *Ptewanapi n-iai-dywa.
cattle 20-Ben-sing

(He sings for your cattle.)

(101) a. Nagi m-ithawa t'a.
soul 1s0-belong Ben die
He died for my soul.

b. Mi-nagi t'a.
is -soul Ben die
He died for my soul.

c. *Mi-nagi kiCi-t'a.
is -soul Ben-die

(He died for my soul.)
d. *Nagi

soul 1s0-Ben-die
(He died for my soul.)

Possessors cannot ascend out of 2s that are initial Locatives either.
(102) a. Mi-siha aka tya bd-ugna.

is -foot Loc stone 1sN-drop
I dropped a rock on my foot.

b. *Siha iya m-igd-ugna.
foot stone lsO-Rfl-drop

(I dropped a rock on my foot.'

(103) a. gvka m-ithawa aka lya d-ugna.
dog 1s0-belong Loc stone 2N-drop
You dropped a rock on my dog.

b. *gvka rya ma-ki-d-ugna.
dog stone 1s0-Dat-2N-drop

(You dropped a rock on my dog.)

In summary, the host of either type of PA must be the initial 2 of the clause. Possessors of
body part nouns ascend to 2 under this condition. Possessors of common nouns obligatorily
ascend to 3, then advance to 2.

These facts look very much like Kera (Camburn 1984), a language in Africa which also has
both types of PA and in which the hest is an initial 2. In Kera the possessor of body parts
ascends to 2 and the possessor of kinship terms and alienable objects ascends to 3.

Kinyarwanda (Bickford 1986) is another language that has both types of PA, but unlike
Sioux and Kera, the possessor of alienable nouns ascends to 2, and the possessor of inalienable
nouns to 3.

3.2. Arguments for Both Types of Possessor Ascension
3.2.1. Verb Agreement

Verb agreement presents the strongest argument for PA in Dakota. When the possessor is a
final 2 it becomes the trigger for person and number agreement, instead of the initial 2. Consider
the following:
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(104) a. Ni-nape o-bd-uspa.
20-hand Loc-lsN-hold
I'm holding your hand.

b.

[2s]

(105) a. Nape o-ahi-yuspa.
hand Loc-lsN:20-hold
I'm holding your hand.

b.

nape

[2s] nape

In (104) the verb agrees with the first person singular subject. Since nape is third person, no
agreement marker occurs. This is what rule (26) would predict. In (105), however, the verb
agrees with a first person singular subject and a second person direct object. The PA analysis
(105b) accounts for this since the second person singular possessor is a final direct object.

Now consider (106)-(107) which show that when the possessor ascends, it triggers plural
agreement:

(106) Siha uk-yaz4-b.
foot 1p-hurt-PI
Our feet hurt.

(107) Nape we-uk-you -b.
hand ?-1p-bleed-P1
Our hands are bleeding.

3.2.2. Distribution of Possessive Morpheme

Another argument comes from the distribution of the possessive morpheme with PA. The
use of the possessive morpheme on body part nouns and PA are mutually exclusive and they are
related. These two constructions have similar initial strata, but different final strata. Consider
(108) and (109):

(108) a. Mi-siha a-ya-pha.
is -feet Loc-2N-hit
You hit my feet.
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[1s] siha

(109) a. Phasu a-ma-ya-pha.
nose Loc-ls0-2N-hit
You hit my nose.

b.

[1s] phasu

The possessor heads a Poss arc in the NP and the body part noun is the head of the NP that
is the direct object. Thus, the construction represcnted in (108) has the same initial stratum that a
PA construction has. But in the final stratum of (109), the possessor is a constituent of the
clause.

3.2.3. Reflexivization

I argued in section 2 that only 1-2 multiattachment triggers reflexive morphology. When a
subject and a possessor are multiattached, there are three different ways to express possession. In
the first, shown in (110), multiattachment is not resolved so there are person prefixes on both
the verb and the noun.

(110) Ni-syka ba-ya-hid.
20-brother Ins-2N-slash
You cut your younger brother.

In the second, shown in (111a), the possessor has ascended to 2, which results in a 1-2
multiattachment; this triggers reflexive morphology and the cancellation of the 2-arc.

(111) a. Siha ba-m-1.671.-hy.
foot Ins-1s0 -Rfl-slash
I cut my foot.
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b.

ls] bah
POSS

siha

The normal reflexive construction is never used when the possessor of common nouns is
coreferential with the subject; instead, the Possessor Reflexive construction is used. Examine the
following examples:

(112) =(W 1984:158)
Ogle w4 wa-k-pabla-he.
shirt Indf 1sN-PRfl-iron-Dur
I was ironing a shirt of mine.

(113) =(V 1977a:29)
§uka ki gl-uEa2a.
dog Def PRfl-wash
He washes his (own) dog.

Unlike the PA example with normal reflexivization (111) which is marked with objective
person agreement, the subject in Possessor Reflexive examples determines nominative person
agreement on the verb. The verb is also affixed with the Possessor Reflexive morpheme ki-.

Notice that there is no morphology in the NP indicating the possessor. This is simply a
construction that registers the coreference of the subject and the possessor of the object with the
morpheme (PRO) ki-.

This construction is different from the PA constructions in that the host does not have to be
an initial 2. The following example shows that the host may be a Locative.

(114) =(W 1984:172)
Oyvke ki el o-ki-gnake.
bed Def Loc ?-PRfl-put
He put it on his bed.

Possessor Reflexives are important since Van Valin (1977a:68) claims that PA examples like
(95) do not really contain a possessor at all. He says that "there is no possible possessor NP in
the clause" as there are in examples like (112)-(113). In fact, there is a possessor in the clause,
but it has ascended to 3, unlike the Possessor Reflexive clauses where there has been no
ascension.

3.3. Alternative Analysis

A possible alternative to the PA analysis is to assume that the nominal in question does not
ascend but is initially a clause level constituent. In the most straightforward cases, this means
that the possessor of body part nouns heads an initial 2-arc, and the possessor of common nouns
heads an initial 3-arc or Source-arc.
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Under such an analysis, one must claim that in the construction without (Dat) ki-, the
possessed body part is some sort of oblique or adjunct. Consider the following sentence with the
analysis shown in (115b):

(115) a. 'date ma- waste.
heart 1s0-good
My heart is good.

b.

[1s] waste eate

One difficulty with this analysis is that it is unclear what grammatical relation u.. body part
noun has to the clause. Under the PA analysis the body part noun heads a 2-arc initially and is
a chomeur finally.

Another problem with this analysis is that it makes no claims about the construction with
(dative) ki- and the possessor of common nouns. This construction could not be interpreted as
those with body part nouns (i.e. "heartwise" as Williamson (1984) suggests), because the PA
analysis says that the two types of constructions are similar, and that only the constraints on the
type of noun and grammatical relation the possessor assumes are different.

An analysis along these lines was proposed by Van Valin (1977a). He said that in examples
like (116) the Source is understood to be the possessor of the item.

(116) a. Thaspq ma-6hi-6i-niti .
apple ?-1gN:20-Dat-steal
I stole your apple. or
I stole the apple from you.

b. =(V 1977a:16)
0-wiaha-wa-ki-lote.
Loc-3p-1sN-Dat-borrcw
I borrowed it from them. or
I borrowed theirs.

But this analysis does not account for sentences like the following, where the possessor
cannot be taken as a Source.

(117) guka ma-ki-kute.
dog 1s0-Dat-shoot
He shot my dog.

(118) Nape ma-yuza.
hand 1s0-hold
Shake my hand!

Nor does it explain sentences like the following where the possessor might be a Source but the
verb is not marked as if it were with the morpheme (Dat) ki -, as it was in (116).

(119) =(B 1939:217)
Pha kt i-ni-8u-kte.
head Def ?-20-take-Pot
He will take your head.

The PA analysis has no difficulty with these constructions. They are all examples of PA.
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Another analysis along these lines is one in which the understood possessor is a 3, called the
Ethical Dative. Tuggy (1980) argued for this analysis in Spanish. This analysis assumes that the
possessor has been either deleted or omitted and the 3 is understood to be the possessor. There
are two problems with this analysis. The first is that the notion of Ethical Dative is not
independently motivated in Sioux, unlike Spanish. The second and more important problem with
this analysis is that it assumes that the Ethical Dative is a 3. This could be a valid assumption for
possessors of common nouns, where (Dat) ki- occurs, but in constructions with body part
nouns, as seen in (118) and (119), the absence of (Dat) ki- argues against the Ethical Dative
analysis. The PA analysis accounts for both constructions: those with common nouns and the
morpheme (Dat) ki -, and those with body part nouns and without (Dat) ki

4. Clause Union
4.1. Introduction
4.1.1. Universal Characterization of Clause Union

The topic of Clause Union has been of increasing interest in recent years. The framework of
RG has made some significant claims concerning Clause Unions and language universals. Gibson
and Raposo (1986) present what has been called the first descriptively correct work of synthesis
(Davies and Rosen 1988:53). Their work was based on the traditional idea that Clause Union
was the collapsing of two clauses into one.

Recently there has been a new proposal with regard to Clause Unions. Davies and Rosen
(1988) presented evidence that Unions are not the collapsing of two clauses; rather they are
Multipredicate Clauses. They showed that Gibson and Raposo's (1986) Inheritance Principle was
unnecessary and that the rules of Clause Union fall out of the general rules of clause structure
already in existence, with a slight modification to the notion of level. They did keep the idea that
the embedded final 1 is the only nominal allowed to revalue.

Davies and Rosen's (1988) claim that a Union clause can have two or more successive
predicates required them to fine -tune the terminology. They presented the notion of P-Sector.
This notion will be employed in this article. It is as follows:

(120) Let v be a predicate that heads, in clause b, a P-arc starting in stratum i and
ending in stratum j: an arc [P(v, b) < cicj>].

a. Its P-sector consists of all strata k from k=i to k=j.
b. Its P-initial stratum is stratum i.
c. Its P -final stratum is stratum j.

This is illustrated in the following Japanese example taken from Suzuki 1984 that Davies and
Rosen (1988:57) analyze.

(121) a. Taroo ga Ziroo o Hanako ni(-yotte)
Taro NOM Jiro ACC Hanako by

b.

but-are-sase-ta.
hit-PASS-Caus-PAST
Taro made Jiro be hit by Hanako.

P-sector boundry

CAUSE Taroo Hanako Ziroo butu
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The inner verb, butu, has distinct P-initial and final strata. The union verb has one
stratum that is both P-initial and P-final. For a more comprehensive introduction, one should
consult Davies and Rosen (1988).

There have been three types of Causative Union, as relates to the grammatical relation that
the embedded 1 assumes, attested in natural language. These are represented by French,
Chamorro (Gibson and Raposo 1986), and Italian (Rosen 1983). The French pattern is what has
been called the Ergative Analysis. This is when the P-final ergative revalues as a union P-initial
3, and the P-final absolutive revalues as a union P-initial 2. With the Chamorro pattern, any P-
final 1 revalues to 2 in the union stratum. The third type of Causative Union has been called
Chomeur Causee Unions (Rosen 1983). In this type of Union the P-final 1 does not revalue, but
is put en chomage. Each of these is represented by the following stratal diagrams.

(122) French Pattern

b.

(123) Chamorro Pattern

(124) Chomeur Causee Union

Every language has its own particular rules and thus may differ from these, but these are the
three attested patterns. 1 will show that Sioux is most like the Chamorro Pattern and explain the
language particular rules that make it unique.
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4.1.2. Causative Clauses in Sioux

The literature has claimed that Sioux has two causative verbs, -ya and -khiya.19 Consider
the following examples.

(125) Sab -wa -ya .

black -1sN- Caus
I blacken it.

(126) Nvwa -ma -khiya -pi
swim -1 sO - Caus P1
They made me swim.

(127) Matho ki kte- ma- khiya.
bear Def kill-lsO-Caus
He made me kill the bear.

Van Valin (1977a:85) calls -ya and -khiya "causative auxiliaries" because they cannot
stand alone and constitute a clause. Also concerning examples like the above, Van Valin
(1977a:87) concludes that "verb plus causative constructions in Lakhota can best be analyzed as
compound verbal complexes rather than as independent complement plus verb."

Williamson (1984:125) smites that these verbs are unique in the constructions they are used
in. That is, they differ from other verbs with complement clauses. For example,
complementizers are not allowed.

Boas and Deloria (1941:74) call these verbs "dependent verb stems" because they appear to
be verbal suffixes but they presuppose a lower predicate.

In the following sections I will discuss this construction more thoroughly and present
arguments that these verbs are different from the other verbs with complement clauses. I first
present arguments based on phonological facts. Then I present arguments based on syntactic
evidence. Because of the significant difference between the causative verbs -ya and -khiya and
other verbs with complement clauses, I propose that they must occur in a Union structure. Then
lastly, I present an analysis for Causative Union.

4.2. Arguments for Monoclausal Structure

Williamson (1984:111) states that Sioux roughly has two syntactic types of subcategorized
complement clauses. There are those that have overt complementizers and those without.20 The
following are examples with complementizers.

(128) kika -g he a -ya -pha -g he sdod-wa-ya.
dog-Def Dem Loc-2N-hit-Comp Dem know-lsN-Caus
I know that you hit the dog.

(129) =(V 1977a:92)
Aguyapi ki i-ya-Cu 6ha w4-b1-ake.
bread Def Loc-2N-take Comp Indf-lsN-see
I saw you take the bread.

(130) 1984:116)
Tha-gvkawakha manu-pi k'11 w-eksuye.
Poss-horse steal-P1 Comp 1sN-remember
I remember that his horse had been stolen.

Now consider the following examples that do not take the complementizers.

19 Boas and Deloria (1941:74) state that the semantic difference of these two verbs is volition. The
verb -ya indicates an unintentional causation, while -khiya has more of an intentional meaning.

20 There are three different complementizers in Sioux. Williamson (1984) discusses the semantic
differences between them.
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(131) Ya-psiCa wa-Chi.
2N-jump 1sN-want
I want you to jump.

(132) Ya-nip4 o-yd-kihi.
2N-swim ?-2N-able
You can swim.

(133) Paha o-ni-hthpaya w-eksuya.
hill Loc-20-fell 1sN-remember
I remember that you fell down the hill.

(134) Maza kt katt-ya.
metal Def straight-Caus
He caused the iron to be straight. or
He straightened the iron.

(135) Nvw4-ma-khiya-pi
swim-lsO-Caus-P1
The made me swim.

The set without complementizers contain two syntactic types of clauses. There are those
where each predicate takes its own person marking (131)-(133), and there are those where the
predicates share person marking (134)-(135). It is for the latter that I argue for a monoclausal
construction.

There are other syntactic differences between clauses containing complement clauses and the
causative clauses. I will discuss these in section 4.2.2. In section 4.2.1., I present the
phonological arguments for the single stem of the causative predicate and the complement
predicate.

4.2.1. Phonological Arguments

Shaw's (1980) phonological analysis of Sioux is very comprehensive. She starts by giving
Chambers' (1974) Dakota Accent Rule (DAR) and then proceeds to build on it. Stated
informally, the DAR says that the second syllable of a multisyllable word or the solitary syllable
of a monosyllabic word receives the stress. When this rule interacts with other rules such as
A-Drop, Coalescence or Stem Formation, it explains the apparent exceptions to the DAR. The
words in (136) are examples of the interaction of DAR and each of these rules in each case.

(136) =(S 1980:33,34)

Underlying Surface
a. tha-isto -> thisto A-Drop
b: wa-yuta - > wota Coalescence
c. Chap - > 6hapa Stern Formation

Now consider the stress pattern in the following examples:
(137) =(V 1977a:82)

m-igt
1s0-sleep Loc-lsN-try
I tried to sleep.

(138) =(V 1977a:82)
Mary wowapi w4 ophe-w-eCathy wa-chi.

book a ?-1sN-buy 1sN-want
I want to buy Mary a book.

It can be seen that both the embedded verb and the matrix verb take a primary stress. But in
the causative clauses this is not true; although there are two predicates there is only one stress,
as shown in (139)-(140).
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(139) =(V 1977a:12)
Hiyapi ki pus-wa-ye.
clothes Def dry-lsN-Caus
Idzy the clothes.

(140) =(B&D 1941:86)
A-ma-phe-chi-ehiya.
Loc-ls0-hit-lsN:20-Caus
Imake you hit me.

Therefore, we should view the two predicates in such clauses as constituting a single word.
If the causative predicate is taken as an affix structurally, as in other languages, this fact is
accounted fur.

Stem Formation presents a second phonological argument for a monoclausal structure. The
Stem Formation rule prevents underlying single syllable words from surfacing with a final
consonant (by inserting a vowel). If a causative predicate is suffixed to a single syllable verb
such as pus dry in (139), then Stem Formation should not apply, which is the case as can be
seen. Based on phonological evidence, the causative predicate and the complement predicate
constitute a single word.

4.2.2. Comparison with other Complement Clauses

Sioux has been claimed in the literature to allow free word order of the NPs and adverbials
in a clause (Van Valin 1977a:28 and Williamson 1984:25). The constituents of embedded clauses
do not scramble with matrix clause constituents, as seen in the following examples:

(141) a. =(W 1984:120)
Bill [wioa6a ki kieiza-h4-pi eha] w4y4ke.

[man Def fight-Dur-P1 Comp] see
Bill saw that the men were fighting.

b. =(W 1984:120)
[WiCaga ki kiCiza-h4-pi Cha] Bill w4yake.
[man Def fight-Dur-P1 Comp] see
Bill saw that the men were fighting.

c. *WieaLa ki Bill kieiza-ha-pi eha w4y4ke.
man Def fight-Dur-P1 Comp see

(Bill saw that the men were fighting.)

If causative clauses are superficially monoclausal, they should allow scrambling, and they
do, as the following examples illustrate:

(142) a. John giCesda ki taku w4
children Def something Indf

ophe-kiCi-this-wiCha-khiya.
?-Ben-buy-3p-Caus

John made the children buy something for him.
b. Taku w4 John giCeCa kl

something Indf children Def

ophe-kiCi-thy-wiCha-khiya.
?-Ben-buy-3p-Caus

John made the children to buy something for him.

It can be seen in (142b) that John, the subject of the outer clause, may scramble with taku

w4 and LieeCa ItI., which are constituents of the inner clause.
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Further evidence that causative clauses have a monoclausal structure comes from the fact that
the constituents of the complement clause act like constituents of the causative clause by
triggering verb agreement. Consider (143)-(144) which show the causative predicate agreeing
with the subject of the complement clause:

(143) =(V 1977a:85)
Ophethv-ma-khiye.
buy-lsO-Caus
He made me buy it.

(144) a. Oyaza-m-iVi-ya.
hurt-lsO-Rfl-Caus
I caused myself to hurt. or
I hurt myself.

b.

It is evident from the objective person affix in (143)-(144) that the subject of the complement
is the direct object of the causative clause. Also notice that in (144) the causative verb has
reflexive morphology, indicating 1-2 multiattachment.

I propose, based on the evidence that causative clauses display a monoclausal structure, that
they can best be explained with Davies and Rosen's (1988) multipredicate Union analysis. The
inner verb is a chomeur in the Union stratum. All of the constituents of the inner clause are
constituents of the matrix clause.

4.3. Analysis of Causative Union as Multipredicate Clauses
4.3.1. Dakota Inner P-final 1 Revaluation

Causative clauses under the multipredicate clause analysis follow the laws of universal
grammar, which leaves details like verb agreement and the inner P-final 1 revaluation to be dealt
with on a language specific basis.

Dakota is most like the Chamorro pattern of the inner P -final 1 revaluation; that is the
inner P-final 1 revalues to 2 in the Union P-sector. This can be seen from the fact that the inner
P-final 1 triggers objective person agreement on the causative verb. Consider the following:

(145) Nvw4-ma-khiya-pi.
swim-lsO-Caus-P1
They made me swim.

(146) Matho kt kte-ma-khiya.
bear Def kill-lsO-Caus
He made me kill the bear.
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Number agreement of the inner P-final 1 on the causative verb is another piece of evidence
for the revaluation to 2. When the inner P-final 1 is animate third person plural, it should trigger
wicha- on the causative verb, which it does, as seen in (147).

(147) IAtima-wicha-wa-khiya.
sleep-3p-lsN-Caus
Imade them go to sleep.

Another argument that the inner P-final 1 revalues to 2 in the Union clause comes from the
reflexivization facts. The reflexive construction is only used when there is 1-2 multiattaclunent.
In a Union stratum, if the inner P-final 1 revalues to 2 and is coreferenced with the Union P-
fmal 1, then reflexive morphology will be triggered. This can be seen in the following example:

(148) gu-m- re' i-ya.
be.burned-lsO-Rfl-Caus
I burned myself.

The last argument for the revaluation of the inner P-final 1 to 2 comes from the fact that the
morpheme registering 3-2 advancement, (Dat) ki -, does not appear; thus the 1 does not revalue
to 3. This can be seen in (149)-(150), as well as the other examples following in this section:

(149) =(B&D 1941:86)
A-ni-phe-wa-khiya.
Loc-20-hit-lsN-Caus
Imade him hit you.

(150) *A-ni-phe-wa-ki-khiya.
Loc-20-hit-lsN-Dat-Caus

(I made him hit you.)

The inner P-final 1 revaluation rule for Sioux is as follows:
(151) Revaluation Rule:

Given an inner P-final arc A with the coordinates [1(a,b)<cici>.] and a Union
P-initial arc B with coordinates [1(d,b)< ci+ick>], then A must revalue to
[2(a,b)<ci+ick >1.

4.3.2 Verb Agreement

The verb agreement for the final stratum of the Union clause is the same as the rules given
earlier. They are again presented here:

(152) Person Agreement Rule:
The verb agrees in person with final nuclear terms.
a. Nominals heading a 2-arc determine the objective agreement markers.
b. Nominals heading a 1-arc determine the nominative agreement markers.
(a) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (b).

(153) Plural Agreement Rule:
a. If a subject is inanimate plural, then perform verb reduplication.
b. If an acting direct object is animate third person plural, then affix wicha -.
c. If a final nuclear term is animate plural, then affix -pi; except when trigger

is first person dual subject.
(b) is disjunctively ordered with respect to (c).

These rules do not account for all the facts of causative clauses, as can be seen in (154):
(154) a. A-wicha-pha-ma-khiya.

Loc-3p-hit-lsO-Caus
He made me hit them.
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b. =(V 1977a:153)
A-ni-phe-ma-khiye.
Lo.:-20-hit-ls0-Caus
He made me hit you.

c.
} P-sector
1P-sector

[3s] khiya [1s] [2s] aphe

Notice in (154) that the inner predicate is agreeing with the inner P-final 2. Rules (152) and
(153) cannot account for this fact. Now consider the following example.

(155) a. =(V 1977a:153)
A-Chi-phe-ma-khiye.
Loc-lsN:20-hit-lsO-Caus
He made me hit you.

b.

1P-sector
3 P- sector

[3s] khiya [1s] [2s] aphe

In (155) the inner predicate is agreeing not only with the inner P-final 2, but the inner P-
final 1 also. Van Valin (1977a:85) claimed that the inner P-final 1 may agree with the inner
predicate only when the causative verb -khiya is used, not when -ya is used. He gives the
following examples:

(156) =(V 1977a:85)21
a. Kte-ma-ya-ye.

'kill-ls0-2N-Caus
You caused me to kill it.

b. *Wa-kte-ma-ya-ye.
1sN-kill-ls0-2N-Caus

(You caused me to kill it.)

Based on this evidence I propose the following additional verb agreement rule:
(157) Inner Verb Agreement (first version):

The verb of a non-final P-sector agrees in person and number with the final 2 of
that sector; and if and only if the Union predicate is khiya, the verb optionally
agrees with the final 1 of that P-sector.

This is similar to Tzotzil, a language in which the verb, agrees with its P-final nuclear
terms (Davies and Rosen 1988:76).22

21 My language consultants were unable to verify the data in (156). The difference might be dialectal.
22 Davies and Rosen (1988:76) give the following Tzotzil example:
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Rule (157) predicts that when the inner predicate is intransitive, its argument can optionally
trigger person and number agreement on the inner verb. This prediction is incorrect, regardless
of whether one assumes that unaccusative advancement takes place in the inner clause.

(158) a. ILt
sleep-20-Caus
He made you sleep.

b. *N-igtima-ni-ehiya.
20-sleep-20-Caus

(He made you sleep.)

(159) a. Igtima-wiaha-wa-khiya.
sleep-3p-lsN-Caus
I made them sleep.

b. *Wieh-igtima-wioha-wa-khiya.
3p-sleep-3p-lsN-Caus

(I made them sleep.)

(160) a. Nvwq. -ma -khiya .

swim-IsO-Cans
He made me swim.

b. *Wa-nyw4-ma-khiya.
1sN-swim-ls0-Cans

(lie made me swim.)

Since rule (157) is incorrect for the argument of intransitive inner clauses, both unaccusative
and unergative clauses, and is correct only for the 1 and 2 of transitive clauses, rule (157) needs
to be revised to include only ergative and accusative arguments.

(161) Inner Verb Agreement:
The verb of a non -final P-sector agrees in person and number with the accusative
of that sector; and if and only if the Union predicate is -khiya, the verb
optionally agrees with the ergative of that P-sector.

In summary, Sioux causative clauses are similar to the Chamorro pattern in that the inner P-
final 1 revalues to 2. Sioux verb agreement is similar to Tzotzil in that both the inner predicate
and the causative predicate may show person and number agreement, although inner predicate
agreement is very restricted. All other aspects of Sioux causative clauses follow language
universal rules.

5. Summary

This article examined verb agreement and showed that there are two distinct systems in
Dakota: person agreement and number agreement. In transitive predicate clauses, only final
nuclear terms trigger person agreement. Number agreement may be triggered by chomeurs.
These two systems give empirical evidence to the support of the multistratal analysis of
unaccusative and reflexive clauses. The present work also showed that an analysis which posits
advancements to direct object allows for concise generalizations of person and number
agreement, whereas an analysis which does not include advancements to direct object cannot
capture these generalizations.

(iii) 1- y- ak'- be h- turasnu.
ASP- ABS- ERG- cause- Adv ERG- pick-ABS peach

1st 3rd 3-2 1st 3rd
He let mepickpeaches.
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This article also discussed two types of Possessor Ascension. In one type the possessor
assumes the grammatical relation of the host (i.e. direct object), and in the other .the possessor
assumes a grammatical relation other than the host (i.e. indirect object). The Possessor
Ascension analyses were then shown to be the best analyses of these constructions in Dakota
Sioux.

The last topic dealt with was Clause Union, in particular Causative Union. This article
presented evidence that causative constructions in Sioux are multipredicate clauses. It was also
shown that the inner P -final 1 revalues to 2, and that there is a restricted type of inner verb
agreement, similar to Tzotzil.

All three of these topics demonstrate syntactic and morphological differences between direct
objects and indirect objects, as well as obliques.
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The Tapir: A Yanomami Text

Irma Thiele

A traditional Yanomami story is presented with interlinear glosses and free transla-
tion. The text relates the characteristics of three animals: the tapir, the squirrel, and the
sloth.

Background information
This is a traditional Yanomami story, told in February of 1982 by Olukanes, a Yanomami

man from Parimi-U (Brazil) who is regarded as a good storyteller by other people in the village.
The story was taped by Pierrette Ziegler-Birraux, with help (interpretation and prompting) from
Sandy Cue. Sandy Cue and Irma Thiele transcribed the text. Lukas, a Yanomami man from the
same village, helped to explain and rephrase some parts of the story.

The work of building a hiding place for a tapir is time consuming, a fact which is expressed
by the many repetitions of the action words. Three dots on the first line signify that some of
these repetitions have been omitted in the transcription. It is interesting to note that only the
main character is introduced at the beginning of the story; the others are identified explicitly
later on in the second part of the story. The main characteristics of the participants in the story,
according to Lukas are: the tapir is lazy, but somewhat intelligent; the squirrel is a hard and fast
worker and intelligent; the sloth is lazy and stupid.

Structure of the presentation
The text is presented in three forms: the first line is in the practical orthography, the second

line is a transcription in technical orthography, and the third gives the basic form of each mor-
pheme, with morpheme breaks. The translation of the text is also given in three forms: first, a
literal translation of each morpheme; then a translation of each word in context, where possible;
and finally, a free translation for each line. Abbreviations are explained in Appendix 1.

Summary

The tapir is trying to hide, and the squirrel is encouraging him and helping him by piling up
leaves on him. The tapir keeps asking whether he is completely hidden, but he is not since he is
so big. The squirrel gives up and goes away. The sloth is small, however, and can hide in the
trees. The tapir, being a large ground animal, is vulnerable and is hunted and eaten by people.

1994 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 38. 45-56
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L Xama a hoyamo
gama a hoyAmo
gAma a hoyg-mu
tapir ClGs hide-Rfl
tapir * hid.itself
The tapir hid itself'

Irma Thiele

xama
gama

an gama a
Cm tapir ClGs
* tapir *

a.
a

2. Xama a hoyamo ana
gama a hOydrati aria

gama a hoyA-mu =al

tapir ClGs hide-Rfl Cm
tapir * hid.itself *
Even though the tapir hid itself,2

3. A hoyaplu mao
a hoyaplu mao an
a hoya -plu mao n

ClGs hide-Pot PGNg Cm
it could.hide not *
It could not really hide.3

ski, a hiliyaplu

alki a hoyaplu
ski a hoya -plu
even.though ClGs hide-Pot
even.though it could.hide

it could not really hide.

mao
mao
mao
PGNg
not

4. "Wa hoyamoki. Wa hOyamoki."
wa hoydmoki wa hOy&moki
wa hoyA-mu -ki wa helya-mu -ki
2s hide-Rfl-AgRf 2s hide-Rfl-AgRf
you hide.yourself you hide.yourself

"Hide yourself. Hide yourself. "4

5. naha a hikolamu, hikolamu,
i naha a hikolamu hikolamu
1 naha a hikola -mu hikola -mu
the.preceding like C1Gs pile.leaves-Rfl pile.leaves-Rfl
that like it piles.leaves piles.leaves
Thus it (the squirrel) piled up leaves, piled up leaves,5

hikolamu, hikolamu...
hikolamu hikolamu
hikola -mu hikola -mu
pile.leaves-Rfl pile.leaves-Rfl
piles.leaves piles.leaves
piled up leaves, piled up leaves...

6. A lukeke an.
a lukake
a luka -ki ao
ClGs enter-AgRf Cm
it entered *
It got in (under the leaves).

7. "Naha tha?
naha tha
naha tha
like GI
like *

(The tapir asks.

A hoyamo
a hoyamo
a hoya-mu
C1Gs hide-Rfl
it hid.itself
It hid itself.

Ya hayaki kuha?"
ya hoyAki kuha
ya hoyd-ki kuha
is hide-AgRf RPWI
I get.hidden recently

') "Like this? Did I get hidden now?"

1 The repetition of the subject establishes the tapir as the topic.
2 That is, it tried to hide itself.
3 These first three sentences are a summary of the first part of the story.
4 The speaker here is one of the other characters of the story.
5 The identity of the character is not made explicit until sentence 42.
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8. "Ma, wa
ma wa
ma wa
ResI 2s
no you

(The squirrel.

The Tapir: A Yanomami Text

hiiyao =nim.
hayA6 nim
hoyA-o nim
hide-Pnc PTNg
hid not
"No, you are not hidden.

9. Wa wauto
wa wauto
wa wauto
2s be.visible
you are.visible
You are still visible.

10. Ai hanak
ai hanak
ai hanak
other C1Lv
more them
Jr (the squirrel)

xoa =a. Huhu,
Aoa =a huhu
goa a huhu
yet Dur (disgust)
still * (disgust)

Oh no! Well then!"

ho!"
ho
ho
alright
alright

tea kole =m, kahu us
taa kola n kahu us
taa kb" -li n kahu u -Si

take again-PtRf Cm "embailba".tree C1Lq-C1TO
got au.ln * "emballba".tree *
got more of ther, (the leaves) again,"embatiba" tree

11. TOlooa,
talooa
tOlooa
(fast.work)
(fast. work)
Quickly, quickly

tolooa...
tolooa
teilooa
(fast.work)
(fast. work)

12. / naha a that
i naha a thal
1 naha a tha -1
the.preceding like C1Gs make-Hab
that like it does
Thus it did it again, and again...

kb,
ko
ko
again
again

13. A hikolamu kiilayu,
a hikolamu kOlayfi
a hikola -mu Ito -layu
C1Gs pile.leaves-Rfl again-Inc
it piling.leaves begins.again
It began piling up leaves again, and again..

leaves.

that kb...
thai ko
tha -i ko
make-Hab again
does again

hikolamu
hikolamu
hikola -mu
pile.leaves-Rfl
piling.leaves

koke14. A lukea n.

a lukaa Mike
a luka -a ko -ki
C1Gs enter-Lk again-AgRf Cm
it entered again *
It (the tapir) went in (under the leaves) again.

15. "Naha tha?
naha tha
naha tha
like GI
like *

(The tapir asks.

Ya hoyaki kuha? Hei_tehe
ya hoyaki kuha hei_tehe
ya hoya -ki kuha hei-tehe
is hide-AgRf RPWI Px -when
I get.hidden recently now

9 "Dice this? Did I get hidden now? Now?"

16. "Ma, wa wauto xoaa.
ma wa wauto goaa
ma wa wauto goa-a
ResI 2s be.visible yet-Dur
no you are.visible still

(The squirrel:) "No, you are still visible.
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hanak.
hanak
hanak
C1Lv
*

kolayu...
kolayn
kb' -layu
again-Inc
begins.again

tha?"
tha
tha
GI
*
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17. Huhu, hmm, ho, ha, ha."
huhu hmm ho ha ha
huhu hmm ho ha ha
(disgust) (thinking) all.right (moan) (moan)
(disgust) (thinking) all.right (moan) (moan)
Harrumph; hmm; all right; 000h; 000h."

18. "Ya ka hoyaa totihiplamoli!
ya ka hoyaa totihiplamoli
ya ka hoya-a totihi-pla -mu -li
is ? hide-Dur good -AcIn-Rfl-PtRf
I * hide well.make.myself

(The tapir:) "I wish I could get well hidden!

19. Ya ka hoyaa ka totihiki! Ai_ham!
ya ka hoyaa ka totihiki aL.ham
ya ka hoyA-a ka totihi-ki ai_ham
is ? hide-Dur Cptz good -AgRf more
I * hide that get.well more
I wish I could get we hidden! More (leaves)! Get (leaves)

20. Ai a toa kolali.
ai a toa kolale
ai a toa k6 -la -li
other C1Gs take again-AcIt-PtRf
more it gets repeatedly.again g
It (the squirrel) got more (leaves) again, and

Taa57 k6."
taal k6
taa-i k6
see-Hab again
get again

again."

toa k6lali...
toa kaale
toa k6 -la -li
take again-AcIt-PtRf
ets repeatedly. again
again...

21.

the.preceding
that
Thus it (the tapir)

naha a hoyamu koo
naha a hoyAmti k66
naha a hoya-mu k6
like C1Gs hide -Rfi again
like it hides.itsel.,] again
hid itself again.

22. Yaa hanak ha
yaa hanak ha
yaa hanak ha
leaves/Gen ClLv Cj
leaves * *
After it filled in (holes) with

n.

Cm
*

laapo tS7 =n,
laapo ti =n
laa -pu tayu =n
fill-(carry) AcLo after
fill (inland) after

leaves,

k6o...
k66
k6

make-Hab again
does again

a that' k6o, that'
a thai k66 thai
a tha -1 k6 tha -i
C1Gs make-Hab again
it does again
it did it again, and again...

23. (A ple
a ple
a ple
C1Gs be.big
it is.big
(Because it is big,

yalo, xama a ple
yalo gama a ple
yalo gama a ple
because tapir C1Gs be.big
because tapir * is.big
because the tapir is big,

xama a ple
gama a ple
Lama a ple
tapir C1Gs be.big
tapir * is.big
since the tapir is big.)

kuteen.)
kuteen
kuteen
since
since
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yalo,
yalo
yalo
because
because
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24. A hoyaa komake mi.

a hiiyaa kir-make Rn

a hoya -a k6 -ma' -ki mt

ClGs hide-Lk again-Caus-AgRf Cm
it hide caused.again.to.get *

It (the squirrel) caused it (the tapir) to get hidden again.

25. "Naha tha? Ya hoyaki kuha?"
naha tha ya hoyaki kuha
naha tha ya hoya -ki kuha
like GI is hide-AgRf RPWI
like * I get.hidden recently

"Like this? Did I get hidden now?"

26. "Ma, hei hei hei ha wa wauto
ma hei hei hei ha wa wauto
ma hei hei hei ha wa wauto
ResI Px Px Px Loc 2s be.visible
no here here here * you are.visible

"No, you are still visible here, here, and here.

27. Ho,
ho
ho
all.right
all.right
All right, yes,

xoaa.
goaa
goa-a
yet-Dur
still

d-aa, ya hixiu tikolayu ta."
[A7Ad] ya higiu tikolayu ta
A?gg ya higiu tiko -layu ta
yes is angry against.wish-Inc supposedly
yes I angry become.against.wish supposedly
I'm getting angry."

28. Moli a h6yaa
moli a hoyaa
moli a hoya -a
one ClGs hide-Dur
once it hidden
Once more it was hiding itself

kOplamolayo
kOplamolayo
k6 -pla -mu -layu
again-AcIn-Rfl-Inc Cm
became. itself. again *

again.

29. H2 Vir.wa, klaiwa...
hi k...4a klaiwa
hi k.-iwa klaiwa
(hurry) (sound.of.crackling.twigs) (sound.of
(hurrying) (sound.of.crackling.twigs) (sound. of
(Sound of the squirrel hurrying, breaking lots of little twigs.)

30. A thaa kliki, thaa k6ki...
a thaa kaki thaa k6ki
a tha -a k6 -ki tha -a k6 -ki
ClGs make-Dur again-AgRf make-Dur again-AgRf
it does again does again
It (the squirrel) did tt (getting leaves) again, and again...

31. A hoyaa kOplamolayom.
a helygA kOplamolayo
a hoya-a k6 -pla -mu -layu
C1Gs hide-Dur again-AcIn-Rfl-Inc
it hidden became.itself.again
It (the tapir) was hiding itself again.

32. "Naha tha? Ma, hei_tehe ya h6yaa
naha tha ma hei_tehe ya h6yda"
naha tha ma hei-tehe ya hoya -a
like GI ResI Px -when is hide-Dur
like * well... now I hidden

"Like this? Well, now I really got hidden.
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.crackling.twigs)

.crackling. twigs)

yaike Rm.

yaike m
yai -ki m
really-AgRf Cm
really.got *
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33. Ya hoyake n. Naha tha?
ya hoyAke n naha tha
ya hOyA-ki .11 naha tha
is hide-AgRf Cm like GI
I got.hidden * like *
I got hidden. Like this? Did I get quite hidden now?

34.

Ya hoyaa mahiki kuha?"
ya Floyd& mahiki kuha
ya hoya -a mahi-ki kuha
is hide-Dur much-AgRf RPWI
I hidden iot.much recently

"Ma, wa
ma wa
ma wa
ResI 2s
no you

(The squirrel

wauto xoaa."
wauto goaa
wauto Loa-a
be.visible yet-Dur
are.visible still

:) "No, you are still visible."

35. "Ho, hmm."
ho hmm
ho hmm
all.right (thinking)
all.right (thinking)

(The tapir:) "Well then, hmm."

36. A wayaa mahilayo m. A wayalayo :11.

a wayaa mahilayo =m a wayalayo :11

a waya -a mahi-layu n a waya -layu Ril

ClGs angry-Dur much-Inc Cm ClGs angry-Inc Cm

it angry became.very * it became.angry *
It (the squirrel) became very angry. It became angry.

37. A-aa, 2 naha a kua xoalayo
[and] i naha a kua goalayo
g"?Aa I naha a ku-a Loa-layu
yes the.preceding like ClGs be-Dur yet-Inc
yes that like it became yet
Yes, it became like that then.

38. A wayalayu
a wayalayu
a waya -layu
ClGs angry-Inc
it became.angry
When it became angry,

tehe,
tehe
tehe
when
when

ulihi ham a kua
ulihi ham a kua
ulihi ham a ku-a
jungle Dir ClGs be-Dur
jungle into it to.stay
it went away to stay in the jungle.

39. "Ma, ya hoyaploim.
ma ya hOydploim
ma ya hoyd-plu-im
ResI is hide-Pot-FuNg
no I not.able.to.hide

(The tapir:) "No, I can't get hidden.

40. Ya hoyaploim
ya hoygploim
ya
is hide-Pot-FuNg
I not.able.to.hide
If I can't get hidden, don't

xoalaa h'yl'y

goalaa hill
goa-1 -aa hIlt
yet-Lk-leave away
left.yet away

.

Cm

Ya hOyaploim.
ya hOydploim
ya hOy&-plu-im
ls hide-Pot-FuNg
I not.able.to.hide
I can't get hidden.

.

Cm
*

tehe, ya htiyamamoim."
tehe ya hoydmamoim
tehe ya hOya-ma -mu -im
when ls hide-Caus-Rfl-FuNg
if me make.me.not.hide.myself

make me hide myself:"
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41. XkraST yalo a waisip,
51m1 yalo a waisip
51m1 yalo a waisip
sloth animal ClGs be.small
sloth animal * is.small
The sloth is a small animal, like this.6

42. Waipaxi a. Waipaxi a waisip
waipagi a waipagi a waisip
waipaai a waipagi a waisip
squirrel ClGs squirrel ClGs be.small
squirrel * squirrel * is.small
The squirrel. The squirrel is very small,

1

1

the.preceding
that

2 naha thei
i naha thei
I naha thei
the.preceding like Dim
this like little
the kind that is little, like this.?

43. ?h e ku
ihi e ku
ihi e ku
that.one C1CK be
that.one * said
That one said:

na :

Cm
*

kuo wi.
kuo wi
ku-o wi
be-Pnc Nom
is one

44. (NT =n a hOyama
ihi an a hOyama
ihi an a hoya -ma
that.one Erg ClGs hide-Caus
that.one * it caused.to.hide
(That one had hidden it (the tapir).

45. Waipaxi a ihilup e

waipagi a ihilup e

waipagi a ihilup e

squirrel CIGs offspring C1Ps
squirrel * its.young *
A baby squirrel had made it hide.)

46. "Ho,
ho
ho
all. right
all. right

(To the sloth.)

kaho wa xilo
kaho wa 6116
kaho wa 6116
2Emp 2s only

you only
"All right, only you

47. "Ma, kami ya
ma kami ya
ma kami ya
ResI lEmp is
yes *

(The sloth:) "Yes,

=n
=n
=-11

Erg
*

hoyake
hOydke an
hOyA-ki an
hide-AgRf Cm
got.hidden *
got hidden."

ten.

n1

an
Cm
*

mahi,
mahi
mahi
much
very

naha.
naha
naha
like
like

a hoyama =E.)

a hoyama
a hoya -ma
ClGs hide-Caus Cm
it caused.to.hide *

.

xi hOyaa ayake
51 hOyda. ayake
5116 h6ya-a aya -ki

only hide-Lk differentiy -AgRf
only got.hidden different. from. others
only I got hidden."

6 The narrator indicated a small size with his hands.

7 The narrator indicated a small size with his hands.
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.48. Hapi naha xama
hapi naha gama
hapi naha gama
the.following like tapir
this like tapir
This is what he said to the tapir:

e_ha a kulayo
e_ha a kulayo
e_ha a ku -layu
to C1Gs say-Inc
to it said

=M :
rnr

Cm
*

49. "Lahok wa kft waa totihili,
lahok wa kik waa totihili
lahok wa kik wa -a totihi-li
wide.arrow.point 2s GiGr eat-Dur good -PtRf
wide.arrow.point you * get.hit well

"You will be hit easily by "lahok" arrow points,8

50. kaho =n, wa pleo wi =n,

kaho =n wa pleo wi =n
kaho =n wa ple -o wi =n
2Emp Erg 2s be.big-Pnc Nom Erg
* * you are.big the.one.that
you, who are big,

maxi tha ha wa hu
magi tha ha wa hu
magi tha ha wa hu
earth C1Ea Loc 2s go
ground * on you walk
you, who walk on the ground.

51. Lahok
lahok
lahok
wide. arrow. point
wide.arrow.point
People will shoot you

52. Hei,
hei
hei
Px
look

kami
kami
kami
lEmp

ya
ya
ya
is
me

*

wi =n.

wi =n
wi =n
Nom Erg
the.one.that *

a =n wa niaplali
a =n wa niaplali
a =n wa nia -pla -li
C1Gs Inst 2s shoot.arrow-AcIn-PtRf
* with you shoot.arrow
with "lahok" arrow points.

taaploim.
taaploim
taa-plu-im
see-Put-FuNg
one.cannot.see

Look, no one can see me.

53. Ya taa yaiploim.
ya taa yaiploim
ya taa yai -plu-im
ls see really-Pot-FuNg
me see one.really.cannot
No one can see me at all.

54. Tile ham ya h6yake
tile ham ya hoyake
tile ham ya hoya-ki
high Loc ls hide-AgRf
high up I got.hidden
I have got hidden up high.

=he.
he
he
3TrPA

Tile ha kami ya kua.
tile ha kami ya kua
tile ha kami ya ku-a
high Loc lEmp is be-Dur
high up * I am
I stay up high (in the trees).

n. Kami ya h6yaa
"in kami ya 1-16yda
=m kami ya hoyd-a
Cm lEmp ls hide-Lk
* * I hide
I really am hidden.

8 Lahok is a relatively wide arrow point that is used for big game.

r-

yaya.
yaya
yai -a
really-Dur
really
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55. Kaho wa, maxi tha ha, kaho wa,
kaho wa magi tha ha kaho wa
kaho wa magi tha ha kaho wa
2Emp 2s earth ClEa Loc 2Emp 2s

you ground * on * you
You, on the ground, because you are big,

wa hu wi,
wa hu wi
wa hu wi
2s go Nom
you walk the.one.that
you that walk,9

lahok a =n wa
lahok a =n wa
lahok a =n wa
wide.arrow.point ClGs Inst 2s
wide.arrow.point * with you
people are going to hit you with "lahok"

56. Wa thali =he.
wa thali =he
wa thali he
2s shoot 3TrPA
you shoot *
They will shoot you.

57. Wa niamu
wa niamu
wa nia -mu
2s shoot.arrow-engaged.
you shoot
They will shoot only you,"

wa
wa
wa
2s
you

ple
ple
ple
be.big
are.big

wali =he.
wali =he
wa -li he
eat-PtRf 3TrPA
hit

arrow points.

ayao.",
ayao
aya -o

in differently-Pnc
different. from. others

)3rmS" e kulayo =m, waipaxi a
simi e kulayo a waipagi a
gimI e ku -layu n waipaxi a
sloth C1CK say-Inc Cm squirrel ClGs
sloth * said * squirrel *
the sloth said that, together with the little squirrel,

naha waipaxi
1 naha waipagi
i naha waipagi
the.preceding like squirrel
this like squirrel
a little squirrel like this,

a wei,
a wei
a wei
ClGs Dim

little

naha a wdisiapeo wi
I naha a wAlslApeo wi
i naha a walsiape-o wi
the.preceding like ClGs small -Pnc Nom
this like it small the
(he said it) with one small like this, to

wei
wei
wei
Dim
little

yalo,
yalo
yalo
because
because

xo
so
so
and
with

xo,
so
so
and

one with

9 The meaning is: You that walk on the ground because you are so big.
10 The narrator indicated a small size with hands, and other sizes in the following sentences.
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pei xina wi,
pei "sins wi

pei Sind wi
3PsIn tail Nom
its tail the.one.that
one whose tail,

naha
i naha
I naha
the.preceding like
this like
its tail being like this.

xina
gin&
sins
tail
tail

wi kuo wi.

wi kuo wi
wi ku-o wi
Nom be-Pnc Nom
the.one.that being one

58. Ai waipaxi a xomi
ai waipagi a gomi
ai waipagi a gomi
other squirrel C1Gs different
another squirrel * different
A different squirrel is just big."

59. V naha a ple
i naha a ple
i naha a ple
the.preceding like C1Gs be.big
this like it is.big
It is big like this.

60. Ai waisip
ai waisip
ai galisip
other be.small
another small
The tiny little one is small in contrast.

61.

a ple
a ple
a ple
C1Gs be.big
it is.big

puo.
puo
pu -o

simply-Pnc
simply

puo.
puo
pu -o

simply-Pnc
simply

thei a waisip paxiu.
thei a waisip pagiu
thei a waisip pagiu
Dim C1Gs be.small differently
little * is.small in.contrast

a wei taaploim. A taaploim.

ihi a wei taaploim a taaploim
ihi a wei taa-plu-im a taa-plu-im
that.one C1Gs Dim see-Pot-FuNg ClGs see-Pot-FuNg
that.one it little one.cannot.see it one.cannot.see
One cannot see a little one like that.

62. 'M a,

ihi a

ihi a
that.one C1Gs person
that.one * people
does.not.exist
People can't eat that one,

yanemam
yanamam
yanamam

a
a
a
C1Gs
it
because they cannot see it at all.

a n
a n
a m

One cannot see it.

a was wi a

a wai wi a

a wa -1 wi a

mi,
mi
mi

C1Gs Erg C1Gs eat-Hab Nom C1Gs PrNg
* * it eating one *

taa mahiploim yalo.
taa mahiploim yalo
taa mahi-plu-im yalo
see much-Pot-FuNg because
see cannot.at.all because

I I There are other squirrels that are big.
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63. A waisip
a waisip
a waisip
ClGs be.small
it is.small
Because it is very
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mahi yalo, a taaploim
mahi yalo a taaploim
mahi yalo a taa-plu-im
much because ClGs see-Pot-FuNg
very because it one.cannot.see

small, one cannot see it at all.

64. Waipaxi a ple yalo, a xi
waipagi a ple yalo a gi
waipagi a ple yalo a gin
squirrel ClGs be.big because ClGs only
squirrel * is.big because it only
Because the (other) squirrel is big, one can see it.

65. 1/ naha a kuo wi,
naha a kuo wi
naha a ku-o wi

the.preceding like ClGs be-Pnc Nom
this like it is one.that
One that is like this, only it is really visible.

66. "Kami ya hoyaa ayake
kami ya hoyaa ayake
kami ya hoyA-a aya -ki
lEmp is hide-Lk differently-AgRf

I hidden different. from. others
(The sloth:) "I got hidden alone.

67. Kami ya xi taaploim.
kami ya gi taaploim
kami ya MO taa-plu-im
lEmp is only see-Pot-FuNg
* I only one.cannot.see
I'm the only one that people cannot see.

68. Ya hoyaa ayake
ya hoyaa ayake
ya hoya-a aya -ki
is hide-Lk differently-AgRf
I got.hidden different.from.others
I got hidden alone," said the sloth.

Kami ya
kami ya
kami ya
lEmp is

me

mahi.
mahi
mahi
much
at.all

taaplu puo.
taaplu puo
taa-plu pu -o

see-Pot simply-Pnc
can.see simply

a xi wauto yai.
a gi wauto yai
a silo wauto yai
ClGs only be.visible really
it only is.visible really

Cm
*

taaploim.
taaploim
taa-plu-im
see-Pot-FuNg
one.cannot.see

People cannot see me.

69. Ma, )*Cy a
ma gimi a
ma gimi a
ResI sloth ClGs
yes sloth *
Oh yes, it's because

=m," xymy e kulayo
gimi e kulayo
gimi e ku -layu

Cm sloth C1CK say-Inc
* sloth * said

taaploim yalo, a taaploim
taaploim yalo a taaploim
taa-plu-im yalo a taa-plu-im
see-Pot-FuNg because ClGs see-Pot-FuNg
one.cannot.see because it one.cannot.see
one cannot see a sloth, since one cannot see it.

70. "Kaho wa ple
kaho wa ple
kaho wa ple
2Emp 2s be.big

you are . big

"Because you are big,

maxi
magi
magi

tha ha
tha ha
tha ha

yalo,
yalo
yalo
because
because

wa hu wi wa
wa hu wi wa
wa hu wi wa

earth C1Ea Loc 2s go Nom 2s
ground * on you walk one.that you
they will eat you, you that walk on the ground.
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way =he.
wai =he
wa -i he
eat-Hab 3TrPA
eat

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

.

Cm
*

kuteen.
kuteen
kuteen
since
since
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. 71. Lahok a =n wa
lahok a =n wa
lahok a =n wa
wide.arrow.point ClGs Inst 2s
wide.arrow.point * with you
After they shoot you with arrow points,

72. wa way =he.
wa wai =he
wa wa -i he
2s eat-Hab 3TrPA
you eat
they will eat you.

73. Lahok
lahok
lahok
wide. arrow. point
wide. arrow. point
You will easily get hit

ha
ha

thali
thali

=he
=he

=n,
=n

ha thali he .n

Cj shoot 3TrPA after
* shoot * after

wa =p wai
wa =p wai
wa pa wa -1
2s C1Gp eat-Hab
you be.hit
by arrow points,"

totihajr,"
totihai
tot ih=a-i
well -Hab
easily

2
naha yauwele

i naha yauwele
kulayo
kulayo

n,
=m

yauwele
yauwele

=s.

=s

1 naha yauwele ku -layu =m yauwele si
the.preceding like sloth say-Inc Cm sloth C1TO
that like sloth said * sloth little
that's what the sloth said, the little sloth.

Appendix 1. Abbreviations

AcIn Action Intensity GI General Interrogative
AcIt Action Iteration Hab Habitual
AcLo Action Location Inc Inchoative
AgRf Agent Referential Inst Instrumental Marker
Caus Causative LAC Locational
Cj Conjunction Lk Link
C1CK Classifier Nom Nominalizer
C1Ea Classifier Earth Pnc Punctiliar
C1Gs Classifier General Singular Pot Potential
C1Gp Classifier General Plural PrNg Present Negation
C1Lv Classifier Leaves PGNg Past General Negation
C1Lq Classifier Liquid PTNg Past Total Negation
C1Ps Classifier People Singular PtRf Patient Referential
C1TO Classifier Px Proximate
Cm Completive ResI Response Interjection
Cptz Complementizer Rfl Reflexive
Dim Diminutive RPWI Recent Past Witness
Dur Durative Interrogative
Emp Emphatic Pronoun is First Person Singular
Erg Ergative Case Marker 2s Second Person Singular
FuNg Future Negative 3Psln Third Possessive Inalienable
Gen General 3TrPA Transitive Plural Agent



One Less Crazy Rule

Stephen A. Marlett

An earlier description of Seri morphology contained a crazy metathesis rule. This rule
is shown to be spurious, that what was thought to be one morpheme is actually the
combination of two independently attested and previously described morphemes. The
combination of the two has the illocutionary force of a hortative.

Perhaps every descriptive grammar contains at least one crazy-looking rule. The description
that I gave of Seri (Mar lett 1981) was no exception. In this brief article I show that one of the
worst of these rules can be dispensed with.

First person plural imperatives in Seri are illustrated by the following data (presented with
the third person plural realis form for comparison):

(1) Affirmative Negative Rea lis Root
sapkooyo smapkooyo itpkooyo taste (it) -pkooyo
sinak sminak itoonak carry (it) -oonak
skamaiX somkamaiX tmaiX be quiet -maiX
skooga somkooga tooga talk -00ga

The prefix for first person plural imperative was described as having two suppletive allomorphs:
/ska/ in finally intransitive clauses,' and /sa/ plus an Ablaut process (to account for the
change from /00/ to /m/ in verbs like carry in finally transitive clauses.) The final vowel of
these prefixes deletes before a vowel. Therefore underlying sa -oonak} becomes /sinak/,
and { ska-oaa} becomes /skooLa./.

All this is fairly ordinary and typical of Seri verb morphology. The crazy rule which I
proposed was to deal with the odd placement of the negatiVe prefix /m/. Note that it comes after
the /s/ rather than after the /a/, and precedes the /k/ in the 'intransitive' allomorph. The
following crazy metathesis rule was given:

(2) s (k) a + m
1 2 3 4 => 1 4 2 3

This rule, highly suspect, was meant to change { sa-m-pkooyo} to /smapkooyo/, and { ska-

in -maiX} to /somkamaiX/. (An independently motivated rule epenthesizing /o/ also applies to
the latter form.)

A solution for this problem can be found by examining other parts of the morphology. I now
propose that there is no such thing as a first person plural imperative prefix in Seri. Instead, a
combination of prefixes (described elsewhere in the grammar already) has the illocutionary force
of an imperative or hortative. One prefix is /si./, the common independent irrealis prefix which
appears in simple future clauses and nominalized future clauses. It may also have the force of a
hortative in sentences such as the following:2

(3) ispkooyo ?a?a.
i-si-pkooyo ?a - ?a

OM-Ir-taste/P1 Aux-Decl
They should taste it.

1 The terminology is from Relational Grammar. A finally intransitive clause is roughly equivalent to a
superficially intransitive clause.

2 Abbreviations: lEmPro - first person emphatic pronoun, lEmS - first person emphatic subject
agreement, Aux - Auxiliary, Decl - Declarative, Ir - Irrealis, OM - Object Marker, P1 - Plural.
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The other prefix is the first person emphatic prefix. This prefix isn't very commonly used,
but is well-documented nevertheless. If the pronoun /?ati..z/ as for me is used, the verb is
inflected with the emphatic subject agreement morpheme. This morpheme replaces the normal
first person singular subject prefix, although it does not have the same position class.

(4) ?atim sapii ?ea
?atim si-aa-pii ?a-?a
lEmPron Ir -1EmS -taste Aux-Decl
As for me, I will taste it.

The morpheme has two suppletive allomorphs: /aa/ (plus Ablaut) in finally transitive clauses,
and /kaa/ in finally intransitive clauses.

Although other morphemes in the language also use the Ablaut rule, the facts that (1) the
first person plural imperative and the first person emphatic form utilize Ablaut, (2) both
morphemes have an s, and (3) both have a k in the intransitive allomorph, suggest that something
is being missed.

The solution to the problem is now quite obvious. The negative morpheme occurs where it
does because that is where the morphology puts it. There is no metathesis rule. The combination
of the irrealis prefix and the first person emphatic prefix is used for first person plural
imperatives.3 The form somkamaiX let's not be quiet is derived from underlying { si -m-kaa -

ma iX) (Ir-Negative-lEmS-be.quiet/P1) simply by the application of the phonological rules and
without any crazy rule at all.
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3 The difference in vowel length between /ska/ (of the original description for the first person plural
imperative) and /kaa/ (the first person emphatic prefix) is presumably an error. The difference between
positing an underlying long vowel and an underlying short vowel would show up in surface forms only in a
very limited environment and would be barely discernible. It needs to be checked, however.
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Writing, Teacher Training, and Grammar

Jim Meyer

In many English syntax courses aimed at future middle and high school teachers of
English, we perpetuate grammar separated from any meaningful context. We ought
instead to use the students' own writing as the basis for the syntactic analysis of English;
this allows them to break out of the workbook mode of teaching and learning and
encourages them to see syntax as a dynamic field of research.

Although the debate over the teaching of formal grammar has raged for some time, the
conclusions of Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer in 1963 ("the teaching of formal grammar has
a negligible or... even a harmful effect on the improvement of writing," pp. 37-38) and of
Hillocks in 1986 ("The study of traditional school grammar... has no effect on raising the quality

.of student writing," p. 248) have seemed for many to bring the matter to an uncompromising
conclusion: formal grammar should not be taught as a means of improving students' writing
skills. Perhaps, as Sanborn has argued, formal grammar should not be taught at all except in the
upper grades of secondary school as an elective.

More recently, Noguchi has argued that grammar can improve writingbut only a limited
kind of grammar, a "writer's grammar." Noguchi begins his monograph with an analysis of the
relationship between grammar and writing and concludes that, while we have certainly shown
that formal grammar instruction has not been applied to students' writing, we have not shown
that it cannot be. Grammar instruction that might improve writing must differ from traditional
grammar instruction in two ways: first, it must be clearly focused on those grammatical
structures which are "the real basics," and secondly, we must change the way in which grammar
is taught. Noguchi sketches the relationship he sees between grammar and writing clearly:
"[T]his type of grammar [a tool for writing improvement] should not be taught for its own
sake..., nor should it be taught in isolation from writing activities. Ideally, this grammar will be
integrated with writing instruction" (Noguchi 1991:17-18).

Although I agree with Noguchi's basic statement, what troubles me is the assumptions that
are made about the relationship of writing and grammar instruction in the context of grammar as
an academic subject. Because Noguchi carefully (and rightly) distinguishes between grammar-
for-writing and grammar-as-an-academic-subject, the discussion may lead to this unfortunate
conclusion: In writing classes, we must not separate the students' own writing from grammar
instruction; however, grammar taught as an academic subject has no relation to the students'
own writing.

This leads, then, to methods of training future English teachers which perpetuate ineffectual
learning of grammar in the first place. These future teachers--or other students enrolled in a
course in English syntax /grammar- -learn to study grammar outside of any context, without
relationship to their own use of language; they do not find it easy to go into the schools and
begin teaching any kind of grammar as related to student writing.

The kind of grammar instruction that we tolerate, at all levels from the early elementary
grades to college, must change if we are to bring grammar and writing together. Seeing the link
between grammar and writing does not simply mean that we integrate grammar into the writing
classroom; it also must mean that we integrate writing into the grammar classroom, at the
college level where English syntax as an academic subject is generally taught.
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Currently grammar instruction usually looks like this: discussion of a grammatical point with
examples carefully chosen to illustrate those points, then carefully chosen exercises, then another
grammatical point. And this is far too often the case at every level of grammar instruction:
college textbooks for grammar classes look distressingly like the Warriner's texts used in junior
high and high school. Even textbooks with titles that promise to be different, such as Veit's
Discovering Grammar, fit that mold.

Now compare what we know about effective teaching with these usual methods of grammar
instruction.1

We know that ideas must be presented in terms of what the learner already knows if they are
to be learned. Yet grammar instruction generally has nothing to do with our own experiences
with language; the sentences used come from the textbook and from worksheets.

We know that students must feel some need to learn, must sense what Piaget has called
cognitive dissonance. Yet grammar instruction is generally presented as if the syntactic analysis
of English is a fixed artifact, there to be learned simply because it's there.

We know that learning based on the students' own discovery of the content is more likely to
succeed than learning based on the teacher's presentation of the material, and that content
learned by discovery is more likely to be retained. Yet grammar is traditionally taught entirely
by exposition.

And because true learning depends on the students' own sense of cognitive dissonance and
discovery, it is clear that we must see learning as a spiral. We must come back to the same
general topics in new ways, in new contexts, and in new depth. Grammar instruction typically is
based on repetition instead, with the same definition of noun and virtually identical exercises
used year after year.

We know that we have to choose between depth and coverage, and that trying to cover too
many topics can mean that nothing is learned adequately. Yet we pretend that we can present
overviews of English syntaxperhaps even two or three competing theoriesin a single course.

Given the traditional approach to teaching grammar, it is not surprising that there is little
retention and that motivation is low. But grammar does not have to be taught in this way. The
structure of English syntax, as an academic subject in its own right, can be taught effectively if,
in addition to recognizing the role grammar can play in the writing class, we also recognize the
role that writing ought to play in the grammar class. For the remainder of this article I present
an overview of a university course in English grammar/syntax which takes seriously the role of
writing in teaching grammar.

Context: Their Own Texts

First, to insure that students have personal experience with language, they themselves create
the texts that are to be used for grammatical analysis. At the time that they 'are given a writing
assignment, they do not know what point of grammar is to be considered. The focus is thus on
their having a realistic experience with language rather than on creating a paragraph with lots of
adjectives or prepositional phrases.

The writing assignments for the course, certainly, have to be structured, and this is part of
the instructor's job. DeBeaugrande makes the point that grammar textbooks have "traditionally...
been easy to write and hard to use" but argues that we must now turn things around and put the
burden of work on the course designer or on the instructor (1984:364). And the instructor can

I These statements are based primarily on the theories of Jerome Bruner and Jean Piaget; for further
discussion see Berlyne 1965, Bruner 1979, Bybee and Sund 1982, Duckworth 1979, Piaget 1974, and
Worthen 1968.
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make writing assignments so that certain grammatical structures are generated naturally; for
example, an assignment calling for dialogue will generate questions, so this assignment can be
used to provide students with material for analyzing question formation in English. Likewise, an
assignment calling for "how to" will generate imperatives. It was my job to devise assignments
that would give students usable and challenging data to analyze.2

Method: Discovery, Not Exposition
The idea of teaching by discovery in a college grammar class could be daunting; how can we

pretend that students are "discovering" what a subject is when they have heard the definition
since grade school? But this is the role of the writing assignments that are used: I do not ask
students "Write several sentences illustrating the grammatical notion of subject" but rather make
an assignment designed to produce natural text which will allow discovery of the grammatical
notion. The discussion of what a subject is, for example, grows from looking at questions--what
can students observe about questions, and about the relationship between questions and
statements? Given those observations, what statements can be made about the structure of
sentences in English? We then arrive at some notion of subjectand even those who were ready
to parrot a "correct" definition from elementary school have discovered something about
subjects.

This process is repeated throughout the semester: after a writing assignment of a lab report,
we focus on passives and on objects; after writing instructions, we focus on imperatives. An
assignment to describe a significant person then generates sentences of all types to complete the
first half of the course, on sentence constituents and structure.

This method of teaching is difficult. Students' experience of grammar instruction has been
with prescriptive grammar, a presentation of English syntax which implies that all of the
questions have been answered and everything is knoWn. And they expect me to do the same,
even if I have an unusual approach. However, since I don't know what students are going to
propose, I may often be put in the position of saying, "That's an interesting way to analyze the
sentence, but I honestly don't know if there will be problems with that later."

But I must teach in this way if I want students to learn and retain what they learn. In
addition, this is more honest. Grammarians are unable to agree on how to analyze English; there
simply is no "correct" way to do so. The number of basic sentence types in English varies
according to the grammarian, from three (Weaver 1979) to seven (Quirk et al. 1985) to ten
(Ko lln 1990) to sixteen and more (Gleason 1967). If I force students to learn one model, I am
doing them a disservice, particularly when there are other models available that might be more
suited to any individual student's interests and perceptions.

Cognitive Dissonance and the Journals

Students' performance in the class is evaluated primarily through a series of analysis journals
which they turn in regularly. After students have written a text and then analyzed it for some
feature, they present an analysis of what they have found and illustrate it with examples from
their writing; the last sections of the journal include a list of sentences which the student finds
puzzling or cannot yet analyze confidently.

2 DeBeaugrande argued that "the grammar of talk contains all the categories needed for a grammar of
writing" (1984:360). Here I am applying those ideas to a different context and might state my position in
parallel terms: "the grammar of native-speaker-produced text, spoken or written, contains all the categories
needed for use in a class studying the grammar/syntax of English as an academic subject."
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The journals are an important tool in heightening disequilibrium for two reasons. First,
through the list of sentences that cannot yet be analyzed, the student's attention is focused on
areas that are not yet clear. Second, the journal allows for ongoing dialogue between professor
and student; I can ask individual questions to push students further and draw their attention to
discrepancies that they might not have noticed.

Spirals and the Journals
The journals are also a powerful method of building a learning spiral into the course.

Students return to the same material week after week, refining their analyses; each text
assignment will add new data to the corpus, and students will have to consider whether their
analysis of the previous week is still adequate for the corpus. New sentences will require new
analyses, and there may come for some students a point at which a whole new approach will be
necessary. Each journal will be a chance for the students to represent what they have learned;
then they will return to manipulate more data, and represent it again, in a spiral.

Depth and the Journals
We cannot hope to prepare our students for every kind of grammar they might need to teach

in the high schools. Coverage of enough grammar to make them ready to step into all possible
school systemsfrom those that teach absolute constructions in seventh grade t.o those that
emphasize sentence combining based on transformational grammaris clearly impossible.

The journals, however, also help students pursue depth rather than coverage. The goal of
teaching the class as proposed here is not to let students know about all the possible syntactic
structures of English; it is rather to help students create their own analysis of English that will
allow them to refer to other grammatical descriptions of English that may be more complete.
Students will be required to go as deep as necessary for their own texts; they will be allowed to
add sentences from other texts to complete an analysis if they wish, but the course goal is to
push them deeper into the structure of English.

Because students do have legitimate different interests in the coursethose in elementary
education are interested in grammar as it relates to whole language, for example, while the
secondary education majors are more interested in grammar as it relates to the writing process
the course includes exposure to various applications of grammar, through a series of readings in
professional journals. I also provide some exposure to various approaches to syntax (such as the
classic transformational approach) so that students can see that their understanding of English
grammar, based on their own writing and described in terms that they understand, enables them
to read scholarly work within other frameworks. But the basis of the course is the students' own
analyses of the grammar of English, not their ability to show familiarity with all theories or all
issues.

Does It Work?

Teaching grammar by this method is obviously risky. Some students come to class with good
memories of high school grammar and with the expectation that this class will be the same,
probably an easy A. Others come with bad memories, but they may nonetheless not be ready for
such a radically different approach; there is something comforting about an approach in which
the teacher has all the answers and is ready to give them to the students.

More risky than this, though, is the fact that students are going to be working with their own
writing. As the teacher I must be ready to deal with any sentence that comes up--even those that
are puzzling to me. This approach requires that I too be willing to expose my own lack of
understanding, that I too be ready to do extra homework to look things up.
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But I believe that it is worth it. Not only do the learning theories predict that this method
will work, but I have seen it. I see the advantages of this approach particularly in two areas.

First, students genuinely come to understand the problems of the traditional Latinate eight
parts of speech. Nearly any textbook tries to make this clear to students, butas Piaget and
Bruner point outstudents have to sense the dissonance for themselves. We can't force this
conflict to occur according to our schedule by assigning a workbook exercise of sentences that
lead to this conclusion. Each stud, it must come to see it in his or her own time.

For some students, this occurs early in the course when we talk about direct objects. Most
students remember the traditional, semantic definition "the direct object receives the action of
the verb." On what basis, I challenge them, do we declare there is action in the verb resemble
but none in the verb become? Why is there a direct object in "John resembles his father" but not
in "John became a doctor"? This may create enough conflict for some students to think more
about traditional grammar.

For others, though, it takes much longer. One student, Tobey, did not agree that there was a
problem with traditional definitions. He continued to think that I was making a big deal out of a
few minor inconsistencies. Then, towards the end of the semester, we looked at the word worth,
as in the sentence "It's worth three dollars." What part of speech is this?

Interestingly, grammarians and dictionaries do not agree. The American Heritage Dictionary
calls this an adjective; it lists, as an example, "worth its weight in gold" and "a proposal worth
consideration." Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, on the other hand, calls it a
preposition, with examples "well worth the effort" and "worth one's salt." Aarts and Aarts opt
for adjective as well (1982:121); Quirk et al. put it in the group of "words which behave in
many ways like prepositions, although they also have affinities with other word classes such as
verbs or adjectives" (1985:667).

Now the problems of applying Latin parts of speech to English become obvious. In Latin
there would be no question; if worth were an adjective, it would agree with a noun, and if it
were a preposition, it would be invariable and would be followed by a noun in the ablative case.
In English those criteria are irrelevant.

At this point Tobey agreed. In his journal he admitted, "Until this last week I thought that
the traditional parts of speech were basically correct and you were just pointing out small
problems. This week the class discussion finally convinced me."

Discovery for the Teacher as Well

Second, working with the students' own writing generates structures that I have never
thought about before. Another student, Elizabeth, wrote this sentence in a composition for class:
"I broke my shoulder three days before I was supposed to leave." She then asked me in her
journal, "What is 'three days before I was supposed to leave'?"

I didn't know. In this sentence it is adverbial, and the whole phrase can be replaced by
"before I was supposed to leave." But what seems to be the same construction can be used in
other sentences, such as "I worried about it for three days before I was supposed to leave." Here
the phraseor at least part of it - -is nominal, and "before I was supposed to leave" can be deleted
or moved to the beginning of the sentence.

Students in a traditional grammar class can easily go through an entire semester without
coming up against phrases which are not easily analyzed. The question Elizabeth raised is not
discussed in most grammar texts which I know of; Quirk et al.'s massive volume mentions this
as a modifier of beforebut does not discuss the details of how subordinating conjunctions are
modified (1985:1082). And that is one of the points of the class: despite the attitude of
Warriner's, the grammar of English has not been completely described. Structures which native
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speakers use daily do not yield readily to analysis and perhaps haven't even been noticed. Using
a textbook creates in students the opposite beliefthat the analysis of English is set in stone, that
the eight parts of speech will cover every situation, and that there are no surprises left.

Does grammar belong in the writing class? Noguchi and others have given us a good place
to begin more profitable discussion of this. Does writing belong in the grammar class? The
answer is surely yes, if we hope to teach grammar effectively.
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The Paragraph: Towards a Richer Understanding

Jim Meyer and Brendan Cooney

Paragraph analysis has typically proceeded by doing autopsies on polished final texts.
In a fuller analysis, however, we must consider the choices the writer made before arriv-
ing at the final text. In this paper we examine a college student's paper, first examining
an analysis based on vocabulary changes (Vocabulary Management Profile) and second
referring to an interview with the writer about her paragraphing choices.

Since the fifteenth century, the practice of indenting the first sentence of some unit of text
has been standard (Moran 1984:425). Thus we might expect that there is some accepted sense of
what these units we call paragraphs are, and of how they fit into larger units of textwhole dis-
course.

Yet there seems to be no generally accepted definition of the paragraph at all. Even the
simplest definition based on written text"text occurring between two indentations," or, in other
words, a paragraph is whatever the writer or editor marks as a paragraphis not automatically
accepted as useful or appropriate. And although rhetoricians might agree that we don't know as
much as we should about paragraphs, there is no clear sense of how to proceed towards a deeper
understanding.

We would like to propose that a richer understanding will result from looking at paragraphs
from two more angles (besides the traditional approaches briefly summarized below). One is to
apply a recent discourse tool, the Vocabulary Management Profile, to our understanding of para-
graphs; the other is to look at paragraphs throughout the revising process and to interview
writers about the role paragraphs play in their writing.

Rhetorical Theory from Bain to the Present

The history of paragraphs in rhetoric has been well described in Ned Shearer's article,
"Alexander Bain and the genesis of paragraph theory," and in Paul Rodgers, "Alexander Bain
and the rise of the organic paragraph." This traditional view centered on a prescriptive notion of
paragraphs, although as Rodgers argues, Bain (writing in 1866) did not consider actual para-
graphs at all, but developed his ideas from

applying sentence principles to the paragraph.... All evidence suggests he formed
his model of the paragraph deductively, first by assuming a close organic simi-
larity between paragraph and sentence, then by applying to the paragraph the
classical, sentence-oriented rhetoric he had inherited. (Rodgers 1965:406)

In the 1960's several articles in College Composition and Communication marked a shift in a
focus, away from prescriptivism. Although some of these articles (such as Becker's) did focus on
structural patterns in paragraph development, a more unusual point was made by Paul Rodgers:
"Structure precedes... the indentation that marks [a paragraph's] physical limits.... Paragraphs
are not composed; they are discovered" (Rodgers 1966:4-6). More radically, Leo Rockas
believed that an indentation in the text was not determined by a unit, or organism, called the
paragraph but could rather come before "almost any sentence of sophisticated prose" (Rockas
1964:6), and he used an essay by E. B. White to illustrate this assertion. Calling into question
the notion of paragraph as a structural entity marked a shift away from a subject-centered view.

Another strand in paragraph analysis has focused on the role of indentations in providing
cues to readers. This was noted in the earliest textbook devoted to the paragraph, Fred N. Scott
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and Joseph V. Denney's Paragraph-writing of 1891: "The indented lines serve as landmarks for
the reader's eye, enabling him to find his place again if he should happen to turn aside for a
moment" (Scott and Denney 1891:69). But the importance of this perspective was not developed;
Scott and Denney in fact rejected it, calling it "manifestly inadequate" either "as a practical rule
of composition or as an explanation of the phenomena of paragraphing" (p. 69).1 Probably the
most thorough attempt at reformulating paragraph theory around the expectations of readers,
however, can be found in Eden and Mitchell's "Paragraphing for the Reader," which appeared in
1986. Stating that "The teaching of paragraphs needs a revolution," Eden and Mitchell argue for
a "reader-oriented theory of the paragraph," based on "how indentions affect the reader's percep-
tion of prose discourse" (Eden and Mitchell 1986:416). They believe that most paragraph
theories err in focusing solely on the text, ignoring the reader's experience. Thus, their theory of
the paragraph stresses that "good paragraphs will have initial sentences which effectively orient
the reader" (p. 428) and urges students to find "their own ways of meeting and working with the
reader's expectations" (p. 429).

In general, analysts have not mentioned the role that a writer's own goals may play in para-
graphing, seeming instead to assume what Robin Bell Markels states overtly in A New Perspec-
tive on Cohesion in Expository Paragraphs: the alternative to indentations based on subject
matter is simply statements of "authorial whimsy" (Bell 1984:2). Those who have attempted to
look at the writer's role include Michael Hoey, in a 1983 paper entitled "The Paragraph bound-
ary as a marker of relations between the parts of discourse," where he stated that "Decisions on
where to paragraph and interpretations of existing paragraph boundaries are made... depending
on the rhetorical needs of the writer." And Rodgers argued that a writer's "decision to indent
may be taken for any one (or more) of at least half a dozen different reasons" (Rodgers 1966:5).

Rockas and Rodgers did explore the possibility that authors had reasons for their own para-
graphing, but they did not interview actual writers. Instead, working from finished texts, they
could only offer guesses about why White and, in Rodgers's analysis, the essayist Walter Pater
indented as they did. As Eden and Mitchell attempt to bring both reader and writer into the
picture, they state that "strategically paragraphed prose... molds and shapes [a message] to
achieve the writer's purpose" (1986:416). They too go on to hypothesize about a writer's deci-
sions, looking at a passage from the historian Barbara Tuchman and offering guesses such as, "It
is possible that Tuchman... goes through a... process of tinkering with order and placement" (c.
425). Thus in their thesis that "Paragraphing is not part of the composing but of the editing
process" (p. 417), it is unclear whether this is a description of what successful writers do or
whether this merely represents their ideas of what unsuccessful writers ought to do in order to
become successful.

Discourse Studies and Written Paragraphs
The term paragraph is also used in linguistic studies on discourse, carried out by discourse

analysts who have been working largely independently of rhetoricians. In these circles, there has
been a tendency to dismiss the written paragraph as not relevant, or not necessarily relevant, to
their analyses. Michael Hoey, for example, states in On the surface of discourse, "Historically,
the paragraphs developed as a punctuation device. There is therefore no self-evident reason why
sentences should join together into systematically organised units that coincide with the ortho-
graphic paragraph.... We cannot assume the natural divisions in a discourse to be those (Mho-

1 ills focus on readers led to research using actual readers to determine paragraph boundaries; the
most famous experiments are those of Koen et al. 1969, Stern 1976, and Bond and Haynes 1984. These
results, however, did not lead to a unified view on analyzing paragraphs from the reader's perspective.
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graphically signalled" (Hoey 1983a:9-12). And Longacre offers this argument for not accepting
indented paragraphs as discourse units:

"Paragraph" is taken here to designate a structural rather than an orthographic
unit. The paragraph indentations of a given writer are often partially dictated by
eye appeal.... Conversely, a writer may .put together several paragraphs as an
indentation unit in order to show the unity of a comparatively short embedded
discourse. Finally, the orthographic rule in English composition that we must
indent for each change of speaker in a dialogue obscures the unity of dialogue
paragraphs. (Longacre 1979:115-16)

This does not mean that there have been no discourse analyses which have looked at
indented paragraphs. Even in these cases, however, the indentation is seen as a secondary signal;
it merely reinforces the discourse unit which is already present. Brown and Yule, for example,
after presenting a structural analysis of a passage of William Wharton's novel Birdy, then reveal
that Wharton's indentations correspond exactly to their analysis (Brown and Yule 1983:97-99).
Their conclusion is that the writer's indentations are one means of indicating topic-shift--but are
typically reinforced by other linguistic features as well. Similarly, Youmans, in his study of
several passages from James Joyce, deliberately limited himself to paragraphs which were
"validate[d]... by joint evidence: paragraph breaks AND the principles" of various discourse
analysts (Youmans 1992:763).

This mistrust of orthographically indicated paragraphs can probably be traced to the long-
standing principle in linguistics that language is primarily spoken. Otto Jespersen, writing in
1924, states this principle clearly at the beginning of this classic The Philosophy of Grammar:
"...the spoken and heard word is the primary form for language, and of far greater importance
than the secondary form used in writing (printing) and reading" (Jespersen 1924:2). Because of
this insistence on spoken language as being far more important than the written language,
linguists have treated indented paragraphs in the same way that they have treated spelling and
other conventions of written text: of some marginal interest, but not reAly relevant to the struc-
ture of the language.

Towards a More Realistic View

Based on this survey of discourse analysis and of rhetorical studies, we believe that composi-
tion teachers can move towards a clearer understanding of the paragraph in two important areas.
First, we can become more aware of linguistic research in discourse structure; and second, we
ought to consider more carefully the role of the writer in producing the text, seeking to under-
stand how the indentations that exist in finished prose have come to be there.

To illustrate how these insights can give us a fuller understanding of paragraphs, we here
present two analyses of a student final draft.2 The student, Margie, was enrolled in a freshman
writing course at Illinois State University and wrote this paper in response to the first assignment
of the semester. All students of this course were interviewed immediately after completing the
assignment, using a stimulated recall method. We chose Margie for this analysis because she was
the only student who spontaneously began talking about paragraphs, and throughout the inter-
view she referred to paragraphs several times. In fact, the last thing she said as the interview
was drawing to a close, was, "At least I know how to make paragraphs!"

Margie's Text
The assignment students were given was to write about a significant person in their lives.

The assignment was made on Monday, the first day of the semester; a rough draft was due on

2 For more information on the research methodology and results, see Meyer 1987.
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Wednesday (but was not collected), and the final was due on Friday. Here is Margie's fmal
draft:

"One o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Two o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Three
o'clock, the ghost isn't out... Twelve o'clock, midnight, the ghost is out
tonight." When I think back at all the good times I had with Cathy, I remember
how Cathy would get us, the neighborhood kids and I, all involved in the games:
Ghost, Kick-the-Can, and Red Lion. The games gave me a sense of belonging
and being part of a team. One lesson I got out of the games was the desire to be
needed. Cathy has made me think about the direction my life will take through
her teaching, her advice, and her leadership.

In High School, I kept my distance from the people I didn't like because I
was afraid they would make fun of me if I did something wrong. Later, when I
went to visit Cathy, I saw her accomplishments: Pugwash at University of Illi-
nois, great grades, and a job that she really enjoyed. At the beginning of the fall
semester at Illinois State University, I became motivated from seeing her accom-
plishments to join some clubs: ARH, TTSA, and College Republicans. I believe
a great part of my drive to success came from Cathy.

Even though we are now far apart, she still finds a way to give me advice.
Recently I received a letter from her. She told me that knowledge is learned, but
wisdom is the processing of knowledge to make an educated opinion. Her advice
relates to the problems I have with arguments. People can get into some bad
arguments if they don't know what they are talking about. I enjoy hearing from
her because I can learn a lot from her advice.

When I was younger, Cathy would babysit us, my brother and I, on New
Year's Eve. First, we climbed into bed about three hours before midnight. Then,
Cathy woke us five minutes before midnight so we could welcome in the New
Year together.

Cathy is a very important part of my life. Most of my strength to become
what I want to comes from her teachings, her advice, and her leadership.

A Vocabulary Management Profile Analysis

The discourse analysis technique which we present here is relatively new and is based quite
closely on the vocabulary of a text. This technique, developed by Gilbert Youmans, is based on
the assumption that found that "the simplest possible binary distinction between words in a text
is the contrast between new and repeated vocabulary" (Youmans 1992:129). From this base
Youmans has created the Vocabulary Management Profile (VMP), a computer program designed
to analyze the occurrence of new words in a given text.

Youmans has produced several VMP programs, but this article will make use of one we will
refer to as VMP Content. Taking one 35-word interval of text at a time, VMP Content counts
the number of "content words" in the intercal which occur for the first time in the text, and plots
that number at the midpoint of the interval. "Content words" are considered any words excluding
the 200 most common function words (and, but, or, etc.these are counted as repeated rather
than new as they occur in the text). The first interval occurs in words 1-35, the second in 2-36,
and so on. As Youmans explains, "This procedure generates a curve, the VMP, which is a
moving average of the number of new (content) words introduced ,...ver successive 35 word inter-
vals" (Youmans 1992:129).

Increases in new words cause "peaks" on the VMP graph, while decreases in new words
occurring correspond to "valleys" in the graph. Youmans notes that "an upturn in the curve...
signals an increase in new vocabulary at the end of the interval, whereas a downturn signals an
increase in repetitions" (Youmans 1991:765). As the text progresses, writers will generally
present ideas, expound on them and then move on to something new. Most VMP graphs reflect
this varied word usage, producing a curve which can rise and fall drastically at times; at the end
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of a paragraph, relatively few new words are introduced, producing a valley in the VMP graph;
at the beginning of a new discourse unit, or paragraph, the rate at which the author uses new
words increases, producing a peak. In Youmans's analyses of an essay by George Orwell and
fiction by James Joyce, he found that "VMPs correlate closely with constituent structure and
information flow in discourse" (Youmans 1991:788).

Using Youmans's VMP program, we attempted to discover how well the VMP graph would
correspond to paragraph indentations in Margie's text. The text contains five paragraphs with a
total length of 337 words. Paragraph endings occur at words 92, 185, 266, 310 and 337, respec-
tively. Figure 1 is the VMP chart, which plots the number of new content words over a given
35-word interval versus the total number of content words in the text. A quick glance at the
chart immediately reveals that the paragraph endings do not directly line up with distinct valleys,
as we had hoped. Several prominent drops do occur, along with several shorter upswings, but a
closer, more methodical look is needed to discover just what the VMP is showing in relation to
the text.

Figure 1: VMP Curve of Margie's Text
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Beginning with 11, an immediate dip in the curve down to 8 new words is, while unex-
pected, quite explainable given the opening format which Margie uses. Her first three sentences
involve the repetition of the phrase "(one/two/three) o'clock, the ghost isn't out." This, while an
unusual manner of beginning a paper, does explain the corresponding dip in the VMP curve.
The program encounters more repeated words than normal as early as the second sentence, and
the chart reflects it. The VMP curve for the rest of 11 gives more promising results. From the
first valley--a valley where the vertical axis value is eight at word 22, henceforth V8,22the
curve rises rather smoothly to a peak of fifteen at word 62, or P15,62, then descends again to a
shallow valley at the paragraph ending V12,92 (though it does hit V11 twice just before the
paragraph ending).

Paragraph two presents a different scenario, because no prevalent peaks or valleys occur in
the VMP curve. In fact, new content words show only a small increase, from 12 to 16 by word
152, where the curve plateaus over the last 30 words of the paragraph. To find an explanation,
we again look to the actual text. The paragraph opens with Margie referring to her high school
experience, and then describing some of the things she admired about her friend, Cathy. This
corresponds to the gradual rise in the curve, as new content words reach 16 by the beginning of
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the following sentence. However, instead of bringing the paragraph to some closure, perhaps by
summarizing what Cathy meant to her, Margie decides to bring up further examples of how
Cathy inspired her. She lists several previously unmentioned clubs Cathy belonged to while at
the university. Not surprisingly, the curve plateaus as new content words hold between 15 and
16 for the remainder of the paragraph.

Probably the most characteristic aspect of 13 is the consistent repetition of certain words and
phrases throughout. With this in mind, the fact that the VMP curve drops from P15,192 to
V9,262 by the end of the paragraph, comes as no surprise. Margie ends sentence one with the
phrase "she still finds a way to give me advice." She again refers to "her advice" three sentences
later, and ends the paragraph with a phrase not so different from the first: "...because I can learn
a lot from her advice." The final usage of advice comes only 4 words after the valley at V9,262.
Other cases of 13 repetition are found with the words arguments (2 occurrences) and knowledge
(2).

While reasons for the downward slope of the curve are evident, these examples still do not
account for the lack of an upswing in the VMP curve at the beginning of the paragraph. One
explanation is that even the majority of words occurring in the first sentence are previously
repeated in the textwords such as advice. More obvious, perhaps, is the fact that the VMP
curve is already at a peak to begin with. In fact, the curve never rises above P15 after the word
apart (13, sentence 1). The highest new-content-word count in the text is 16, thus for the curve
of 13 to rise any more would perhaps be more unusual than if it fell, given its starting position.

Starting at V9,271, the curve for 14 rapidly climbs to 13 new content words and remains
there after briefly ascending to a peak at welcome (P14,305). It is interesting to note that Margie
here is bringing up another example from her childhood, probably from roughly the same time
as 11. However, the content is entirely differentshe talks of "New Year's Eve" and how she
"climbed into bed about three hours before midnight" to rest before welcoming in the new year.
Neither the event of New Year's Eve nor any vocabulary associated with bed and nighttime
occurs in the text before 14. This influx of new content words associated with a new textual
example once again explains why the VMP rises. But the briefness of the example, only two
sentences with no summary or any placing of the example into a larger context, means that there
is no valley at the end of the paragraph.

The results obtained from 15 are probably the most easily explainable of all segments of the
VMP curve for Margie's final draft, due to the method by which Margie chose to conclude her
paper. The entire paragraph consists of only two sentences: "Cathy is a very important part of
my life. Most of my strength to become what I want to comes from her teachings, her advice,
and her leadership."

Noticeably, important is the only new word contained in tile 4....:rst sentence, and from there
the curve plummets to a valley only eight words later at strength (9,323). The concluding sen-
tence is primarily a repetition of the last sentence in 11, with the final phrase differing by only
one letter--the s in teachings. No upswing in the curve occurs, yet given the content, none is
to be expected.

What has the Vocabulary Management Profile shown about Margie's draft and her use of
paragraph indentations? And what are its limitations?

It is clear that the VMP shows something helpful about the text it is based on. In the case of
Margie's paper, for example, the lack of VMP valleys at the end of paragraphs corresponds to
the lack of closure. In Margie's second p.:agraph, for example, rather than returning to the idea
that she had problems with people she didn't like, she ends with a list of activities that she was
involved in and attributes her success to Cathy's influence.
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On the other hand, the VMP cannot distinguish between genuine development/closure and
simple repetition. The fact that the last sentence of the first paragraph and the last sentence of the
last paragraph are nearly identical causes the VMP curve to drop at the end of 15, but these
results would obtain if any sentence, no matter what its content, were repeated.

It is apparent that the VMP cannot be used as the sole measure of rhetorical effectiveness. It
is a simple program which looks at an individual word and decides whether it is new or
repeatedand nothing more. It can tell nothing about how a word fits into the context of a sen-
tence, or whether a sentence "flows" well stylistically. Looking again at Margie's draft, she ends
both 11 and 15 talking about teaching and advice. Yet nowhere in the paper is any distinction
made between the two. 13 is devoted in a roundabout way to her friend's advice, but the last
sentence of the opening and closing paragraphs is the only place where anything about teaching
is mentioned. Both references to teaching are either unnecessarily redundant or grossly under-
dE.veloped, yet they still affect the shape of the VMP curve. Thus while the VMP will show
where certain words are used in a text, it cannot say anything about how they are used.

From the text Margie seems to be using teaching and advice as two different characteristics
of her friend. In another context, of course, these words might be treated as synonyms.
However, the VMP cannot distinguish between these two cases.

If the effectiveness of the VMP program is marginal in relation to certain areas of text analy-
sis, it can prove to be a helpful tool if used in the proper context. It provides insight into infor-
mation flowthe use of new and known information as measured by vocabulary. It seems a
promising area for discourse analysis and thus provides a view of paragraphs which comple-
ments traditional rhetorical perspectives.

The Writer's Perspective: Information from the Drafts and from an Interview
The second perspective that we propose for richer understanding of paragraphs is the

perspective of the writer through the writing process. Simply looking at Margie's drafts (she
wrote four, although only two were required) gives us additional insight into the role paragraphs
play in her writing and into the factors that are uppermost in her mind as she revises.

During the interviews the first question we asked all students was simply, "How did this
writing go?" Margie mentioned paragraphs right away: "It was kind of difficult at first.... .1
usually like to start things, I start like a paragraph and then I go on to another paragraph. I just
like to work that out first." As we followed up on her answer, we asked her, "What's the first
thing that you try to work out?" She answered, "The paragraphs."

Margie is also unusual in the group of writers because of the number of drafts she wrote. All
students were required to write two drafts as part of the assignment, and most students wrote
only two; Margie wrote four. Margie's first draft contained only two paragraphs. This was, she
said, part of her strategy fir writing; she wants to "work out" the paragraphs first: "I only
started out with two paragraphs, and then I went on with my second draft a little further." These
are her first two paragraphs, her entire first draft (the first lines are the refrain of a chant associ-
ated with a childhood game she remembers):

One o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Two o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Three
o'clock, the ghost isn't out.... Twelve o'clock, midnight, the ghost is out
tonight. When I think back at all the good times I had with Cathy, I remember
how Cathy would get us all involved in the games. In High School, I didn't get
too active, keeping my distance from the people I didn't like. For the first time
since then, I have the motivation to join some clubs. I believe a great part of my
drive came from Cathy because I see what she accomplished: Pugwash at U of I,
high grades, a good job after school.
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Before break, I wrote Cathy a letter, explaining my reason for craving to
learn about issues. After break, I found her letter in my mail box. She responded
with, "You are right that you need knowledge and wisdom to tackle the type
questions you are beginning w become interested in. Just don't confuse the two
concepts."

Margie's second draft shows her both working on these two paragraphs and going "a little
further." These first two paragraphs are revised, but they are clearly the same paragraphs:

One o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Two o'clock, the ghost isn't out. Three
o'clock, the ghost isn't out.... Twelve o'clock, midnight, the ghost is out
tonight. When I think back at all the good times I had with Cathy, I remember
how Cathy would get us, the neighborhood kids and I, all involved in the games:
Ghost, Kick-the-Can, and Red Lion. The games gave me a sense of belonging
and being part of a team. One lesson I got out of the games was the desire to be
needed. In High School, I kept my distance from the people I didn't like because
I was afraid they would make fun of me if I did something wrong. For the first
time since my graduation, I became motivated from seeing her accomplishments
to join some clubs: A.R.H., T.T.S.A, and College Republicans. I believe a great
part of my drive to success came from Cathy because when I went to visit Cathy,
I see what she accomplished: Pugwash at U of I, great grades, and a good job
after school.

Even though we are far apart, she still finds a way to give me advice.
Recently, I received a letter from her. She told me that knowledge is learned, but
wisdom is the process of knowledge to make a educated opinion. I enjoy hearing
from her because I can learn a lot.

After she had revised these two paragraphs, Margie went on with two new paragraphs: one
is about Cathy's babysitting for her on New Year's Eve, and the other is a conclusion.

Margie's revision of the first paragraph included adding more description of the games she
played when she was young, an explanation of the importance of these games, and more details
of clubs Cathy is in now; she also added a transition to the second paragraph. The second para-
graph shows a more significant change: Margie explained the difference between knowledge and
wisdom in the second draft. These changes are apparently what Margie means by "working out"
the paragraphs.

After Margie had written the second draft, she asked a friend to read it and comment on it.
On the copy of the second draft a paragraph mark had been added between "Red Lion" and "In
High School." When we asked Margie why she had decided to add an indentation at this point,
she said, "That was advice." Her friend had pencilled in the paragraph mark as she was reading
the draft.

We asked Margie why she had taken her friend's advice. At first she seemed surprised by
the question, but then answered, "Because I wanted to start on a new idea.... That was about
games and this is about my success and things like that, my impressions and her impressions,
they're two different things really." And once Margie decided to take her friend's advice and
indent, she did not change this indentation again. She added two sentences to the end of the first
paragraph, but in both the third draft and the fourth and final draft, the second paragraph begins
with the sentence "In High School, I kept my distance from people I didn't like."

Towards a Richer Understanding

For Margie, these new perspectives take us towards an understanding of why her paragraphs
are unsatisfactory: the VMP shows that they tend to lack closure or to have artificial closure.
The interview showed us that Margie did rely on reader feedback in paragraphing: there is some
sense in which paragraphing is part of editing for her, as Eden and Mitchell argue it should be.
We saw that some of Margie's indentations stayed the same throughout the writing process, but
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others were added as she revised. And we learned that she thought she knew everything there
was to know about paragraphs: "At least I know how to make paragraphs!" If we as teachers are
to help Margie, we must first understand that she needs to be convinced of her need for instruc-
tion.

To date, composition teachers' understanding of paragraphs has been based on traditional
patterns of development and on reader expectations. We propose here, however, that increasing
the lenses through which we look at paragraphs will lead to a deeper and richer understanding of
paragraphs. Recent linguistic work in discourse analysis, using tools such as the Vocabulary
Management Profile, and process-centered composition research, including examining drafts and
interviewing writers-as well as other perspectives still to be applied to paragraphs-can only
make our comprehension more complete.
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The Existential Use of Positional Verbs in Texmelucan Zapotecl

Charles H. Speck

In Texmelucan Zapotec there is no single verb with just an existential meaning.
Rather, eleven positional verbs cover the same range of meaning that one verb covers in
other languages. Each of these eleven verbs may occur as predicate of the locative
clause, the existential clause or the possessive clause, and none of them occur as predi-
cate of the attributive clause or of the identifying clause. This article explores the syntax
of clauses determined by these predicates and the semantic parameters by which the
Zapotec speaker controls their use. The results are then compared with what is known
about existential verbs universally.

1. Introduction
Although it is common in languages for the same verbs which predicate existence to occur in

copulative constructions, linguistic semanticists point out that these two categories are semanti-
cally distinct.2 In fact, this distinction is maintained by the grammars of many languages,
including Texmelucan Zapotec (TZ).

Copulative verbs are words that are without semantic content, but which serve to carry tense
or aspect. They are used to connect a nominal (in subject position) either with an adjectival
complement which qualifies it, or with a nominal complement which determines its identity or
class membership. In some cases the copula may be absent on the surface. The following exam-
ples illustrate copulative constructions of these types in TZ.

(1) j i r it yu
very skinny 3Mas
He is very skinny.

(2) yu re Bartol
3Mas there Bartolome
He is Bartolome.

(3) yu re tub mbekY gkYe'y
3Mas there one person San.Lorenzo
He is a person of San Lorenzo.

(4) yu re nak yu tub mbek7 6k7e'y
3Mas there S-be 3Mas one person San.Lorenzo
He is a person of San Lorenzo:

(5) yu re guk yu president
3Mas there C-be 3Mas president
He was president.

1 Texmelucan Zapotec is spoken by about 4,100 people in the municipality of San Lorenzo Texmelu-
can, district of Sola de Vega Oaxaca. The phonological transcription follows the Americanist tradition and
should be self-evident with the exception of the contrast between laryngealized vowels, V' , and glottalized
vowels, V?. I benefited greatly from discussions with my Zapotec teacher, Claudio Martinez Antonio and
from comments on this manuscript by Stephen Levinsohn and Stephen Marlett. I use the following abbrevi-
ations: 1 - first person, 2 - second person, 3 - third person, Anim - Animal, C - Completive, Cmp - Corn-
plementizer, Emp - Emphatic, In - Inanimate, Mas - Masculine, Neg Negative, P - Potential, P1 - Plural,
Pp - Preposition, Pr - Progressive, S - Stative, Q - Question marker, U - Unreal, X - Clause boundary
marker. When several words gloss a single morpheme, they are separated by a period. When a word is
composed of several morphemes, their glosses are separated by a hyphen.

2 Kahn (1966:247, 263) traces this distinction to John Stuart Mill.
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In the first three examples there is no copula. (1) illustrates a descriptive clause in which an
adjective occurs as the predicate and there is never a copula.3 (2) contains a clause which estab-
lishes the identity of the subject, and (3) illustrates a clause which establishes class membership
of the subject. In clauses of these types the copula is optionally absent (as in (2) and (3)), but
may be present as in (4). Indeed the copula must be present, as in (5), if these clauses are to be
inflected for aspect. These sentences illustrate the defining features of copulative verbs: they are
semantically empty, they link the subject with its adjectival or nominal complement, and they
provide a place for tense or aspect markers.

Unlike copulative verbs, existential verbs are not semantically empty.4 In TZ they are dis-
tinct from the copulative verb. In addition to predicating existence, in TZ they communicate
information about the position, animacy and referentiality of the subject. Consider the following:

(6) bzu tub yu bel
C-stand one 3Mas old
There was an old man.

zu is one of eleven verbs which predicate existence in TZ. Most of these verbs have a
primary meaning of position,5 although this positional meaning is bled out in the existential
predication. The verb zu, for example, normally indicates that the subject is standing, but in its
existential use, as in (6), it does not carry any information about the subject's position. It is the
only verb that can be used in the existential predication when the subject is animate and referen-
tial in a sense discussed below.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the existential use of these eleven positional
verbs. In §2 I discuss the semantic parameters by which Zapotecs control the selection of these
verbs. In §3 I characterize the syntax of clauses determined by these verbs. I discuss differences
between the existential construction and other constructions. I also discuss the use of existential
constructions to indicate possession. Finally, I discuss some special uses that these verbs have.
The final section concludes this article with a discussion of how Zapotec fits the notion of what
existential verbs are like in natural language.

2. Semantics

Existential verbs predicate existence in time and space (Kahn 1966:257-58) and thus often
occur with a locative or temporal adjunct (Clark 1978:89). Time and location, however, may be
implicit. Thus (7), which lacks locative and temporal adjuncts, is ambiguous.

(7) a zu uz ru
Q Pr-stand father 2
Is your father alive? (Do you have a father?)
Is your father here?

The first reading follows from understanding implicit time as being now. The second reading
follows from understanding implicit location as being here.

3 In §3 1 show that they determine a distinct class from verbs.
4 Lyons 1968 and Clark 1978 view existential clauses, locative clauses and possessive clauses as being

essentially the same. Since the grammars of many languages distinguish between existential clauses and
locative clauses on the surface, Lyons uses traditional terminology. Clark uses Lomtional as a cover term
for all three types. The grammar of TZ does not distinguish between any of these types. The same verbs,
whose primary meaning is positional, are used in all three types of clauses.

5 Each of these eleven verbs may indicate position. Such predications are not existential. The same
verb may also indicate presence or absence, existence or nonexistence, or possession. Such predications are
existential. The positional component of the meaning of the verb may be absent altogether, or it may con-
tribute slightly to the interpretation of such clauses.
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Eleven verbs occur in this type of construction. The selection of the verb is not arbitrary,
but is determined by two types of lexical information. First, is the subject grouped or individu-
ated?6 zu is the appropriate verb for singular individual subjects. It is also appropriate when the
subject is several individuals who are clearly identified.

(8) zu kYup yu fen nuy bikY yu
Pr-stand two 3Mas young and-3Mas brother 3Mas
There were once a young man and his brother.

If the subject is a group who members are not individually identified, however, yu? is the
appropriate verb for the existential predication.

(9) a yu? famil nir
Q Pr-be.in family Pp-2
Do you have family?
Is your family here?

The second piece of lexical information that is needed to properly select the correct verb is
the position of the subject. In the existential predication, this position is inherent, and does not
necessarily coincide with the subject's position in the real world. For human subjects, only zu
stand or yu? be in can be used in the existential predication. For inanimate subjects, there may
be several choices, each slightly coloring the meaning of the predication. The following table
gives the eleven existential verbs with their semantic correlates. The basic meaning of each verb
is given in parentheses.

Table 1. Existential Verbs

Individuated Grouped

. Position

ka be attached t a? be attachedattached

upright zub sit

logw a? be on
erect zu stand

horizontal mbig lie

on top of ri9b be on

inside of ri be in yu? be in

suspended from za9b hang

II. Animate 6 zu stand yu? be in

III. Plant zub sit r ae" stick

6 'Grouped' is the same as GivOn's (1978) 'generic' or 'non-referential'. 'Individuated' is the same as
his 'referential'. Referentiality is discussed in §3. I have avoided his terms before §3, because I think he
uses them in a very specialized way. They could be confusing out of context.
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Each of these predicates may be used with a locative adjunct in a clause that is not existen-
tial. Thus one may describe the location of a pencil that one wants to buy as follows:

(10) a. bi't lap nu ka lo gYikY ze? ne
C-sell pencil Cmp Pr-be.attached face paper that Pp-1
Sell me the pencil that is on that card!

b. bi't de lap nu ta? lo gYikY ze? ne
C-sell P1 pencil Cmp Pr-be.attached face paper that Pp-1
Sell me the pencils that are on that card!

c. bi't lap nu mbi5 lo yu re ne
C-sell pencil Cmp S-lie face ground there Pp-1
Sell me the pencil that is lying on the ground here!

d. bi't lap nu ri'b lo mez ze? ne
C-sell pencil Cmp Pr-be.on face table that Pp-1
Sell me the pencil on the table!

e. bi't de lap nu rigwa' lo mez ze? ne
C-sell P1 pencil Cmp S-be.on face table that Pp-1
Sell me the pencils that are on the table share!

L bi't lap nu ri nan bid nir. ne
C-sell pencil Cmp Pr-be.in inside pocket Pp-2 Pp-1
Sell me the pencil that is in your pocket!

g. bi't de lap nu yu? nan kah ze7 ne
C-sell P1 pencil Cmp Pr-be.in inside box that Pp-1
Sell me the pencils that are in that box!

h. bi't tub lap nu za'b lo du' i'lY ne
C-sell one pencil Cmp Pr-hang face cord cotton Pp-1
Sell me the pencil that is hanging on that cord!

L bi't de lap nu za'b lo du' i'lY ne
C-sell P1 pencil Cmp Pr -hang face cord cotton Pp-1
Sell me the pencils that are hanging on that cord!

The verbs in (10) are selected according to the position of the inanimate subject and whether
the subject is grouped or individuated. All of the verbs listed in the table are illustrated except
for zu, zuo and nab, since standing, sitting and sticking are not appropriate positions for a
pencil. These are illustrated in (11).

(11) a. bi't trapie yag nu zub re ne
C-sell cane-press tree Cmp Pr-sit there Pp-1
Sell me the wooden cane press over there!

b. bi't mulY nu zu re ne
C-sell mule Cmp Pr-stand there Pp-1
Sell me the mule standing over there!

C. bi't yag nu naL re ne
C-sell tree Cmp S-stick there Pp-1
Send me the tree that is over there!

None of the clauses in (10) and (11) is existential. Rather, they assume the existence of the
subject. It is not always easy to distinguish between existential and non-existential clauses, but
there are differences in meaning and syntax that require the distinction to be made. The syntactic
differences are discussed in §3.

Semantically, the existential predication can occur without a locative adjunct and without
communicating anything about the position of the subject in the real world. For example, (12)
tells nothing about the exact location or position of the pencil.
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(12) a mbig tub lap kut ru ne
Q S-lie one pencil P-sell 2 Pp-1
Is there a pencil that you could sell me?

The speaker cannot assert the exact location of the pencil because he has made no commit-
ment as to its existence. Consequently, the use of these positional predicates is more restricted in
the existential predication. Most of the verbs of (13) are totally inappropriate in the existential
clause with the same subject.

(13) ta?
*a t ka lap nu kut ru ne

ri7b
za7b

Is (are) there pencil(s) that you could sell me?

The pencil in question may very well be lying on a table, clipped to a card, or hanging from
a string, but since the speaker is questioning its existence, he does not assert its position. Since
the inherent position for pencil is horizontal, he must use the verb mbig. Thus, the selection of
existential verbs is to some extent independent of the position the nominal subject may have in
real life.

When these predicates occur with explicit location in the existential clause, they may indicate
the position of the subject in the real world, as in (14).

(14) yu? ru? lap nail kah re
Pr-be.in still pencil inside box there
There are still pencils in that box.
The pencils are still in the box.

Sentence (14) is ambiguous as to its predication. The first reading is existential. It asserts the
presence of the pencils. The second reading is non-existential. It asserts the position of the
pencils. A syntactic test for this distinction is presented in §3.

When several positional verbs can occur with the same noun, different options carry with
them fine nuances of meaning that arise from the primary meaning of the verbs. The following
example illustrates differences in referentiality:

(15) a. yu? tin rika nir
Pr-be.in money P-give-1 Pp-2
There is some money I could give to you (a lot).

b. ri tin rika nir
Pr -be. in money P-give-1 Pp-2
There is some money I could give to you (a small amount).

(15a) refers to a 'group' (quantity) of money. (15b) refers to several individual pieces of
money. The next example illustrates differences in referentiality and position.

(16) a. mbig manjik r.

S-lies machete Pp-1
I have a nochete (to work with).

b. yu? manjik ne
Pr-be.in machete Pp-1
I have machetes (to sell).

(16a) refers to one or two machetes that are out in the open. (16b) refers to a group of
machetes in storage. The next examples illustrate differences in position.

(17) a. a ta? la2 kut ru d6?
Q Pr-be.attached orange P-sell 2 P-drink-1
Are there any oranges (on the tree) you could sell me to drink?
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b. a vu? lax kut ru d6?
Q Pr-be.in orange P-sell 2 P-drink-1
Are there any oranges (in the house) you could sell me to drink?

(18) a. zu tub kway bikY 15V6
Pr-stand one horse mountain points...
There is a (live) horse at Pointed Mountain.

b. mbig tub kway bikY 1Yue
S-lie one horse mountain pointed
There is a (dead) horse at Pointed Mountain.

(17a) refers to oranges attached to the tree. (17b) refers to oranges in storage. (18a) refers to
a live animate horse. (18b) refers to a dead horse. Thus, both position and referentiality color
die meanings of the predications.

The following are some examples of the existential use of the positional verbs presented in
Table 1.

(19) a. zub tub yu? par ju
Pr-sit one house to side
There is a house across the way.

b. ta? za? na
Pr-be.attached fresh.corn now
There is fresh corn (in the field) now.

c. nag ya maijg gkYe'y
S-stick tree mango San.Lorenzo
There are mango trees in San Lorenzo.

d. zub kYup yu? wej gkYe'y
Pr-sit two house church San.Lorenzo
There are two churches in San Lorenzo.

e. yu? de fugtiz
Pr-be.in P1 authorities
The town authorities are in (their office).

libr nah yu?
S-lie book inside house
There are (a few) books in the house.

g. yu? ri'h lola?
PR-be.in work Oaxaca
There is work in Oaxaca.

h. za'b b j i j tiem na
Pr-hang pineapple time now
At this time of year there are pineapples (on the plant).

In summary, an inherent position is associated with every noun. The inherent positions of
pencils, for example, are 'horizontal'. or 'inside of'. Although a pencil may occur in other posi-
tions in the real world, in the existential predication the only verbs that can be used with it are
those that conform to its inherent positions. Several positional verbs can be used for some
nouns. In those cases, the primary meaning of the predicate influences the meaning of the
existential predication.

3. Syntax

In this section I show that the existential construction differs syntactically from other con-
structions with the same positional verbs in two ways: in the way in which they are negated, and
in their permitting an indirect object. Then I describe some miscellaneous constructions in which
positional verbs occur. Existential verbs from other languages typically occur in similar con-
structions.
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3.1. Negation
Existential clauses differ from other clauses in the way in which they are negated. Three

morphemes negate predicates of independent clauses. sak is the negative existential; it substi-
tutes for each of the eleven existential verbs in the negative existential predication. a? negates
the predicate adjective. The prefix wa - negates all other predicates. Examples (20-22) illustrate
these three negative morphemes.

(20) a. a mbig manjik nir
Q S-lie machete Pp-2
Is there a machete here?

b. sak hi
Neg 3In
There isn't one.

(21) a. a ri/h manjik nir
Q sharp machete Pp-2
Is your machete sharp?

b. a? rini ni
Neg sharp 3In
It is not sharp.

(22) a. a bzab manljik nir lo gYita?
Q c -jump machete Pp-2 fact rock
Did your machete bounce on the rock?

b. wansab ni
Neg-P-U-jump 3In
It didn't bounce.

Thus, in independent clauses, existentials are negated in a different way from both non-exis-
tentials and adjectivals. This contrast helps to distinguish between the two readings of (14),
which is repeated below.

(14) Yu? ru? lap nan kah re
Pr-be.in still pencil inside box there
There are still pencils in that box.
The pencils are still in the box.

(14) is ambiguous in the affirmative, but not in the negative.
(23) a. sak ni

Neg 3In
There aren't any.

b. wagYun
Neg-P-be.in-3In
They are not inside (but somewhere else).

(23a) is the negative of the existential reading. (23b) is the negative of the non-existential
reading.

Two morphemes negate predicates of dependent clauses. a? negates a dependent predicate
adjective. k "e? negates other dependent clauses. (k "e? is also the negative imperative.)

(24) bikYna nu a? rin manjik nir
if Cmp Neg sharp machete Pp-2
If your machete had not been sharp, it would not

orze? wakYug hi bilY nu bru7 for
X Neg-cut 3In snake Cmp left face-2
have cut the snake in two that appeared before you.
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(25) bikYna nu kwe? mbig manjik
if Cmp Neg S-lies machete
If there had not been a machete,

orze? warueu?n gYis nir
X Neg-clean bush Pp-2
your fields would have not been cleaned off.

(26) bikYna nu kwe? nzab manjik nir lo eita?
if Cmp Neg U-jump machete Pp-2 face rock
If your machete had not bounced off the rock,

orze? ru ub ru
X Neg-cut 2 self 2
you would not have cut yourself.

Thus, in dependent clauses, existentials are negated in the same way as non-existentials, but
in a different way from adjectivals.

3.2 Indirect Object

None of the eleven verbs in Table 1 subcategorizes for indirect object under its primary
meaning. However, each can occur with an indirect object under the existential meaning indi-
cating possession. (27) illustrates this construction:

(27) mbig manj ik ne
S -lie machete Pp-1
I have a machete.

ne is a contraction of the preposition ni and the first person bound pronoun -a. ni occurs
before possessors in the noun phrase, and before indirect objects and benefactives at the clause
level. Since pronouns cannot be modified by a possessor, (28a), replacing manj ik with a pro-
noun, (28b), shows that ne is not possessor in the noun phrase, but indirect object, a clausal
constituent.

(28) a. ra's 86? ne
Pr-sleep dog Pp-1
My dog is asleep.
*ra's ma ne
Pr-sleep 3Anim Pp-1
Mine is asleep.'

b. mbig hi ne
S-lie 3In Pp-1
I have it.

Many languages express possession with structures of this type. Clark suggests that they
should be understood as having an animate location (1978:89). Existential constructions of this
kind are the most common means of indicating possession in TZ.8 They help to distinguish the
existential use of the positional verb from the non-existential use which cannot occur with an
indirect object.

7 Possessors also do not occur in headless noun phrases. The closest thing I have seen to the English
word mine is koz ne my thing even when its referent is human. I once heard a man say about his wife,
din ze? koz ne That young woman is my thing.

8 The only other expression for indicating possession is the idiom gYikY kup. gYikY is the verb do,

cause. I think kup comes from Cup climb which is also used to mean become affluent.
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3.3 Miscellaneous facts

In many languages, existential predicates are used as auxiliary verbs, often with an aspectual
meaning. In TZ, za? b occurs as part of the verb phrase meaning continually.9 za '13 is not
inflected for aspect and is not followed by a subject pronoun.

(29) a. za'b rikY lay
Pr-hang do Emp-3Mas work
He connnually works.

b. za'b bikY lay
Pr -hang did Emp 3Mas work
He connnually worked.

The existential verb yu? occurs in a cleft construction.
(30) yu? mbekY nu nap rikY

Pr-be.in people Cmp good Pr-do
There are people who do good.

Note the resumptive pronoun, yu, in the embedded clause. This distinguishes it from a rela-
tive clause which would have a gap in that place.

(31) mbekY nu nap rikY
people Cmp good Pr-do
people who do good

Finally, yu? occurs in a special construction with a sentential subject meaning at times.
(32) yu? nu nap rikY mbekY

Pr-be . in Cmp good Pr-do person
At times people act good.

In summary, positional verbs occur as predicate of two distinct clause types. One clause type
is non-existential and is syntactically like all other clauses with intransitive verbal predicates.
The other clause type is existential and has a distinct syntax from the non-existential type. The
existential clause type differs from the other clause type in that it is negated differently, it can
often occur without a locative adjunct, and it can occur with an indirect object which is seman-
tically a possessor. The non-existential clause with the same positional predicate usually occurs
with a locative adjunct and does not occur with an indirect object. Positional verbs are also like
existential verbs in other languages in that they occur in some special constructions where
existential verbs typically occur.

3Mas

4. Universal Perspective

The discussion of the TZ copula and existentials presented here follows a framework that
draws from Lyons (1967; 1968). This framework was applied by Eve Clark in 1978 to a sample
of thirty languages. She argues that Lyons is right in relating so-called locative, existential and
possessive clauses. She notes certain recurring patterns, and gives functional explanations for
some of them. I begin this section by reviewing aspects of this framework. I relate TZ positional
verbs to it. Then I discuss how TZ relates to some of Clark's results. I conclude by relating the
notions grouped and individuated to Given's work on definiteness and referentiality.

In discussing the different uses of the verb to be in English, Lyons relates the clauses in (33)
and distinguishes them from the clauses in (34) and (35).

9 In many dialects of Zapotec a distinct progressive aspect is marked by ka which looks like the posi-
tional verb to be attached. In TZ most verbs do not have a distinct progressive aspect. For those verbs that
do, it is distinguished by the lack of an aspectual prefix.
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(33) a. The fox is in the field. (Locative)

b. There is a fox in the field. (Existential)

c. The book is mine. (Possessive)

(34) The book is a novel. (Identifying)

(35) The book is black. (Attributive)

(33a) differs from (33b) in definiteness of the subject. (33a) and (33b) differ from (33c) in
animateness of the locative. Each of the clauses in (33) predicates the existence of the subject in
time and space. So I refer to them collectively as the existential construction. The predicate of
the existential construction differs from the copulative predicates in (34) and (35) in that copulas
are semantically empty and serve primarily to carry tense.

Most of the languages in Clark's sample reflect this framework only in part. The same verb
is used for the locative, existential and possessive clauses in only about half of the languages.
The copula is the same as at least one predicate of an existential construction in most of the
languages. Only Yurok and Turkish use one verb for existential, locative and possessive clauses
and a distinct verb for the copula. TZ is like these languages. The attributive construction, the
identifying construction, and the existential construction are all distinct. 10

Adjectives are distinct from verbs in TZ. Like verbs, they occur as the predicate of a clause.
Unlike verbs, they are not inflected for aspect. They require a different negative than verbs.
They occur with different derivational prefixes than verbs. The tonal changes associated with
them are different from those associated with verbs. However, they never occur with a copula.
So clauses with adjectival predicates are distinct from clauses with nominal predicates and
clauses with verbal predicates.

Nouns occur with the copula -ak. As in many other languages, the grammar of TZ does not
distinguish between nouns which indicate identity and those which indicate class membership or
class inclusion. Also, as is common in other languages, the noun may occur as predicate without
the copula with a present interpretation.

In TZ there is no single verb with just an existential meaning. Rather, eleven positional
verbs cover the same range of meaning that one verb covers in other languages. Each of eleven
verbs may occur as predicate of the locative clause, the existential clause, or the possessive
clause. Clark claims that it is common for languages to use inherently locative verbs in existen-
tial constructions (1978:102). She cites languages that use such verbs as lie, set, stand, dwell, be
at, and find. TZ uses some of these same verbs. However, unlike any language in Clark's
sample, TZ uses eleven such verbs in the existential construction.

Clark also claims that it is common for a special negative verb to be used in existential con-
structions (1978:105). In TZ each of these eleven verbs in the existential clause is negated by
replacing it with a single negative verb, sak not any, not here, not have. When the same verbs
occur in a non-existential clause, they are negated by attaching the prefix wa - to the stem of each
verb: wa-STEM not (on, in, standing, attached to...). wa - occurs with all other verbs in inde-
pendent clauses.

In the TZ existential construction each of these eleven verbs may occur with an indirect
object indicating possession. Clark claims that this is a common pattern. She says that the

10 Clark found insufficient evidence to decide for two more languages: Burmese and Chuvash. How-
ever, since she does not distinguish between types of copulas, it is hard to know if any of the languages in
her sample make the same distinctions TZ makes.
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possessor usually has the syntactic form of the indirect object, a clausal constituent, or of the
noun phrase possessor (1978:115).11

Existential verbs and copulas often occur as auxiliary verbs and in cleft constructions. In TZ
positional verbs are the only ones that occur in similar constructions. The copula never does.
This is not surprising since the copula is semantically empty. TZ auxiliaries have an aspectual
meaning.

Finally, there is the well known distinction between the English locative clause (33a), with
definite subjects, and the existential clause (33b), with indefinite subjects, which is sometimes
described as having undergone indefinite extraposition. Word order differences between clauses
of the existential construction based on definiteness are claimed to be very common in the
world's languages. Clark (1978:88) attributes this difference to the universal tendency for indefi-
nite nominals to occur late in the sentence12. In fact, she points out that for some languages word
order is the primary indicator of definiteness. It does not indicate definiteness in TZ, however.
TZ has definite markers in the noun phrase. tub one occurs before the head noun as an indefi-
nite marker. The demonstrative adjectives, i7 this, re there (close), and ze? there (far), occur
last in the noun phrase to mark definite head nouns.13 TZ also has a highly constrained Verb-
Subject-Direct Object-Indirect Object order. While a sentence constituent can be fronted, the
semantic trigger for fronting does not seem to be definiteness. Note that (36) with an indefinite
subject and (37) with a definite subject occur with the same word order.

(36) bzu tub yu be 1

C-stand one 3Mas old
There (once) was an old man.

(37) a zu uz ru zuy
Q Pr-stand father 2 Pr - stand - 3mas

Is your father here? He is here.

yu 3mas is a contracted pronoun and a sentence constituent. It is not fronted. Thus, the word
order distinction illustrated by (33a) and (33b) for English does not exist for TZ.

Similarly, there is a universal tendency for animate nominals to be ordered before inanimate
nominals (Clark 1978:101). This explains why most of the languages in Clark's sample have the
possessor ordered before the possessed nominal. In fact, those languages that allow the possessed
nominal to be ordered before the possessor all had the more expected word order as an alterna-
tive. In the existential construction in TZ, the possessed nominal, which is the subject, always
occurs before the possessor, which is indirect object. This is because indirect objects occur after
subjects and direct objects. lams the grammatical relation a nominal bears is more important to
word order than definiteness or animacy in TZ.

Another article, by Talmy Givon, from the same volume in which Clark's article appeared,
provides a more complete account of definiteness. Givon shows that it is necessary to distinguish
definiteness from referentiality in order to understand different ways in which languages encode
these two concepts in the grammar. Definiteness is a pragmatic concept which refers to whether
or not a noun phrase is new information in the discourse. Referentiality is a semantic concept
which concerns how well a noun phrase identifies the thing it is referring to "within a particular
universe of discourse" (Givon 1978:293). On the referentiality scale nominals may be either

11 This is my understanding of what she means when she says that they are usually in the genitive or
dative case.

12 Given (1978:295) provides the same explanation.
13 In Given's frame work, discussed below, tub is used only for referential-indefinites, and ze?, re,

and i.7 are used only for referential- definites.
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generic (or non-referential) or referential. About generic, Given says, "the speaker is engaged in
discussing the genus or its properties, but does not commit him/herself to the existence of any
specific individual member of that genus." And, "one may, though, commit oneself to the exis-
tence/ referentiality of the genus itself within the universe of discourse" (1978:294). It is

common for the same grammatical device to encode information about both referentiality and
definiteness. Given gives many examples. He also discusses one language, Bemba (Bantu),
which encodes only information about referentiality in its articles.

Although TZ existential clauses differ from most languages in that they do not encode
information about definiteness, they do seem to encode information about referentiality. Above, I
showed that zu, which requires animate individuated subjects, can occur with both definite and
indefinite subjects. Similarly, yu? requires animate grouped subjects. They can be definite.

(38) a yu? de Ougtiz
Q Pr-be.in P1 authorities
Are the town authorities in (their office)?

yu ?y
Pr-be.in-3Mas
They are in.

They can also be indefinite.
(39) a yu? [koyot] AkYe'y

Q Pr-be.in coyote San.Lorenzo
Are there coyotes in San Lorenzo?

zu and yu? both occur with animate subjects. zu occurs with referential subjects. It clearly
refers to specific individuals. yu? occurs with generic subjects. It refers to a genus and commu-
nicates no information about any individual members of the genus. The question (38) might be
answered "They are in," if any subset of the set of town authorities is in.
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Nontonal Floating Features as Grammatical Morphemes

James S. Roberts

The concept of floating tones is no longer controversial in tonal analysis; important
insights into the morphology of numerous tonal languages have relied on the positing of
morphemes that are composed simply of prosodically unlicensed tones. Employing data; rom
three of Africa's four major language families, this paper builds on this notion by
recognizing the existence of nontonal floating features morphemes composed solely of
phonological features that have no segmental support. The first example, from Kanembu
(Nilo-Saharan, Chad), shows that the [+ATR] feature is the sole marker of incompletive
aspect in the verb. Again, in Mafa and Podoko (Chadic, Cameroon), certain aspects of the
verb are marked by floating labial and palatal features. One of the noun class markers in
Aka (Bantu, CAR.) consists only of the floating feature (+voice]. And finally, the marker of
the completive aspect in Mokulu (Chadic, Chad) is a morpheme that is comprised simply of
the feature complex (+voice] and (+high]. In conclusion, after noting that a similar floating
feature analysis may be appropriate in other languages such as Ngbaka (Ubangian, Zaire),
we consider the general characteristics offloating features as full grammatical morphemes.

1. Introduction

The existence of floating tones is no longer controversial in phonological and morphological
analysis. Abundant evidence has been advanced to show that the phonological structure of certain
morphemes may consist of nothing more than a tonal feature (or a bundle of tonal features), without
any segmental support, that is, not associated with any unit of the skeletal structure. These floating
tones are manipulated by the phonological rules of the language, and are usually realized phonetically
via an autosegmental association with the syllables of other morphemes in the environment.
Furthermore, important insights into the morphology of numerous tone languages have relied on the
recognition of such floating tones. Floating tone morphemes also provided important arguments for
the appropriateness of autosegmental representations. The existence of such morphemes raises a
theoretical question: are such phenomena limited to tonal features, such that this is a unique property
of tone? We answer that it is not; tonal and nontonal features share more properties than some have
assumed.

The present paper provides abundant evidence that a wide variety of nontonal phonological
features by themselves constitute full morphemes, just like floating tone morphemes. These floating
features are prosodically unlicensed, having no segmental support. They are manipulated in regular
fashion by the phonological rules of the language and are realized by being associated with segmental
units already existing in the skeletal structure of neighboring morphemes. Theoretically, this
possibility comes as no surprise, since it is provided for within the current models of multilinear
phonology. However, the existence of nontonal floating features has until now been largely ignored.
This paper thus provides examples that may fill an empirical gap.

The evidence we present comes from a wide variety of languages, representing three of the four
major African language families. The first examples are suggested by published descriptions, and the
latter examples, from Aka and Mokulu, come from more recent unpublished research.
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1. Kanembu

Our first example comes from Kanembu, a Nilo-Saharan language of the Saharan subgroup,
spoken in Chad and Niger in the areas near Lake Chad. Jouannet (1982) reports that the difference
between the completive and noncompletive aspects of the verb is marked by the quality of the vowels:
the noncompletive form is characterized by tense vowels and the corresponding completive verb form
by lax vowels. The two sets of vowels and their correspondences are given in Table 1. Note,
however, that the central tense vowel A (symbolized by Jouannet as 3) corresponds to the two lax
vowels [a] and [a]. Some examples of the relevant verbal forms that Jouannet cites are given in (1)-
(4).

Table 1. Kanembu Vowels

Tense vowels: i e A 0
Lax vowels: r s a a 3

Completive Incompletive
(1) Ig5n5k I took Isg6nAki I am taking
(2) 'da113k1 I got up IdAllAk1 I am getting up
(3) 1111611a I soaked dklbal I am soaking
(4) barin611 I cultivated bArenA11c1 / am cultivating

These forms are composed of the verb root, inflected for completive or incompletive aspect, followed
by the first person subject pronoun marker -nakr or -add. Note that this suffix harmonizes with the
rest of the word in the quality of its vowels. (The tonal and accentual variations on the person marker
suffix are determined by the verb root.)

Our interpretation of this data is that the completive is the unmarked aspect, and that the
incomplekive aspect morpheme is the floating feature [ +ATR]. This feature spreads by a lexical rule
to all the syllables of the word, including those of the suffix. When there is no [ +ATR] feature
present, the [ ATR] feature is filled in by a late rule. Compare the incompletive forms of examples
(1) and (4) with their derivations, represented as (5) and (6). (Capital letters indicazst vowels
unspecified for the [ATIZ] feature.)

(5) -->

gO [n]kl] gO ;13;1

_
[ +ATR] [ +ATR]

(6) ---->

bArE [n3k1 bArE r131d

Similar patterns obtain with other person markers. Examples with -i (3rd person singular), -yei
(3rd person plural), and -nami (2nd person singular) are given in (7)-(9).
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Completive Incompletive

(7) 'al he woke up 'fil he is waking up

(8) Igare£1 they encircled Ig Arca they are encircling

(9) idarrnnt you strolled tarritml you are strolling

Jouannet notes two cases in which the distinction between the completive and incompletive forms
of a verb is neutralized; such cases have the tense ([ +ATR]) vowel pattern exclusively. This situation
confirms to us that the [ ATR] vowels are unspecified for this feature in underlying representation.
Whenever a [ +ATR] feature is specified, it will spread to all the vowels of a word as we have seen
previously.

The first case of neutralization concerns verb roots which have an inherent tense vowel pattern.
Here the completive and incompletive verb forms are identical. We attribute this to a [ +ATR] which
forms part of the underlying specification of the verb root. The second case involves forms with the
first and second person plural subject markers. These two suffixes, -nei and -noi, have invariable
tense vowels; whenever they occur, they force all the vowels of the verb to be tense, regardless of
aspect. We suggest that these two suffixes involve a [ +ATR] specification in their underlying form,
in parallel fashion to the previous case.

In conclusion, then, we note that the harmonizing [ +ATR] vowels of a Kanembu verbal form
may be traced to one of three sources: (1) a feature of [ +ATR] that is part of the verb root, (2) a
feature of [ +ATR] that forms part of the person marker suffixes of the first and second person plural,
or (3) a floating [ +ATR] feature that is the incompletive aspect affix. In the first two cases, the
morphemes in question involve the feature [ +ATR] along with segmental material. In the last case,
however, this feature is the only element making up the grammatical morpheme of incompletive
aspect.'

2. Mafa and Podoko

Our next examples come from two Chadic languages of the Biu- Mandara branch, spoken in
northern Cameroon. Chadic languages are well-known for their prosodies of palatalization and
labialization, which exercise a phonological effect on certain consonants and vowels within their
domain, usually the syllable or word. In most cases these prosodies are useful only to the
phonological analysis of the language. But there is no reason why such suprasegmental features
might not be exploited for grammatical purposes. And in fact, we have found two examples of just
this phenomenon, which give further examples of floating features functioning as complete
morphemes with full grammatical effect.

The phonology of Mafa is characterized by prosodies of both palatalization and labialization, as
described by Barreteau (1987). The phonetic realization of these prosodies on the vowels and/or
consonants of a word are determined by a precise set of rules, which Barreteau describes.
Labialization, for example, causes the rounding of vowels and of certain consonants. Either prosody,

To complete the picture of completive and incompletive verb forms in Kanembu, Jouannet notes the
existence of a second class of verbs, whose forms are more complex. This class does not complicate the
analysis given above, however. In this class of verbs, the incompletive aspect is characterized by the tense
vowel pattern we have already treated and also by a low tone on the last syllable of the person marker suffix.
The completive aspect of these verbs, in contrast, is marked by the lax 'vowel pattern and by a high tone on
the last syllable. One simple analysis of the forms of this class recognizes an additional floating tone
characterized as "Class 2" morpheme. The incompletive aspect is still analyzed simply as a floating (+AM]
feature, regardless of the "class" of verb.
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or both, may constitute a distinctive part of morphemes, as may segmental material (vowels or
consonants).

In addition, Barreteau says that the feature of labialization is also used with a grammatical
function, serving to form the perfective stem of the verb. Further, it seems that this is the only mark
of the perfective aspect. No overt affix is added to the verb root. (The final low vowel of the
perfective forms is supplied for phonological reasons, and its quality is determined by what prosodies
affect the word as a whole.)

Verb
(underlying)

root
(surface)

(10) pan- pan-
(11) toy- tav-
(12) 'bat- bet-
(13) 'man- min-
(14) wndas- ndos-
(15) wsom- slim-
(16) iwndzak- nd3cekw-

(17) rook- buk"-

Perfective stem
(underlying) (surface)

to wash pons
to brown wtov- ttiva

to cradle "That- bcete

to spin cotton "''man- mtIne

to blunt vendas- ndosa

to buy "'sam- soma

to harvest jwndzak- nd3cekwe

to bark iwbok- bukwe

Here we claim that the perfective morpheme is simply a floating feature of [LAB].2 When this
feature associates with a verb root, its phonetic realization is determined in the same way as for the
prosodic feature of [LAB] which forms a part of certain roots such as rndas/ or /Pam/, as Barreteau
himself points out. Consider the derivations of (10), (12), and (15), which are represented as (18)-
(20) below:

(18)

(19)

(20)

[LAB]

[LAB]

[LAB]

pana

b a t

[PAL]

[LAB]

so

--->

>

-->
m

[LAB]

pan

[LAB]

bat

[PAL]

ELAB[:1 (reduction

s3 M
by OCP)

In each case, the perfective morpheme is represented as the floating [LAB] feature prefixed to
the verb. The verb root /pan/ in (18) involves no inherent prosodies; the perfective feature [LAB] will
thus associate to it in straightforward fashion. In (19) the root has a palatal prosody as part of its
lexical representation and its perfective form involves the double association of both [LAB] and

2We leave aside in this discussion the precise definition of the feature (or complex of features) involved in
what we have labeled as [LAB].
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[PAL] with the segments of the verbal form. The last example is of a root with an inherent labial
prosody. Barreteau notes that, in such cases, there is no difference between the verb root and its
perfective stem. This causes no problems to the analysis; when the [LAB] of the perfective is affixed
to the verb root, the two identical [LAB] features are collapsed by the Obligatory Contour Principle.

A similar example, but this time with the palatalization prosody, is provided by Podoko. The
phonology of Podoko has been described by Swackhamer (n.d.) and its grammatical system by Jarvis
(1989). A prosody of palatalization plays a central role in the phonology. It may affect a whole word
and in so doing changes the phonetic realization of a number of segments falling within its domain.
The vowels /a/ and /a/ are regularly realized as [i] and [e] when affected by this prosody, for
example, and the alveolar consonants /s/, Its/, and /dz/ are realized as [A, [3], RS], and [d3],
respectively.

In the grammatical system, the palatalization prosody is all that marks a verb in its transitive
imperfective form. Witness the following verb roots, along with their corresponding transitive
imperfective forms.

Verb root Transitive imperfective
(underlying) (surface) (underlying) (surface)

(21) bat- bat- eat (flour) jbat- bet

(22) baz- 6az- destroy jbaz- 6i3

(23) dzak- dzalc- teach jdzak- dick
(24) ndal- ndal- cut indll- ndil

(25) sul- sul- roast jsul- ful
(26) pots- pats- change Jpots_ pitj
(27) inan- nen- despise inan- nen

(28) jdzar- d3ir- watch jdzar- d3ir

According to the parameters of transitivity and aspect (perfective/imperfective), any verb may
appear in one of four forms; the corresponding affixes are summarized in the following table, taken
from Swackhamer 1992.

(29) Imperfective Perfective

Intransitive -i -aha

Transitive i_ -a

This chart raises other intriguing questions of morphological analysis, which we will not pursue.3 Of
the four affixes presented, it is the transitive imperfective affix that interests us here, the prefixed
prosody of palatalization. The form of this affix is unique in that there is no segmental material

3For example, it might be argued that the palatalization prosody is the mark simply of imperfective aspect,
since palatalization seems to be involved in both the transitive imperfective and the intransitive imperfective
affix -i (analyzable as the palatalized version of the vowel a). This would imply that the transitive category is
unmarked as such, but that the intransitive is marked by an additional affix (-a in the imperfective, and
perhaps -ah in the perfective). If this reanalysis is accepted, it might then be more appropriate to refer to the
floating [PAL] feature as simply the marker of imperfective, rather than specifically transitive imperfective.
We will continue to use the full label used by Swackhamer for this morpheme, however.
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associated with the morpheme, only the floating feature [PAL].4 All the others are "normal' affixes,
involving simply segmental material. We provide the derivations of examples (23) and (27),
represented as (30) and (31). Note that in (27)/(31), the transitive imperfective form is identical to the
verb root, since the verb root itself has an inherent feature of [PAL].

(30)
[PA-]

dz a ki

[PAL]
(31)

nan

-4
dz a k_

PAL

nan
(reduction by OCP)

3. Aka

We now turn to an example from Aka, a Bantu language of Zone C, spoken by the Pygmies of
the Central African Republic. The data presented here come from Kosseke and Sitamon (1993).
Consider the following pairs of singular and plural nouns, from classes 5 and 6.

Singular (class 5) Plural (class 6) Gloss
(32) dtlige matbgge piercing tool
(33) &Mb mathtb cartridge
(34) gisa trakisi palm branch
(35) glnl trialcInl .fly

(36) bold mapokf arch of the eyebrows
(37) bapblaka mapapalaka lung
(38) 13bndt1 mackhdt1 goiter
(39) gOko macti6k6 hole
(40) d3t1 masti cheek
(41) d3ble nulsble lizard (sp.)

At first glance, it seems that class 5 has a. zero prefix, and class 6 a ma- prefix. However, there
is an additional difference: the noun roots in class 6 all begin with a voiceless obstruent, while the
class 5 singulars all begin with a voiced consonant. An additional peculiarity is that the voiceless
counterpart of d3 is s (seen in 40, 41). This is not problematical, though, when we realize that there is
no z nor tf in the language and that these two constitute a voiced-voiceless pair just like b/p, d/t, or
g/lc.

Contrast now the behavior of these pairs with the straightforward pairs of singular-plural nouns
from classes 9 and 6, below:

Otis we did in the treatment of [LAB] in Mat, IF leave aside questions of the precise specification of the
feature (or features) involved in the cover term [PAL] we are using here.
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Singular (class 9) Plural (class 6) Gloss
(42) thijg6 illathil911 navel
(43) lalijga tralalliga body hair
(44) k6mb6 inakomb6 name
(45) seed maseed horn
(46) s5p5 tnas5p5 earth
(47) (Pima rna§tima house

Here it is clear that the class 9 prefix is indeed zero, and that the class 6 prefix is simply ma-. Given
that the class 6 prefix is ma-, then the noun roots of (32)-(41) must begin with voiceless consonants.
Whence then the voicing in the singular class 5 forms?

Our analysis simply posits a floating feature of [+voice] as the class 5 marker. When the noun
class prefixes are added to the roots by morphological rule, the floating feature then associates
rightward to the first consonant of the root. In cases like (41), a low-level rule will specify that s
associated with [+voice] is phonetically d3. Following are derivations for (36) and (41).

(48)
pokil

r [
(49) I >

sele

poki

sele

Given this analysis of the class 5 forms, we would expect noun roots that begin with voiced
consonants to be unaffected by the class 5 prefix: both singular (class 5) and plural (class 6) forms
would begin with a voiced consonant. This is indeed true, as shown in the following examples:5

Singular (class 5) Plural (class 6) Gloss
(50) gbida tnitgbalit game of imitation
(51) d3arnba mitd3amba mud
(52) lIkelo marikelo pineapple

However, there are some idiosyncrasies to take note of. First, it seems that all of the bilabial and
alveolar voiced obstruents that begin noun roots of class 5 are implosives. One sole example has been
found of a class 5 noun root beginning with a plosive b (example 55).6

5These noun forms of class 5 look identical to those of class 9. The membership of a noun in one or the
other class can be determined only by the concord markers it calls for: e.g. its possessive marker is 40 if it
belongs to class 5, but is ja if it belongs to class 9.

6The exceptional behavior of this form may be related to the fact that its meaning suggests that it might be
an ideophone; ideophones often exhibit exceptional phonological characteristics.
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Singular (class 5) Plural (class 6)
(53) 645mba rnafromba
(54) 85dt mab5dt
(55) bblble mabblble

(56) &Li macf6ka

(57) awl madsurigi

Gloss
package
elephant's trunk
sound ofa waterfall
elbow ofa hoe
honey (sp.)

It seems that the voicing of these root-initial consonants has been reinforced by making them
implosive, thus further differentiating them from noun roots which begin with a voiceless consonant.
(It is interesting to note that none of the class 9 noun roots in the data begins with simple voiced
obstruents either, but only with prenasaliied ones.)

. More serious questions are raised about the analysis when we consider a handful of vowel-initial
noun roots. The class 5 prefix seems to exhibit two other allomorphs in these cases, d before roots
beginning with i, and d3 before roots beginning with other vowels:

Singular (class 5) Plural (class 6) Gloss
(58) cr.ma mina name
(59) cfis5 miss eye

(60) dgme meme pregnancy

The existence of these allcmorphs suggests that perhaps we should recognize the underlying
form of the class 5 prefix to actually be the segment or 43. If the noun root begins with a vowel, the
consonant of the prefix remains; but if the root begins with a consonant, the prefix consonant
disappears, lending its voicing to the initial consonant of the root. This analysis is possible, of course,
but other alternatives should be considered.

Perhaps the most straightforward alternative is to treat the three allomorphs as distinct, not all
traceable to a single underlying form. The two or even three forms of the morpheme must be spelled
out by lexical rules: (+voice] before consonants; d before i; and d3- before other vowels.

But there is even another alternative which traces the three allomorphs from a common
underlying form, the floating feature (+voice]. Let us assume that noun roots must always begin with
a consonant. In the cases of (58)-(60) this is an empty consonant which we will represent as C. When
the class 5 prefix [4-voice] is added, we get structures such as the following:

FfvOiCe]

(61)

CVCV
I I I

m a

[+voice]

CVCV
I I I

i n a

Let us further assume that the empty C will receive an alveolar point of articulation by default,
so that the complex of C associated with [4-voice] yields something like d. When preceding a nonhigh
vowel, this consonant becomes d3 by a lexical rule specific to class 5; when preceding the vowel i,
the consonant further changes to dby the same rule that is used for (56)-(57), if the latter are to be
derived from underlying initial d.

The plural forms such as mina of class 6 pose a further question for this analysis, if the prefix is
indeed ma- as in the other cases. Here it might be hypothesized that the empty C of the root is deleted
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if it is still =associated after the affixation of the noun class prefix. This would then pave the way
for the further deletion of the a of the prefix when it precedes a vowel:

(62) [ma] [Cina] [ma] [ ma] [m ] [ ma] mina

4. Mokulu

Our last main example comes from Mokulu, an Eastern Chadic language spoken in the Guera
region of Chad. The data used here are all recorded in Jungraitlunayr's (1990) lexicon, and the
morphological analysis follows that of Sharp (forthcoming). The interest of this example comes from
the fact that the morpheme to be studied involves a complex of two unrelated features, each of which
has a different effect when attached to a verb root.

Consider the following verbal paradigm, which includes the citation (root) form7 and the form of
the completive aspect:

Citation form Completive
(63) pellce bilke
(64) biat6 biit6
(65) cfirse d1rse
(66) koppd gC1PP6
(67) 01.1E6 girk6
(68) ciace _pied

(69) jftde jiide
(70) selle zille
(71) thonle zafirike
(72) ape iipe
(73) 66pe uupe
(74) lekke likke
(75) =Abe nibs

Gloss
to chat, converse
to lack
to lean on
to swim
to practice divination
to deceive
to add
to appease, console
to expect
to fill a receptacle
to be left over
to live
to work

Note that the completive forms are uniformly characterized by an initial voiced consonant and a
high vowel. In many cases these correspond to initial voiceless consonants and/or lower vowels in the
verb root. But in no case is the syllable structure of the completive any different from that of the root.
We thus analyze the completive aspect morpheme as composed of the complex of the two floating
features [+voice] and [+high]. These two features belong to different tiers, and exhibit different
behavior when attached to verb roots. The [+voice] feature associates to the first C slot of the root, if
one exists, and the [+high] feature associates to the first (and only underlying) vowel of the root. The
derivations of (64) and (66) are sketched below:

[+voice]

[ +high]

(76)

[+voice]

[+high]

b a t e bate
lAll IAIIcvvcv cvvcvi

7This form is called the subjunctive by Jungraithmayr (1990); it is, however, the one closest to the verb
root in its basic form.
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[ l-voice]

(77) L

ko p e

cvccvIIAI

[ +voice]

[ +high]

ko p e

trotIIAI

The formation of the completive forms is completely regular and productive. There are only a
couple of idiosyncrasies that are worth noti-:z. As seen above, a root vowel a becomes i in the
completive. This suggests to us that any vowel affected by the [ +high] feature will become i by
default unless the vowel is additionally specified as [+round].8 The second exceptional fact about the
formation of the completive aspect is that an initial t of a verb root is excepted from the voiceless-
voiced alternations. All other obstruents participate in regular fashion p/b, c/j, k/g, s/z but t
remains voiceless in the completive:

Citation form Completive
(78) tatte tint
(79) terle tirle
(80) tooge ninge

Gloss
to ay
to spin cotton
to refuse to give

This fact may be related to the use oft as a liaison consonant before certain vowel-initial verb roots
in certain contexts. t thus seems to be the default consonant for Mokulu, and its features are left
unspecified. It may then be required that the [+voice] feature attach only to consonants with some
feature specification. It is clear that the [+voice] feature of the completive does not always end up
attached, at any rate; in the case of vowel-initial roots the [+voice] feature likewise fails to attach to
any consonant (see examples (72) and (73)).

We finish our consideration of Mokulu by noting again the complete productivity of the effects
of the completive morpheme. It even associates, in regular fashion, to borrowed roots whose
phonological structure is somewhat exceptional.

Citation form Completive
(81) pompe binnpe
(82) pabrilce bibrilce
(83) Mullin& giimande
(84) raze rIze
(85) s4ze zlze

Gloss
to pump, inflate
to make, manufacture
to order
to arrange, line up
to change

Note especially (84) and (85), loan words from French that contain nasalized vowels which are
foreign to the phonological system of Mokulu. Even here the [+high] feature attaches as it would to
any native Mokulu vowel, producing the parallel phonetic effect.

8Two considerations seem to confirm this fact. First, [i] is the default vowel in the Mokulu system; it is the
only one which can appear in medial positions of polysyllabic words. Secondly, there is a class of verb roots
with the vowel /o/ which become [i] in the completive (e.g. gorba 'to cut grass', completive girba; kOddipe 'to
tie in knots', completive gidapc). 1 consider that the underlying vowel of these verbs is unspecified for the
feature [round]; this vowel may be the reflex of a central a, which does not exist in the language today.
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5. Condusion

The burden of the present paper has been to establish the existence of floating feature
morphemes. The variety of the examples presented and the simplicity of their analysis given the
possibility of floating features argue strongly that a wide variety of features, not merely tonal
features, may constitute full morphemes. Undoubtedly many more examples of this phenomenon can
be adduced from other languages. However, we caution that some putative cases of floating feature
morphemes may be alternatively analyzable as including actual segmental slots.

In Ngbaka (a Ubangian language of Zaire), for example, the definite forms of nouns involve a
suffix that might be composed simply of floating features. Witness the examples of (86)-(92), taken
from Grand'Eury 1991:

Noun Definite Gloss
(86) 1-111.0 ullf clothing

(87) f615 fat elephant
(88) bolo bale war
(89) finide fande raffia
(90) kill kill fear
(91) gbE1E gbElf old person
(92) kola kula maternal aunt

It may be possible to analyze the definite morpheme as simply a floating feature [front], along
with a floating high tone which raises the last tone of the word, Compare the suggested derivations
of the nondefinite and definite forms of (86), represented as (93) and (94):

[back]

CVCV

I I

t 1

(93)

[back]

CVCV

I I

t 1

[ +high]
(94)

[front]

[back]

CVC V
\ 1

t \1

f+highl

r[back] [front]

CVC V
1

t

[ +high]

9In the following discussion, I ignore the tonal components of the definite morpheme. I assume, however,
that a single floating High tone feature can account for the several tone changes attested in the noun forms,
based on the framework of Snider's (1993) register tone theory.
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However, a comparison with other forms of the same paradigm makes this analysis less certain.

Nondefinite Definite Gloss
(95) nt n0T earth
(96) sik6 silcoe chimpanzee

(97) gbant gbantir guinea fowl

(98) le le. village

In particular, one may need to recognize that the definite suffix involves a segmental (vowel)
liming slot in addition to the [front] feature. In the first three examples it might be possible to argue
that the diphthong at the end of the definite forms is actually a contour of the sequence [back][front]
associated with the single V slot which originated as part of the noun root in other words, that the
addition of the suffix in fact does not add any new segments to the word. It would seem, however,
that the definite forms nui or sikoe have one more timing unit than their nondefinite counterparts.
And in (98) the definite form involves a lengthened vowel but no contour of vowel quality. This
suggests that the definite suffix may be composed of a segmental slot as well as the features of
[front] and high tone. If this is so, the forms of (86)-(92) have a more complex derivation, involving
the reduction of the VV sequence that arises as a result of suffixation.

Again, we note that affixes usually involve some segmental elements; to find morphemes
composed just of features is much less common, although theoretically allowable and empirically
attested. From a diachronic point of view, it might be suggested that morphemes begin as fully
specified for segmental timing slots, as well as for additional features defining specific consonants
and vowels. In some cases, the underlying content of the morpheme may erode to the point that the
last segmental slot is dropped, leaving only a feature or features without segmental support to mark
it. Although the Ngbaka definite marker may at present involve a V slot as part of its content, it is
possible that, at some future point, the segmental slot will drop, leaving only the floating features of
[front] and High tone as the markers of the morpheme.

In conclusion, let us consider what generalizations can be made about floating feature
morphemes. First of all, we note that there seem to be no real restrictions on what phonological
features can be involved. In addition to tonal features, we have found laryngeal features (voice) and
supralaryngeal place features (LAB, PAL, high, ATR). There are also examples of the feature
[+nasal] used as a floating feature morpheme, although we have not noted an example from an
African language. (This seems clear from Bendor-Samuel's (1960) description of the Brazilian
language Terena. The first person marker is simply a floating feature [ynasal] which spreads, when
added to a root, to each of the root's segments, starting from the left and continuing up to the first
obstruent.) It seems impossible to characterize only a certain class of features as usable for
grammatical purposes.

If there are no phonological restrictions on what features can be used for grammatical purposes,
is there any morphological characterization that can be made about these cases? It may be tempting
to note that all the examples given in this paper have been of inflectional affixes. Also, the realization
of the effects of the floating feature has in each case been completely transparent and productive. As
such, it seems that such morphemes are added on the last stratum of the lexicon. Will this prove to be
true of all floating feature morphemes? While these characteristics may prove to be appropriate for
most examples, we note a couple of cases that potentially counter this generalization. It may be
argued, on the one hand, that the triliteral roots of Semitic morphology constitute morphemes that are
composed of merely complexes of phonological features without any segmental support. In this case,
the morpheme in question would be a root, not an inflection, and as such must be present at the very
first stratum in the morphological derivation of the word. On the other hand, it may not be that the
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effects of floating feature morphemes are always totally transparent and productive. The behavior of
consonant mutation systems of languages such as Fula are notoriously exceptional; if a floating
feature morpheme is used to account for such phenomena, it is likely that the exceptional effects may
again have to be treated at any early stratum within the lexicon.

Finally, we suggest that only the marked value of a phonological feature may be used to
constitute a full morpheme. This relates to the fact that the presence of each morpheme must contrast
with its absence in the grammatical structure. Thus, in order for a phonological feature to mark a
grammatical distinction, it must be the marked value of that feature which is used. Although this may
seem obvious, the observation provides a criterion for determining what is the marked value of a
phonological feature. For example, a language which uses floating grammatical low tones must have
a nondefault feature of Low tone; such a Low tone may not be an instance of [High tone], for
example, but specifically [+Low tone).

We conclude, then, that floating nontonal morphemes must be recognized; these are well
attested, using a variety of features and ocurring in a variety of languages. As a result, the behavior
of tonal and nontonal features are shown to be more parallel and more closely related than is often
assumed.
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The Distribution and Properties of Babole Prenasalized Segments

Myles Leitch'

Babole, a Bantu language of Congo, has both voiced and voiceless prenasalized
consonants. While the consonants of the voiced series have free distribution as
segments, those of the voiceless series occur only stem-initially following a prefix.
In the case of unprefixed imperatives, stem-initial voiceless prenasals drop the
prenasalization. Adopting the ranked-constraint approach of Optimality Theory
(Prince and Smolensky 1993), the paper shows that both the skewed distribution of
voiced and voiceless prenasals, and the phenomenon of nasal-dropping follow from
the interaction of three constraints. One constraint, ClusterVoi, reflects the
grammar's preference for voiced prenasals. A second, ALIGN, insists that prefixes
be immediately followed by a syllable, effectively prohibiting underparsed material
stem-initially. The third constraint, PARSE, penalizes the underparsing of segments
or features (nasality in this case). I propose a ranking for the constraints and show
that the quirky behavior of prenasals can be accounted for succinctly by the
constraint interaction. The paper thus solves an interesting descriptive problem
and provides support for Optimality Theory.

Babole, a Bantu language of Congo, has on the surface both a voiced and voiceless
series of so-called prenasalized segments, listed in (1).2

(1) voiced series: mb nd ndz ng
voiceless series: mp nt ns nts nk

However, the distribution of these complex segments is highly asymmetrical, and calls for
an account. The purpose of this article is to suggest a solution to the puzzle within the
emerging framework of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT).3 In section 1 I lay out the data
and a few general assumptions about the syllable and moraic structures involved. In
section 2 I proceed to an account of the data by introducing and arguing for several
constraints which interact in the way prescribed in OT. I show how these constraints, when
ranked in a particular way, can account for the data straightforwardly, thus providing
confirmation of OT.

II wish to thank Susan Blake, Laura Downing, Mark Hewitt, Ping Jiang-King, Ola Nike,
Doug Pulleyblank, Kimary Shahin, Pat Shaw, and Aki Uechi, all from the Linguistics
Department at the University of British Columbia, for stimulating discussion of this material and
other aspects of Babole phonology. I also thank Andy Black, Steve Marlett, and Chuck Speck of
SIL, University of North Dakota, for helpful comments and discussion of the analysis.

2 Babole has been classified as C-10, Guthrie's classification, in Leitch 192,9. All Babole
data are from my own field work, conducted in the period 1988-1992.

3 McCarthy and Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993.

1994 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Vol. 38, 101-11
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I. Distribution of Prenasalized Segments4

Prenasalized Segments in Nominals
A few comments about Babole morphological structure are in order to start the

discussion. Nominal forms are most generally of the shapes exemplified by the forms in
(2), consisting of a CV, V, or N (placeless nasal) prefix and a disyllabic stem.

(2) Singular Plural Noun Class Gloss
a. di-song 6 ma-song6 5/65 toilet, outhouse
b. bo-tebd ma-tebtl 14/6 traditional razor
c. e-kete bi-kete 7/8 skin
d. N-bimb-i ma-mblirm-16 9/6 satiety

If the nominal is derived from a verb roc:, as in (2d), the stem may have internal
morphological constituency. For underived nouns, the stem may be considered a single
morpheme. It is useful to schematize the structure of nouns as [PRE - [STEM]], where
STEM=C 1 VC2V. This permits the two consonant positions in the stem to be referred to
independently. I propose that the morphological structures in (2) be assigned the prosodic
structure represented in (3)Y

(3)
w

a 20 0

C(V C 2 V

mb, nd, ng

*mp, *nt, *nk

The distribution of prenasalized segments with respect to this prosodic structure is as
follows: the onset of the foot-internal syllable (i.e. C2) may be of the voiced series but
never of the voiceless series.8 There is no other relevant restriction on C2. Thus a word

4 I use the word segment freely when referring to the prenaslized objects above; however,
they are ambiguous between segments and clusters, the most accurate term being perhaps
complex segments.

5 Bantu nominal forms are conventionally cited in singular/plural pairs corresponding to the
singular / plural prefix pair that the nominal takes. The traditional numbering system is from
Meinhof.

6 Class 9/6 is different from the other singular/plural pairs in that the plural prefix takes the
singular as stem, incorporating the singular prefix /N/ as part of the stem onset and then adding
the ma- plural prefix. The verbal root here is -birnb- be full. Class 9 nominals are outside the
scope of this paper.

7 In this version of the prosodic hierarchy we have Prosodic Word (W), Prosodic Foot (4)),
and Syllable (a). Note the assumption of weak layering: the prosodic word may dominate the
prefix syllable directly without an intervening foot layer. For a discussion of weak layering see
Ito and Mester 1992.

8 These facts are reminiscent of the cases of restricted foot-internal C2 cited in Hyman 1990.
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such as dis6ng6, toilet, outhouse, is perfect in Babole, but *dis6nk6 would be an
impossible word.

Consider now the forms in (4), where C1 (underlined) can be from either the voiced or
voiceless series of prenasalized segments.

(4) Singular Plural Noun Class
a. mulnp6mbo mi-mbaka 3/4
c. di-ntilmil mi-mp6mb5 3/4
b. mu-mbaka ma-ntilmil 5/6
d. di-nthinchl ma-nthIncl 5/6
e. di-nk3tI ma-nk3tI 5/6
f. di-agase ma-nga se 5/6

8 e -nsile bi-nstle 7/8

Gloss
message drum, talking drum
agressive arboreal ant species
succulent wild fruit
air bubble in water
horn of an animal
little cola nut
finger- / toenails

The stem-initial prenasals underlined in (4) cannot easily be argued to be derived by
prefixation with N- historically. In other words, they appear to be underlyingly part of the
root. What licenses their presence here but not stem-internally? This is the first asymmetry
that requires an explanation.

But there is another word shape where the stem consists of a single syllable instead of
two. Examples are provided in (5).

(5)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Singular
di-116
mo -bd
di-ngwt
di -nkd

Plural
ma-116
mi -bil
ma-ngwe
4)

Noun Class
5/6
3/4
5/6
5/

Gloss
affair, matter
famine
ritual pendant, jewelry
hatred

Words like these are less common in the Babole lexicon, but can hardly be called rare. As
seen from the examples in (5), a stem-initial segment may either be from the voiced series,
(5c), or voiceless series, (5d). Corresponding to (3), then, consider the choice of prosodic
representations provided in (6) for these 'short' words.9

(6)

a
di

dinktl 'hatred'

W

ci)

a
nkii

A zN
a
di

a
nkti

a
di

a
nIcti

The leftmost representation, although involving a non-binary (i.e., degenerate) foot, has the
advantage of allowing us to maintain the generalization from (3) on the distribution of
/mp/, /nt/, /nk/: they cannot be foot-internal. This generalization would be lost if either the
second or third representation were accepted. While such a generalization about the data

9 This raises the question of word minimality effects in Babole. There is clear evidence that
the minimal word in Babole is too]. However, since minimality effects play no role in the
phenomena discussed in this paper, I will not attempt to motivate prosodic word minimality in
this context.
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expressed in terms of the prosodic hierarchy is desirable, it falls short of explaining why
this should be the case. 10

1.2. Distribution of Prenasalized Segments in Verb Roots

Before turning to the OT characterization of this puzzle, we will consider the
distribution of prenasalized segments in verb roots. Verb roots have a wide variety of
shapes in Babole, buts:pure' roots, that is, ones not incorporating varying degrees of
historically suffixal material, are either CVC or CV. Not unexpectedly, the same
restriction observed in nominal stems applies in verb roots: C2 may not be mp, nt, or nk,n
whereas examples with the voiced series, as in (7), are extremely common.

(7) Examples of Roots with C2= mb, nd, ng

-harnb-
-hand-
-hang-

curse
start again
become mean

Perhaps more surprising is the fact that all of the prenasalized segments (with the
exception of /ng/) are quite rare in C1 position in verb stems. In (8), I provide examples of
verb roots with prenasals in initial position. In each case I have indicated the number of
such examples in my lexicon of more than 1000 verb roots in order to give a clear picture
of the statistical rarity of these forms.

(8) Examples of Prenasal C1 In Verb roots (lexical database of >1000 verbal roots):

CI= h:b 3/
-mbikikad-
-mbwak-
-mbwambwat-

nd 4/
-nddmbim-
-ndand-
-ndum-

become thick, thicken
make bubbles
shake, shiver, tremble

jump up, bounce up
check out, feel out
stuff the mouth with...

mp 11/
-mpdt-
-mpengum-
-mpilo-

nt 7/
-ntdrnb-
-nteng-
-nrilmod-

become stuck
limp

become erect
writhe
whip, chasten

-ndtinde-

ng 30/
-ngondze-

give a large portion

kneel down

-ntuntum-

nk 2/
-nkin-

tremble

underestimate
-ngond-
-ngdkod-

bend
decapitate

-Mcdnyod- crunch with teeth

The meaning of, or reason for, this distributional asymmetry with respect to the C1
position in nominal and verbal stems is not clear. What interests us, in the context of this

l Alternatively, it would be possible to express the restriction on C2 as a morpheme
structure constraint to the effect that: prenasals in C2 of roots may only be of the voiced series.
This option would have the same lack of explanation as a generalization stated on foot structure.

In a lexicon with over 1000 verbal roots there is only the form -115nkot- attach firmly that
violates the generalization.
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paper, however, is simply that such roots exist and that they show peculiar behavior in a
certain context. I turn next to examine the unusual behavior of prenasals in C1 position in
verb roots.

1.3. Nasal-Dropping in Imperatives
The 'unusual' behavior referred to is that, in the imperative singular of the verbs with a

voiceless prenasal root-initial C, the nasal 'part' of the prenasal 'drops out' (i.e., is simply
not pronounced). To make the contrast clear, consider, first, prefixed examples with a
voiced stem-initial prenasal, (9a), and a voiceless one, (9b). Prenasalization is preserved in
both series when a prefix is present. (9c), an example with a non-prenasalized initial, is
included to show that the nasality is not related to the prefix a, third person singular
subject.

(9) Prefixed verbs maintain both classes of Stem-Initial Prenasals
a. [a.ndli.m1] /d-ndum-1/ he stuffed his mouth...
b. [a .ntil.m6.di] /d-ntlimod-1/ he whipped
c. [a .1cl.d1] /a -Id d-i/ he renounced...

However, when the need for a prefix is removed by using the imperative singular, voiced
prenasal initials maintain the nasal articulation, while the voiceless ones 'drop' the nasal.
This is illustrated in (10) below.

(10) Imperatives 'drop' nasal in the voiceless class

Voiced Class
/ndum-d/ [ndll.ma ] *[dil.ma] stuff your mouth!
/ndambim-d/ [ncla.mbi .ma *[cla.mbi.ma] jump up!

Voiceless Class
/ntilmod-d/ [til.m6 Id] *[ntil.m6.1a] whip!
/ntuntum-d/ Eta .ntil.mif *[ntu.ntil tremble!

This is something that requires an explanation. Moreover, it should be required of an
adequate analysis that the impossibility of Laving the voiceless prenasals in initial position
in imperatives be related to the impossibility of having them root/stem internally (sections
1.1 and 1.2). After outlining a few pertinent facts about Babole syllable structure in
section 1.4, I proceed directly in section 2 to an analysis in terms of OT.

1.4. Babole Syllable Structure

My assumptions about Babole syllable structure for the purposes of the article are as
given in (10) and (11).

(10) a. The only moraic consonant is the nasal glide prefix /M.
b. Only vowels can be nucleus of a sy1lable.12

12 The Class 9 morpheme ends up being realized as [i] with some degree of nasalization, in
both voiced and voiceless prenasals; for example, ng3m5' drum is [1.13g5.m3j, while nkllo
renunciation is [1.#1.16). In other words, Class 9 nominals always have a syllable that
corresponds to the noun-class prefix /N/. This might be taken as evidence that the NI had
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(11) Babole Syllable Structure = E(c)V (Prince and Smolensky 1993:94)

(11) means two things. First, the language has optional onsets. There is no gratuitous
epenthesis to satisfy the onset requirement. Example (12) illustrates the extent to which
Babole allows onsetless syilables.I3

(12) A.6.1 ng6m3
a -6 ng6m3
3s -beat -CMPL CL:9-drum

he beat the drum

Second, (11) means that codas are not allowed. In fact, for the purpose of this paper, I will
maintain that Babole strictly forbids codas.14

2. Optimality Theory Account
2.1. The Constraints

OT conceives of grammar as a set of competing constraints, each of which, in itself, is
violable. Constraints, unlike rules, do not apply serially or derivationally but in parallel.
Candidate forms which fare best in the overall constraint interaction emerge as optimal. I
see three constraints operating in the fragment of phonological grammar under
consideration here:

Constraint 1= ClusterVoi
One constraint needs to capture the fact that, prenasals, the voiced series is stable,

free in distribution, and somehow to be preferred over the voiceless series. Presumably
[nas], because of its inherent sonorant voicing can only form a satisfactory complex
segment with voiced segments. Clearly this constraint is violable since there are voiceless
prenasals in some contexts. I call this constraint "ClusterVoi". ClusterVoi simply insists
that the consonant member of NC clusters be voiced.I5

underlying moraic status. Moreover if syllable nuclei must be vowels, as suggested here, and
exhaustive syllabification holds, then we can understand how a vowel gets inserted in these
forms.

13 There are also morpheme-internal onsetless syllables, as in the verb -sdo- be insipid.
Although such forms may be historically derived from -sd- plus some suffix, such an analysis is
not supported synchronically at all. Thus, I conclude that they exemplify morpheme internal
onsetless syllables

14 It might be possible to analyze the nasal as a Coda. For example, nkild renunciation
would, on this view, be syllabified [14.16.161. I thank Pat Shaw (personal communication) for
bringing this to my attention. Nevertheless, I will not pursue this possibility here since the
weight of evidence appears to rest with the alternative interpretation given in footnote 12.
Furthermore, the non-existence of forms like *di-sOnkd would be hard to account for if
[di.s6g.ko.] were an acceptable syllabification. Recall the generalization that [nt], [nk], [ma
were acceptable as onsets only following a noun-class prefix. Under the coda analysis, attested
words like di-nkd hatred, would have to be analyzed as diq.ktl. It would then be necessary to
explain why [diq.kil] is fine but *Icli.s6v.k6.1 is an impossible word.

I5This constraint is not analogous to the NasVoi constraint of Ito, Mester and Padgett 1993.
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Constraint 2= ALIGN (Pre-R, cr-L)
Prince and Smolensky (1993:104), propose a family of constraints which belong to the

prosody-morphology interface. This family of constraints is called ALIGN. ALIGN
constraints force alignment of one side (right or left) of morphological categories such as
root, stem, prefix, etc., with one side of prosodic categories: mora, syllable, foot, prosodic
word. ClusterVoi, as it is formulated, will always prohibit mp, nt, and nk unless some
higher constraint comes to the rescue. In the ease of the prefixed forms in (4) and (5), 1
will claim that the prefix comes to the rescue. The alignment constraint captures this.16
The constraint ALIGN (Pre-R, a-L) reads: "align the right edge of a prefix with the left
edge of a syllable". No unsyllabified material may intervene.

Constraint 3= PARSE
The final constraint needed for the analysis is one of the family of "faithfulness"

constraints (P&S, 87), which favor parsing, or inclusion of features, segments, etc. into
prosodic structure, and favor the filling of structural positions with content. PARSE
simply says that there is a penalty for not having features or nodes properly gathered into
prosodic structure. So, for example, a penalty must be incurred for underparsing the nasal
in the case of initial voiceless prenasals in imperatives.

2.2. Constraint Ranking and Candidate Evaluation in Tableaux
1 will simply propose a ranking for the constraints and then justify it by applying it to

the crucial cases in our puzzle. The logic of the ranking will show itself to be rather
obvious, following simply from the optimal forms. The constraints are ranked as in (13),
where ">>" means "is more highly ranked than."

(13) ALIGN>>ClusterVoi>>PARSE

To verify that this ranking is correct and that the constraint interaction yields the desired
results, I will discuss each relevant case below in Tableau format.

2.2.1. How to Read a Constraint Tableau
In a Tableau, the candidatesI7 to be evaluated are listed, ae to a row. The constraints,

crucially ranked, are presented from left to right across the top of the Tableau. When a
candidate violates a particular constraint, the cell corresponding to the violation receives
an asterisk (constraint violation mark). After evaluating each candidate with respect to
each constraint and assigning violation marks, the optimal candidate can be computed. The
candidate that violates the fewest and least important constraints wins. Note that under this
view of grammaticality, many 'grammatical' forms will actually violate one or more
constraints, the optimal form being simply the least offensive in parallel evaluation of the
whole candidate set. Periods in candidate forms indicate syllable breaks. The constraint
violation asterisk that is 'fatal' to a particular candidate is marked with an exclamation
mark, "!". The victorious candidate is indicated by a "pointing hand" symbol on the left.

16 Thanks to Doug Pulleyblank for suggesting the actual formulation of this constraint to me.
17 The candidate set is produced by a function GEN, which pairs each underlying form with

a "large space" of output candidate forms "by freely exercising the basic structural resources of
the representational theory" (Prince and Smolensky 1993:4-5). In practice, only the most
plausible pertinent 7andidates arc included in a tableau for evaluation.
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Elements in angle brackets "<...>" are 'underparsed', that is, not properly included in
prosodic structure. The vertical bar "I" indicates a morphological edge where that is
relevant to an ALIGN constraint.

2.3. Discussion of Tableaux
Case 1 shows that, with stem internal voiced NC sequences, failing to parse the nasal

would always be worse than simply leaving it, since the optimal form violates none of the
constraints being considered. In particular it doesn't violate ClusterVoi.

Case 1. Stem Internal voiced

di-sdng6
outhouse, toilet

ALIGN »
(Pre-R,0-4

ClusterVoi » PARSE

di I .so.ngo

di I .so <n> .go it,

Case 2 shows how the constraint interaction analyzes the stem internal restriction on
voiceless prenasals. Recall that this applies both to verb roots and noun stems. Since
PARSE is ranked below ClusterVoi, any form with the nasal underparsed will be
optimal's. This explains why there are no voiceless prenasals root/stem internally. ALIGN
plays no role whatsoever.

Case 2. Stem Internal voiceless

1

ar

Babole
nonce form

ALIGN >>
(Pre-R,a-L)

ClusterVoi >> PARSE

di I .so.nko
*

,.
di I .so<n>.ko *

Case 3 shows that stem initial voiced prenasalF yiolste no constraints; in particular
ALIGN is crucially respected. The vertical line represents the Right edge of the prefix; the
dot represents the Left edge of a syllable. Underparsing the nasal would be much worse,
involving both an ALIGN and a PARSE violation. ALIGN is violated because the
underparsed <n> is now intervening between the Right edge of the prefix and the Left edge
of the syllable.

18 Note that this could be interpreted as saying that Babole lost nasals in this root internal
C2 position historically (perhaps through re-ranking ClusterVoi and PARSE). At present I have
no evidence bearing on this question.
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Case 3. Stem Initial voiced

Idi-ngase
little cola nut

ALIGN >>
(Pre-R,a-L)

ClusterVoi >> PARSE

di I . nga.se

di 1 <n > .ga.se *, *

Consider Case 4. There is a ClusterVoi violation, but resolving the problem by failing
to parse the nasal creates misalignment. This can be seen from the Tableau below where
the unparsed nasal <n> now intervenes between the Right prefix edge and the syllable
which starts with It/. The net result is that living with a single ClusterVoi violation is
optimal. Note that this desirable result crucially depends on ranking ALIGN over
ClusterVoi, confirming our choice of this ranking.

Case 4. Stem Initial voiceless

co°

di-ntilmil
wild fruit

ALIGN >>
(Pre-R,a-L)

ClusterVoi >> PARSE

di 1 .ntu.mu *

di I<n>.tu.mu *! *

For the imperative cases, below, ALIGN does not enter the picture since no prefixing is
involved. In Case 5, unparsing the nasal creates a PARSE violation, showing that the
optimal form with no violations clearly wins the contest.

Case 5. Imperative Initial voiced

ar

-ndum-
stuff the mouth

ALIGN >>
(Pre-R,a-L)

ClusterVoi >> PARSE

ndu.ma

< n > du. ma *

For Case 6 where there a ClusterVoi violation, the crucial ranking of ClusterVoi over
PARSE means that simply unparsing the nasal is preferable, incurring a less costly
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violation than ClusterVoi. The constraint interaction thus identifies the optimal output
form correctly.

Case 6. Imperative Initial voiceless

-nrnmod-
whip

ALIGN >>
(Pre-R,a-L)

ClusterVoi >> PARSE

co°

ntu.mo.la *

< n > tu.mo.la *

3. Concluding Discussion

In this way a fairly complex set of facts concerning the distribution and properties of
NC segments in Babole receives a unified and simple account. The account moreover
achieves the goal formulated at the end of section 1, to show the relation between the
impossibility of voiceless prenasals internally in stems and initially in imperatives. This
was accomplished by recognizing the key importance of the ClusterVoi constraint and
ranking it in a particular fashion with respect to ALIGN and PARSE. Voiceless prenasals
are rejected by the ClusterVoi constraint, but this can be avoided by underparsing the
nasal 'part', incurring only a modest PARSE infraction in stem-internal position and
initially in imperatives. Only in the prefixing cases where ALIGN adjudicates by
legislating fatal results for underparsing, do the voiceless nasals surface.

The fact that results like these can be achieved through the ranking of a few highly
plausible constraints is a strong confirmation of OT's basic correctness and potential. Of
course the analysis of a fragment of phonological grammar, such as in this present study,
needs to be confirmed by looking at the overall interaction of all relevant constraints in the
whole of the phonology.
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Vowel Features in Madija

Patsy Adams Lic lin and Stephen A. Mar lett

This data squib presents the possessed noun paradigm in Madija as a window to the vowel
system of that language. The alternations exhibited in these forms provide evidence that the
vowel e is the unmarked vowel. This fact is important in an account of various vowel harmonic
alternations.

Madija has four contrasting vowels, but no possessed noun roots begin with a syllabic o.
The nouns that begin with consonants except w all act alike.1 The phonological patterns
illustrated by these data are also found in verb inflection since the same prefixes are used to
indicate subject of the verb.2

The changes which occur with vowels trigger a harmonization of vowels in these nouns. An
interesting change is the replacement of a by e in word-final position. This change occurs only
with nouns of this class. Other nouns which illustrate this change include the following (as they
appear before the feminine suffix): [ apha ] leaf, [abatha] cheek, [korima] spirit of dead
person, [kota] younger sibling, [dopa] under, [dzawa] uterus, afterbirth, [ctzapol hand,
;:mata] buttocks, [napha] egg, [tatsha] friend, [natshopa] saliva, and [tona] bone. No
examples were found with a medial velar stop in words of this pattern.

There is no prohibition on word-final a in verbs, adjectives, or =possessed nouns, as the
words [ t shona ] fall, [hada] old, [awn] tree and [madiha ] people illustrate. Possession of
alienable nouns is not indicated morphologically.

Madija, also kzawn as Culina, is spoken by about 2,500 people in Peru and Brazil in the
Jurua Putts river basin. The data in this problem were collected by Patsy Adams Liclan and
Arlene Agnew, who worked in this language for more than thirty years. The data and an analysis
appeared in Liclan and Marlett 1990.
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114 Patsy Lie lan and Stephen A. Mar lett

Vowel Features in Madija
(Peru)

my your his her

1. okone tikone kone konani hair

2. otati titati tati tatini head

3. opano tipano porno panoni face

4. owede tide ide ideni back

5. oweme time ime imani flesh

6. owino tino ino inoni tooth

7. owipo tipo ipo iponi lower lip

8. owene tene ene eneni nose

9. owetero tetero etero eteroni skin

10. owebeno tebeno ebeno ebenoni tongue

11. owenede tenede enede anadani chin

12. owebethe tebethe ebethe abathani cheek

13. owepe tepe epe apdni navel

14. owatshire tetshire ats ih. re atshirdni form

15. owahari teheri ahari aharini mouth

16. owathi tethi CIt 11. i athini word

17. owamori temori amori amorini foot

18. otati teti wati watini liver

19. owapi tepi wapi wapini shape

20. owaribo teribo waribo wariboni ear

21. owahohori tehohori wahohori wahohorini mastoid area

The forms for one's ... are the same as for my ..., but with an initial t: [ tokone ] one's hair.
The forms for our are the same as for your ..., but without the initial t: [ ikon ] our hair.



Vowel Length in Seri Possessed Nouns

Stephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

The difference between long and short vowels in Seri verbs is very obvious due to
conjugation patterns, but less so in nouns. As a result, an adequate analysis of Seri possessed
nouns has never been presented. In fact, the difference between the second and third set of nouns
included in this data squib was not fully appreciated and therefore virtually ignored in Mar lett
1981. (The difference is slight enough that one might try to explain it by a phonetic rule.)

The first set of nouns (of which there are many more examples) have consonant-initial roots.
In general, stress appears on the first syllable of the root. A subset of these nouns begins with j,
and these conjugate somewhat differently. The second and third set of nouns display the
remaining patterns which occur. Obviously the vowels with which noun roots of this class begin
are extremely restricted.

As for verbs, those beginning with single a or ce conjugate differently from those beginning
with other 'vowels, including as and cats (Marlett 1981, Marlett and Stemberger 1983, Marlett
1994). Compare the forms of the verb { -apl} lick, itepl (realis), ijoopl (distal), imi ipl
(proximal), with the forms of the verb { -aapl} be cold, tempi (realis), jnapi (distal), mempl
(proximal). With possessed nouns, however, the roots which begin with vowels conjugate
essentially alike except that in one set the vowels are short and in one set the vowels are long.
The question is, What is different about the underlying. form of nouns and verbs that accounts
for the different ways in which they conjugate?

Seri is spoken by about 700 people who live in the state of Sonora in northwestern Mexico.
The data presented here were collected by Edward and Mary Moser between 1951 and the
present; the citation forms of these words appear in a dictionary that is currently being prepared.
The forms of the nouns used for unspecified possessor are less commonly encountered and more
difficult to elicit; hence a form is not provided for all nouns.

The transcription used in this presentation of data is based on IPA conventions. Some
phonetic detail is omitted.
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116 Stephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

Vowel Length in Seri Possessed Nouns
(Mexico)

The first column is the third person possessed form. The second column is the form used for an
unspecified possessor. There is no form in which the root appears without an affix.

Set 1

1. ilit ?alit head 8. itimn ?atian mouth

2. ilX6.i back of neck 9. iXai root
3. inaii 7anciil. skin 10. j6.kwx ?aj 6.kwx ankle
4. in Sat heel 11. jaX ?ajdX belly

5. ipX6s1 7apkisi flesh 12. jean 7o.jan face
6. isit 'Posit earring 13. jaasoi venom

7. itO.aka ?ateaaka cheek

Set 2

14. ii 76.i black louse 28. iskt ?askt lung
15. imas personal hair 29. Isla ear
16. Imo ,f ?cimo J heart 30. Iso bag (of pelican)
17. imt ?amt breast 31. istx leaf
18. Imtx ?amtx tendon 32. it base
19. Ina ?dna hair, feather 33. itaxa bladder
20. Inca Mnoi arm 34. it iX remains
21. fn! ?an f spinal cord 35. Ito 7ato eye
22. ionam 7aonam hat 36. ftx buttocks
23. ipi 76.pi tongue 37. ix ?6X liquid, water
24. ipos ?ipos throat 38. IXak nit
25. ip I lash (of eye) 39. IX f ?aX I pet
26. ism' shoulder joint 40. ijas liver
27. isk ?ask white louse

Set 3

41. ad) ?amp nose 47. iistox ThastoX souls
42. lip ?aap tail 48. f i fk front of body
43. iipni ?aapni front of head 49. ii ft im hipbone
44. iisa tonsils 50. ibck strength
45. iisaX MasaX soul 51. iiX"ni placenta
46. fist egg (of fish) 52. iiXt edge of flipper

The forms for first and second person possessor are usually the same as for third person
possessor except that the first person form begins with 7 and the second person form begins with
m: ?inaii my skin, mindil your skin. For f-initial roots, the first person form begins with i ?
and the second person form begins with i n: my face, injaan your face. The i is
epenthetic and does not appear if the preceding word ends in a I/J3wel. The n is the result of a
general assimilation rule that applies to the nasal m in unstressed syllables.
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Seri Vowels and the Obligatory Contour Principle

Stephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

A serious question in the past, under the assumptions of certain phonological theories, was
whether phonetically long vowels in Seri should be analyzed as vowel clusters or as long
vowels. The data presented here, based on regular and well-attested conjugation patterns of Seri
verbs, present clear evidence as to how this question should be answered. It is clear that
underlying long vowels are not vowel clusters; the conjugation pattern of verbs with single a are
totally different from the conjugation pattern of verbs with double aa, for example. However,
there are two ways in which true vowel clusters arise. One is the result of affixation: the
proximal realis prefix {mi-} plus the root { -ai} say to, gives the vowel cluster ii. The second
is the result of a word formation process, such as in the derivation of plural and repetitive forms:
the i of the verb { - aitom} talk changes to aa in the repetitive; nevertheless, the repetitive form
conjugates like verbs beginning with short a, not like verbs beginning with a long a. These facts
provide confirmation of the predictive value of the Obligatory Contour Principle (see McCarthy
1986, Yip 1988, and the works cited in them).

Seri is spoken by about 700 people who live in the state of Sonora in northwestern Mexico.
The data presented here were collected primarily by Edward and Mary Moser between 1951 and
the present. The results of further study and analysis appear in Mar lett 1981 and in Mar lett and
Stemberger 1983.

The transcription of data presented here follows IPA conventions. Some phonetic detail is
omitted.
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118 Stephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

Seri Vowels and the Obligatory Contour Principle
(Mexico)

Distal' Proximal Rea lis Subj. Nom.2 Obj. Nom.2 Imperative

1. j Oactip mi. i4)p t 64ip i. iclip

2. joofkam mlifkam tafkam lirkam

3. jootaxa miitaxa tataxa iitaxa kataxa

4. ij ooman imi iman itiman iiman 6 oman kaman

5. ijOo It imf. i It ita ft ii It bolt VI It

6. ijOom imiim item iim 6om kelm

7. j as man tae jaa
8. j aakox mciakox taakox j 6.akox

9. j and IX moo4 1X t cia.4) IX. j 6.acii1X ?anti) IX

10. ija.ato3 imiato3 i tiat al. i?katoi jaatoi ?kat oi

11. I. j 6.a li imcia li item li i?6.a.li j dull ?anti
12. i j (mica imaaka itaaka i?6aka j claim ?claim

13. ij tint* imaatiik i taactik i ?anti& j awl2k ?am*

14. joitom . miitom tditom iitom kditom

15. jematim miaatim taaatim kaatim kdaatim

16. ijoi imii itei ii kai
17. ij 6aam imiaam itaaam kaam

18. i3oiiX imi iiX it6iiX iiiX oiiX kaiiX

19. ijemaXim imiaaXim itemaXim iaaXim emaXim

20. j (it'll than toxin j6031

21. j &lax maaax t flank j &lax

22. ijcialsX imelaisX ittiaisX i?daisX jdaisX ?daisX

23. ijdaasXim imelaasXim itdaasXim OaaasXim jaaasXim ?daasXim

Two irregular verbs

24. i.j oa. imij a item ij a ok6aa Ma

25. i. j 6a imi j a itia Wm kia

arrive

arrive (pl.)

stagger

winnow (it)

tattoo (him/her)

swallow (it)

flat
big

sneeze

push (it)

carry

send (it)

pound (it)

talk

talk (rep.)

say to (him/her)

say (p1.) to (him/her)

leave (place)

leave (place, rep.)

spacious

spacious (pl.)

clean (it)

clean (it, rep.)

know (it)

give (it) to (him/her)

I Finite verb forms are cited with third person subject (zero) and (when transitive) third person object.
2 The Actor Nominalization and Object Nominalization forms are inflected for third person possessor.
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Switch Reference in Seri

Stephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

Switch reference systems have attracted attention since they were first described as such by
Jacobsen 1967. The Seri facts presented here have challenged the most detailed theoretically-
oriented account of such systems (Finer 1985a, Finer 1985b), despite the relatively simple
appearance of the system. The Seri switch reference system, apparently unlike other switch
reference systems, is not keyed in to the superficial subject of the clause nor to some notion like
Agent, Actor, or deep structure Subject. Passive clauses and those with Raising are very relevant
facts, besides clauses with impersonal verbs like rain and verbs with nonvolitional action like die
(which interact just like verbs with volitional action).

Seri is spoken by about 700 people who live in the state of Sonora in northwestern Mexico.
The data presented here were collected primarily by Edward and Mary Moser between 1951 and
the present. Further data were collected by Steve Mar lett between 1976 and 1981. Basic data and
analysis are presented in various publications (listed below) by Moser, Mar lett, and most
recently Farrell, Mar lett and Perlmutter.

This data squib presents key data in one place and in one orthographic form (the practical
orthography). The interlinear translations, while not morpheme by morpheme or even word by
word, are fairly literal. Switch reference marking appears on verbs in the dependent realis (t-,
switch reference marker ma) and verbs in the dependent irrealis (po-, switch reference marker
ta). These verb forms are translated with simple past and simple future forms in the English
interlinear glosses. There are no words such as if, when, as, while, after, etc., in Seri, but these
are supplied in the free translation line as appropriate, although other translations may also be
possible. Similarly, nominalized clauses are translated below with simple tense in English.
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120 .:::ephen A. Mar lett and Mary B. Moser

Switch Reference in Seri
(Mexico)

Basic Data

(1) Pocoo(*ig) siizcamaha.
they will be all they will arrive
All of them will arrive.

(2) Pocoota nsiihitaha.
they will be all you will eat them
You should eat them all.

(3) Tcoo(*r_nja yaanipxat.
they were all they went home
They all went home.

(4) Tcooma imiitolca.
it was all they ate it
They ate all of it.

(5) Impoofpta tmaticpan.
you will arrive s/he can work
When you arrive, s /he can work.

(6) Tapcanta hpyiim.
it rained I slept
I slept while it rained.

(7) Toxi(*r_r_i mheemt.
it died it stank
It stank after it died.

(8) Mizj tama he yomaamx.
it was well s/he didn't tell it to me
S/he didn't tell it to me correctly.

(9) Him tcaznbna hpyaha.
it bit me I cried
Since it bit me, I cried.

(10) Minl quih pozatxtax insoohaha.
your fingers will have thorns in them you will cry
If your fingers get thorns in them, you will cry.

(11) Tommequerna hyomasi.
it wasn't warm I didn't drink it
Since it wasn't warm, I didn't drink it.

(12) Hapaspoj zo mpaaita hpaazitax cocsar zo haquix mopa(*tg)x
you will make a paper I will carry it an outsider will come along

he poofp(*Laix ziix zo him iseaha.
s/he will arrive to me s/he will give me something

If you make a paper, and I carry it, when an outsider comes along and s/he comes to
me, s /he will give me something.

(13) Yoofp(*rnal*Laj xo hymaho.
s/he arrived but I didn't see him/her.
S/he arrived but I didn't see him/her.
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Switch Reference in Seri 121

Data with Passive

(14) Ihpahcaznitax ihpsoohaha.
I will be bitten I will cry
If I am bitten, I will cry.

(15) Hap quih toxima yopahit.
the deer died it was eaten
Whe fever a deer died, it (the deer) was eaten.

(16) Cliset hapah hehe cap tpezima tatax yoque.1
the tree called Offset was defeated he went away it is said
The tree called Coset was defeated, (and) he went away, it is said.

(17) Haat quih pahcaax heepol quih mos sahcaaha.
limberbush will be looked for white ratany will also be looked for
Whenever limberbush is looked for, white ratany (plant) should also be looked for (at the
same time).

Data with Raising

(18) Ma hiizt ihpmaapxa.2
my tattooing you I was three
I tattooed you three times.

(19) Moxima quih iqui iipca maapxa.
its raining yesterday it was three
It rained three times yesterday.

(20) Hipazt quih yootxo / hpyahatxo.3
my being tattooed it was many / I was many
I was tattooed many times.

(21) Mipazt quih poouotax / impahatxo(*gx insoohaha.
your being tattooed it will be many / you will be many
If you are tattooed many times, you will cry.

(22) Haxz himcop him icatxla quih pahatxo(*Ig)x soxiaha.
that dog's biting me he will be many he will die
If that dog bites me many times, he will die.

(23) Sooda coopol quih ipasi quih pocahatxo(*gx hacx scamiihaha.
cola soda's being drunk one will be many one will die
If cola soda is drunk often, one will die. .

you will cry

I Switch reference marking never appears before a quotative verb like yoque.
2 Literal translation is not very meaningful here. The tensed verb is inflected for person (as shown),

and when it is so inflected in agreement with the (superficial) subject of the lower clause, the number verb
also carries an extra prefix. The verb of the'lower clause occurs in a nominalized form.

3 When the complement clause is passive, there are two possibilities: without raising (the simple verb),
or with raising (the derived verb has person agreement as discussed above).
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Nasalization in Huajuapan Mixtec

Stephen A. Mar lett

Nasalization is an important component of the phonology of Mixtec, as illustrated by the
data included in this data squib. It has received different analyses over the history of the study of
Mixtec languages. Nasalization is analyzed in Mar lett 1992 as a morpheme-level feature rather
than a segment-level feature. For example, [8 ] and [ to] are manifestations of a labial sonorant,
without and with nasalization, respectively. Under this analysis, End] and [n], as well as [3]
and [p] are similarly paired. A morpheme is either nasal or not; the nasal feature docks on the
right side of the morpheme.

The data included here are also illustrative of various facts about Mixtec languages,
including the necessity of independent words having two vowels (or syllables, or morae,
depending on the analysis), and the strong tendency toward having identical vowels if the second
syllable does not begin with a consonant. The glottal stop is analyzed as a prosodic feature in
Macaulay and Salmon (to appear).

Mixtec is a large family of closely related languages spoken primarily in the state of Oaxaca,
Mexico. The data from Huajuapan Mixtec presented here, based entirely on Pike and Cowan
1967, are representative of the family in certain ways. The fact that the high round vowel is
front rather than back is atypical for Mixtec languages, however.

The data are given in a broad phonetic transcription using IPA symbols. Pike and Cowan
(1967) analyze [kw] as a contrastive labialized velar stop, and [kj ] as a palatalized allophone
of k which appears before front vowels. (I have added the indication o' nasalization to the off-
glides of these sounds, where appropriate.) Tone has been omitted in this presentation of the
data.
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Nasalization in Huajuapan Mixtec 123

Nasalization in Huajuapan Mixtec
(Mexico)

1. 13a?a good 33. koro meat

2. pe?e house 34. koo snake

3. Pit fi now 35. ko?o plate

4. Pit5i sweet 36. komi four
5. fliko cloud 37. koni yesterday

6. tlelo calf 38. kwali horse

7. t fi 1 fingernail 39. Iciiii ? a yellow

8. t fika banana 40. kwa?a red
9. t leo work 41. kwee slow

10. 15A?raa." clothing 42. kjete will dig

11. 5iima will change 43. kj it i animal
12. Mali nephew 44. kjya year
13. 50e son 45. kj yka comb

14. 15676 lard 46. kjykjy is sewing

15. tSit li nose 47. laza bone
16. tSiko will sell 48. lende navel

17. 5iko neck 49. lek(a. eyebrow

18. Mira buzzard 50. nda?a hand
19. Mini head 51. ndee is caring for
20. tSita tortilla 52. nde?e is watching

21. ISito uncle 53. nde?i mud
22. tSiTi leg 54. nditi pulque (beverage)
23. 1500 ear 55. ndisa sandal
24. tSii?no shirt 56. ndoo sugarcane
25. bykjy niece 57. ndoko zapote (fruit)

26. kalla will lie down 58. ndo to split wood
27. Ica ?a." wants 59. ndyt fi bean

28. kat fi cotton 60. prima corn husk

29. ka fa hard thing 61. rani brother
30. kj e5o will sneeze 62. pe?e is scratching

31. kjini poor quality 63. p50 town

32. koko will swallow 64. nano above
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124 Stephen A. Marten

65. ,/ no76 fire 101. 7i7i raw

66. sa/Si is closing 102. 711 salt

67. saa new 103. 716 thorn

68. sa? a foot 104. ?InI warm

69. s67nI is tying 105. 71n6 six

70. sons is opening 106. ?on bluer

71. lee is buying 107. 7ysa seven

72. Tito bed

73. lite, oven

74. Jii grandfather

75. 5171 mushroom

76. Soo griddle

77. testa medicine

78. te7nde is cutting

79. tei chair

80. tit Ji. avocado

81. tiln bird

82. t ina dog

83. till stomach

84. ti3aka fish

85. tomi feather
86. tyty paper

87. inn tongue

88. 3nkwa crooked

89. 3e7e door

90. 3ik6 furrow

91. 3 ito tree

92. 3oko steam

93. 300 water jug

94. 3olSo grinding stone

95. 307o rope

96. 3Y?a thread

97. 3VY mouth

98. 3YY rock

99. 3ito tree

100. ?in sour

1')7



Texmelucan Zapotec Verbs

Charles H. Speck

Texmelucan Zapotec verb conjugations illustrate some common phonological processes like
deletion, palatalization, lenition, assimilation and dissimilation. At least some of these function
to accommodate syllabification. Most of these processes can be seen in the data from Table 1
(Regular verbs, the positive paradigm). Verbs in this table are inflected for Potential aspect,
which occurs in frames with the adverb meaning tomorrow; Imperfective aspect, which occurs
frames with always; Completive aspect, which occurs in frames with yesterday; and the Unreal
aspect, which occurs in counterfactual clauses.

The morphology of the negative paradigm shown in Table 2 is not very straightforward.
Neither the Completive prefix nor the Imperfective prefix co-occurs with the Negative prefix. I
analyze the Potential prefix as occurring in the form elicited with never and the form meaning
did not, but not with the form meaning will not; no aspect at all occurs on the latter. (This
skewing between form and meaning is discussed in Speck 1984.) Given an analysis of the
morphology along these lines, some of the same phonological processes seen in the positive
paradigm are illustrated in the negative paradigm.

Table 3 (Causative forms) shows that the causative stem is formed by laryngealizing the stem
of the non-causative and adding a prefix. These data illustrate some of the same phonological
processes seen in the other paradigms.

In Table 4, ride and seek have the same underlying stem, {jub }, but conjugate differently.
The conjugation of seek illustrates a highly marked positive exception to the rule of velar
deletion. Underlying {k -} (Potential) shouldn't delete before j, but it does with the verb for seek.

Most stems that begin with d, 1, or r are irregular in that they have a different form in the
first person than in the second and third persons. The second person and third person completive
is sometimes like the first person and sometimes like the rest of the second person paradigm.
These data provide yet additional evidence for some of the processes shown above. They also
show some exceptional behavior with respect to several of them.

IPA symbols are used in the transcription of the data However, the symbols kj and gj
represent palatalized palatal stops (hence the nasal assimilation facts) derived from underlying
velars. Tilde under a vowel represents a laryngealized vowel.

Texmelucan Zapotec is spoken by about 4000 people in the District of Sola de Vega,
Oaxaca, Mexico. The data have been collected by the author during continual work on the
language since 1972.
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126 Charles H. Speck

Texmelucan Zapotec Verbs
(Mexico)

Table 1. Regular Verbs, The Positive Paradigm

Tomorrow Always Yesterday Would have

die gat rat gut pgj at
hear gj ep rep gwep pgj ep
do gj ikj r ikj bikj I pgj ikj
drink2 go? ro? go? pgj o ?

ride gj ub r j ub bj ub pgj ub
count lab3 lab blab nlab
teach lju lu bl j u nliv

leave ry dru bru nru
lose ne? rne?4 tone? nne?
guard pa r pa mpa ppa
twist t el rtel ptel ntel
cross ded r ded bded nded
be dry kwigj rbigj bigj mbigj
change tIQ r t IQ pt IQ nt rg
bend d3ou rdgou bdg ors ndgou
love Ica rka pka uka
tie kj ig rkjig pkj ig Pki ig
move kwep rkwep pkwep ijkwep
connect gj id rgj id bgj id pgj id
lie al rgv bgv WV
see gwi r gwi bgwj vgwi

slice sug r sug psug nsug
study s j g rsjg ps j g nsj Q
be drunk zugj r zug j bzugj nzugj
tear IQ r I plg n ig

I The few i-initial stems known to exist appear to be irregular in the Completive. One would expect
forms like *gwicj, but they have never been attested.

2 The verb for drink conjugates this way in the second and third person (see Table 5).
3 In some ill-understood semantic or discourse environments, a velar stop can appear in the onsets of

the forms in this column. The conditions for the appearance of this segment, however, are not purely
semantic, but seem also to be related to sonority sequencing. It appears frequently before sonorants
producing forms like glab, glju, gru, and gne?. There are fewer examples before sibilants, producing
forms like ksug, ksjg, and gzug. Although its appearance before stops has been attested, producing
forms like gded or kted, they are very rare. It never appears before another velar.

4 The sound written r is voiceless except when is precedes a vowel or glide.



Texmelucan Zapotec Verbs

Table 2. Regular Verbs, The Negative Paradigm

ill not Never Did not
die wat wagat wangat
hear wajep wagj ep wangj ep

do waj ikj wagj ikj wangj ikj

drink wo? wago? wango?
ride wajub wagj ulb wangjub
Count walab waglab wanlab
teach wal jy wagl jy wanl j y
leave wary wag ry wanty
lose wane? wagne? wanne?
guard wapa wagpa wanka
twist watel wakt el want el

cross waded wakted wanted
be dry wabigj wakwigj wankwigj
change wat fa wakt l want Jg

bend wad3ot wakt Jot want Jot

love waka waka wanka
tie .1-,akj ig wakj ig wankj ig
move wakwep wakwep wankwep
connect wagj id wagj id wangj id
lie wage wagy wangy
see
slice

wagwj,

wasug

wagwi

waksug

wangwi

wansug
study was j Q waks jg wansug
be drunk wazugj waksugj wansugj
tear wa fca wak IQ wan Jg
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Table 3. Regular Causatives

Tomorrow Always Yesterday

be born gal r al gul

give birth ggl rggl bggl

be on gwa rgwa bgwa

put on kwg rkwg bkwg

be attached Ica rka pka

attach kg rkg pkg

be dry kwigj rbigj bigj

dry kwigj rkwigj pkwisj

be full din rd3a bd3a

fill t Jg rt fa pt Jg

be finished la 3 3a3 bla3

finish 1g3 143 b143

take a bath lggj 112-gi blagj

bathes lggj iggj blggj

walk za rza bza

transport sia CSQ. psa

slip(int) rilj dr ilj br ilj

slip(tr) rilj dr ilj brilj

be attached da? rda?6 bda?

attach ta? eta? pta?

5 lggj appears to be like the English verb open where the agent is optional and the patient is
obligatory. I know of no other Zapotec verbs like that. The fact that the intransitive stem is laryngealizet1
and that it begins with a sonorant suggests a phonological relationship.

6 Most verbs do not have a Progressive form distinct from the Imperfective form. This verb has a
distinct Progressive form to?.
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Table 4. The Two Conjugations of {jub} ,

ride gjub rjub bjub pgjub

wajub wagjub wangjub

seek jub7 r j ub bjub n j ub

wajub wagjub wagjub

Table 5. Verbs With Irregular Stems

Tomorrow Always Yesterday Should have
grind (1st do rdo bdo ndo

(2nd) go r for gQr pgjQr8

beaten (1st ruza druza bruzit nruzit
(2nd) gaz ru raz fu guz ru pgj az ru

Pay (1st ri Ja dr i Ia bri Ja nri Ja
(2nd) kj J ru rgj I ru bri I ru pgj I ru

distribute (1st leza leza bleed nleza.
(2x1) kjez fu Egjiz fu biz ru pgjiz ru

wait (1st lezA lezA blezA nlezA

(2nd) kwez cm rbez ru blez ru mbez ru

call (1st red3A dred3A bred3A nred3A

(2nd) kwed3 ru rbed3 ru bred3 ru mbed3 ru

sing (1st duly rdula bdula ndurri

(2nd) gut ru rul ru bjl ru pgjisl ru

relate9 (1st do at rdo du bdo du ndo du
(2nd) go nur ro nur bj nur TIMQ nor

7 The form gj ub has been attested, albeit rarely (see note 3).
8 Alternations in laryngealization are the result of interaction with tone which is not represented here

(see Speck 1978).
9 The meaning of relate is literally grind with. The stem for the morpheme with has two forms; { du}

occurs with the first person and { nu} with the second and third person.
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